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ABSTRACT 

A particle counting instrument, the Coherent Optical Particle 

Spectrometer (COPS) has been developed for measuring particles in 

aerosol systems. It optically counts and sizes single particles 

one at a time as they pass through an optically defined inspection 

region so particle size distributions can be directly measured. 

COPS uses the coherent nature of light available in a laser beam 

to measure the phase shift in the scattered light, which is fundamental-

ly different from previous intensity based techniques. 

The Van-Cittert-Zernike theorem shows that scattered light 

from small particles will be coherent if viewed upon at the focal 

point of a gathering lens. Optical homodyne detection can then be 

used to measure the extent of the phase shift due to the particle. 

Scattering mechanisms can relate the phase shift to particle diameter 

so particle size can be determined. An optical inspection region 

is given by the resolution limited blur spot diameter and depth of 

focus of the gathering lens. Particles scattering outside this zone 

will not contribute to measured phase signals. Calculations show 

that COPS can count in concentrations of 109 particles per cubic 

centimeter with 5% coincidence error. 

Mie scattering calculations, coupled with homodyne theory, 

predict a minimum detectable particle diameter ranging from 0.03 

to 0.3 micrometers, depending on optical configuration. Theory shows 

that small, strongly absorbing particles impart a much larger phase 

shift than refractive particles so a lower detection limit is predicted 

xii 
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for paricles such as soot and silicon. Particles above one micrometer 

show classic resonance typical of Mie calculations. 

An experimental COPS system verified the predicted results 

from the model. Resolution of particle size ranged from 25 to 60 

percent of particle diameter. Preliminary experiments showed that 

COPS has in situ sampling possibilities and will work for liquid 

systems as well. 

Coherent detection of scattered light shows promise for in 

situ measurement of submicrometer aerosols in high particle laden 

streams with maximum sensitivity for strongly absorbing particles. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Coherent detection of scattered light from submicrometer 

aerosols is a technique that measures the size and numbers of particles 

so number distributions can be constructed. This method counts and 

sizes particles one at a time as they traverse an inspection region 

by measuring the phase shift in the scattered light. The phase informa

tion is obtained by using the coherent properties of light available 

in a laser beam and is fundamentally different from conventional 

intensity based particle counters. An instrument based on the coherent 

detection of scattered phase is called a Coherent Optical Spectrometer 

or COPS. 

This chapter touches upon the fundamental topics of aerosol 

systems, coherence, modulation, light scattering and such in order 

to bring the reader to a level where an understanding can be felt 

for the blending of these fields involved in this work. General 

references are listed by topic in Appendix H. 

Aerosol Systems 

A collection of fine particles suspended in a gaseous medium 

is known as an aerosol. If these particles are composed of liquid 

droplets, the suspension is often referred to as a mist or fog while 

solid particle systems are called smokes or fumes. Since these common 

1 
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names are often used loosely, the generic term "aerosol" will be 

used to describe all such systems, whether solid or liquid. The 

interest in aerosol systems usually stems fpom the suspended particulate 

matter and not the gaseous vehicle so the particle properties are 

used to characterize these systems. Such properties include particle 

size, shape, composition and concentration, all of which can have 

a dramatic effect on the behavior of a particular aerosol. In this 

context, the term "particle" refers to a collection of many atoms 

or molecules bound together as a discrete unit and should not be 

confused with the usage in nuclear physics to describe SUb-atomic 

entities. 

Particle size in these areosol systems range from 0.001 microm

eters ( llm) to 10 llm. A 0.001 llm (10 Angstrom) particle would 

be considered a molecular cluster while a 10 m particle is a large 

"boulder" and difficult to maintain suspended in the gaseous vehicle. 

Particle shape can range from near perfect spheres for liquid particles 

to a variety of geometries from faceted crystals to those that resemble 

raisin pudding pie. Composition can cover a spectrum of possibilities, 

and like shape, must be considered for the specific system under 

investigation. Particle concentration is the number of particles 

found per unit volume and can include total concentration of all 

particles or be limited to those of one size or a narrow slice of 

particle size. Typical total aerosol concentrations found in room 

air are of the order of 100 particles per cubic centimeter (#/cm3 ) 

while flue gas from combustion processes is of the order of 107 #/cm3• 

That beastly invention, the cigarette, produces smoke concentrations 



as high as 109 #/cm3 • A crowded bar on a Saturday night may have 

aerosol loadings approaching 'those in flue gas while clean rooms 

in the electronic industry have substantially fewer than 1 #/cm3 • 

Aerosols can be a real nuisance. When released into the 

atmosphere they lead to visibility degradation, corrosion and health 

problems. In process streams they can erode away compressor blades, 

valves and fittings, while in the electronics industry, they lead 

to contamination and subsequent failure of integrated circuits. 

Aerosols can also be a godsend. In the pigment industry, 

fine particles of the order of the wavelength of light ( '" 0.5 )l m) 

are made by the ton, giving a spectrum of colors from the blackest 

blacks to the whitest whites. Pure silicon, the backbone of our 

electronics industry, is refined into pure ingots by way of an aerosol 

state where impurities are left behind. Graded index fiber optiCS 

and lens components, the future workhorses in communication, are 

made by coagulating silicon dioxide aerosols on a template and once 

3 

again illustrate the need to characterize aerosol systems on an industrial 

level where the value of a product is related to a finely divided 

state somewhere along the process. 

Aerosols spark the interst of many researchers where fine 

particles are intimately associated with the physics of some funda

mental processes like coal combustion and nucleation theromdynamics. 

These studies lead to the advancing fore-front of science and would 

not be complete without including the finely divided nature of matter. 
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Particle Counting and Size Distributions 

The utility in characterizing aerosols in many of these environ

ments is based on real time analysis of thousands of particles. 

Extractive sampling of a few hundred particles simply will not provide 

the information fast enough and with statistical significance. Presently, 

there is no means to determine size, shape, composition and concentration 

on a real time basis. What can be achieved is a measure of particle 

size and concentration. The particle shape is averaged out so the 

size measured is often a spherical diameter based on an equivalent 

volume. 

Useful information about an aerosol system can be found by 

knowing characteristic particle diameters and particle concentrations. 

Number distributions of counts versus particle size will show where 

the highest concentration of particles are located in size space. 

Number distributions can be converted into surface area, volume and 

mass distributions so that catalytic activity, chemical potential 

and other properties may be related to the distribution about the 

size axis. In essence, detailed particle information, like the number 

of arms and legs each particle has, is lost in the detection process 

so only a characteristic diameter is obtained. With particle counters, 

number distributions can be constructed and useful information about 

the aerosol system can be found. 

It is most important to be able to characterize particles 

in the size range of 0.01 to 1.0 ~m. In this interval, particle 

to particle interactions dominate and are of interest in the evolution 

of particle size with time. Particles in this range scatter light 



to the highest degree and contribute to the major optical properties 

of the medium. Most processes result in particles nucleating around 

0.01 ~m and growing via particle dynamics into an accumulation mode 

around 1.0 ~m. Particle counting instrumentation is often optimized 

for the 0.01 to 1.0 ~ interval. 

Of the numerous particle counting methods available, those 

based on some sort of light scattering are the most common. Light 

scattering techniques have an advantage over others like electrical 

mobility (Liu and PUi, 1975), electron microscopy, and inertial impac

tion in the ability to obtain real time on line sizing in an in situ 

manner where sample probes and dilution systems are not needed. 

Light scattering techniques can be broken down into ensemble methods, 

where light is gathered form a collection of many particles simultane

ously scattering, and single particle counting methods where the 

scattered light is gathered from single particles passing one at 

a time through some inspection region. Ensemble methods can only 

give statistical information like average size, average number and 

possibly some higher moments of the distribution. Reconstructing 

a number distribution from these statistics entails apriori information 

such as the shape or form of the distribution. In order to measure 

a number distribution without any prior information, single particle 

counting techniques are used to count thousands of single events 

from which a distribution can be constructed. The main disadvantage 

of these single particle counting techniques is their inherent lower 

5 
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detection limit of 0.1 ~m diameter. This limit is reached when the 

scattered intensity of a single particle approaches that of the background 

scattering from the gas molecules contained in the inspection region. 

General reviews of optical particle counting (ope) techniques are 

given by Hirleman (1980), Whitby and Willake (1979) and Willeke and 

Liu (1975). Table 1 lists references to articles describing a variety 

of unique optical particle counters, either available commercially, 

as a research tool, or proposed conceptually. Table 2 lists references 

of articles comparing the operation of two or more commerically available 

particle counters. 

Inherent in these single particle counting techniques is 

the need to have only one particle pass through the inspection region 

at a time. Coincidence error will result if this is not the case 

and can be shown to be statistically insignificant if an upper limit 

in the total number concentration is dictated by the volume of the 

inspection region (Whitby and Willeke, 1979). For most of the commer-

cially available optical particle counters listed in Table 1, the 

upper limit of aersol concentration is of the order of 100 #/cm3• 

This limits their usefulness primarily to atmosphere, ambient, and 

clean room studies. 

There exists a need for a particle counting instrument that 

can measure particle size distributions in an in situ manner over 

a size range from 0.01 to 1.0 ~m in aerosol loadings of 106 to 10 9 

#/cm3• The coherent optical particle spectrometer described here 

shows promise to fulfill these needs. 



Table 1. Optical Particle Counters 

Reference 

Culak and Yeh (1980) 

lIirleman and Wittig (1977) 

lIirleman (1978) 

Holve (1982) 

Knollenberg and 
Luehr (1975) and 
Knollenbcrg (19791 

Lepper (1979) 

Lieberman (I 979. 
198!la.lJ) 

Muly & frock (1980) 

Rirnberg (1979) 

Wyatt & Phillips 
(1972) 

Instruments 

Th~oll!tical 

MRSPC 
(multiple ratio 
~inglc particle 
cuunter) 

Theull!tical 

SPC/ID 
(sin)!1c particle 
counter/intensity 
deconvolution) 

ASAS 
(active scallering 
aero,ol spectrometer) 

LAS 
(laser aerosol 
spectrometer) 

fSSP 
(forward scaltering 
spectrometer probe) 

Climet CI-208 

Royco 225 
Royco 226 
Royco 203. 220 
leeds & Northrup 

Microtrac 
prototype 

laser method 
Science Spectrum 

DitTerential1l 

Light source 

Laser 

Laser 

Laser 

Laser 

Open cavity laser 
(-I W) 

Laser 

Laser 

Quartz-halogen lamp 

inc:mdescent 
laser 
incandescent 
laser and 

incandescent 
laser 

laser 

Sile range 
(j.lm) 

0.4-3.0 

0.2-80 

0.05-5.0 

0.3-\.0 

0.4-6 

0.3-1'0 

0.3-15 
0.12-6.1 
0.2-8 
0.5-20 

0.5-2.0 

0.1-5.0 

Remarl..~ 

cunsidered scallerin~ from moving particles in a 
strongly focused laser beam 

multiple·angle measurements of light scattered from 
single particles; view vulume -10-6 cm3 

Proposed technique for simultaneous size and 
velocity measurements 

uses intensit}' deconvolution to account for 
intensity variations within sample volume 

open cavity laser measures forward (4°-22") and 
backward (\ 76° _158°) scattered light; sample 
crms section -0.02 mm 2 

particle in sample volume determined by double 
pulse heigh t analysis 

particle in sample volume determined by 
transit-time anal} sis 

15°_105° scattered light detected; maximum 
allowable concentration <103 cm- 3 

11°_30° scattered light detected 
35° _120° scattered ligh t detected 
42"-138° scattered light detected 
multiple angle ncar-forward scattered laser 

light plus right-angle scattered white li/!ht 
Uses both laser and ellipsoidal mirror to maximize 

intensity of scallered light from particle 
angular dependence of light scattered from single 

stationary particles measured by rotating 
photomultiplier 

-....J 



Table 2. Optical Particle Counter Comparisons 

Clark and Avol (1979) 

Gebhart et al. (1975) 

Hirkman (1980) 

Hou~~r (1980) 

Jensen et al. (1980) 

Rimber!! (1979) 

Tang c:t al. (1979) 

Imtrulilenh 

Climet 208 
Royeo 220 
las\ and La\i 

(la~er aero\ol size 
spcctrometer and low·angle 
sca tiering instrulllen tl 

laser·bused single·particle 
counter~ 

various luser·based techniques 

Particle ~lca,uring Sy~tcms. 
Inc .. spectrometers 
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COPS in a Nut Shell 

The COPS technique measures the scattered phase of single 

particules traversing an inspection region so number distributions 

can be directly constructed. Theoretical predictions show a lower 

detection limit of 0.03 ~m diameter. There is no background phase 

shift to mask small phase signals like the background scattered in

tensity masks the intensity based signals. The background phase 

is simply given by the refractive index of the medium so other con

straints like band widths and detector quantum efficiencies dictate 

the lower detection limit. The upper particle limit is 1.0 ~m (for 

COPS with 0.03 ~m lower limit) even though larger particles can be 

counted at the expense of raising the lower limit. Due to the coher

ence requirement for the COPS technique, incredibly small inspection 

regions can be defined by the resolution limited blur spot diameter 

and depth of focus of the gathering lens. Particulates scattering 

outside this region will not contribute to a phase signal. From 

realistic inspection region volumes and coincidence calculations, 

maximum aerosol concentrations of the order of 109 #/cm3 can be counted. 

These features bestowed on COPS from the coherent properties 

of detection will extend size distribution analysis to smaller size 

ranges in high particle-laden streams. In situ analysis on the stack 

gas from a commercial power plant, however, may be difficult. 

Scattered light wave fronts emanating from suspended particles 

contain specific intensity and phase information which can be related 

to particle diameter. To date, conventional single particle counting 
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instruments are based on measurements of the intensity of scattered 

light. This coherent detection method measures instead the phase 

shift of the scattered light which is fundamentally different from 

intensity-based particle counters. Although there must be sufficient 

scattered intensity (i.e., enough scattered photons) to register 

on a detector, the fundamental quality measured is the phase shift, 

with the scattered intensity merely acting as a carrier for this 

information. 

While laser-based instruments are included in the list of 

OPC's, no laser-based instrument to date utilizes the principle of 

coherent optical particle detection. Instead, the laser is used 

simply as a concentrated light source from which the intensity of 

scattered light is measured. Typically, the particle moves across 

a viewing zone that may contain a network of interference fringes 

so velocity as well as size can be ascertained. In coherent optical 

particle detection the particle size is determined from the phase 

shift due to the presence of the particle in the light beam. This 

measurement is made possible by utilizing the coherent properties 

of light available from the laser. 

A Light Review 

Before plunging into the theory behind the COPS technique, 

it may be constructive to review a few basic concepts about light, 

coherence and optical heterodyne detection. 

Light is energy. It can be described by a fluctuating electric 

field that is mutually orthogonal to a magnetic field. These fields 

oscillate at optical frequencies (~5xl014 Hz) and go zooming through 

10 
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space at the speed of light. When light interacts with matter (such 

as in scattering), the effects of the magnetic field are small so 

light can be conveniently modeled by its wave field amplitude or 

electric field as: 

E = E cos (w t + <p) 
00-

( 1 ) 

where E is the wave field amplitude, Eo is the amplitude coefficient, 

w is the radian frequency of light and <P is the phase relative 
o 

to some artibrary reference. Equation 1 can be expressed in terms 

of complex exponentials as: 

(2) 

Equation 2 can be mapped on the complex plane where the wave 

field amplitude is pictured as a phasor or arrow as seen in Figure 

1. On a phasor diagram, the axis is conceptualized as spinning around 

at the same frequency as the wave field, giving a stroboscopic image 

where the phasor is frozen in relation to the axes and relative phase 

changes can be seen. The wave field amplitude is a vector quantity, 

and from the phasor diagram in Figure 1, can be characterized by 

its magnitude and direction. The magnitude, given by IEoI2, is 

called the intensity and is a measure of the power contained in the 

wave field. The direction, given by <P, is called the phase and 

is a relative measure of the location of the peaks and troughs (of 
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the fluctuating wave field) to some reference (usually another wave 

of light). 

Coherence is one of these conceptual words like entropy, 

13 

which can be elegantly described with mathematics (Scully and Jacobs, 

1970) but such analysis leaves a rather shallow feeling from an intuitive 

viewpoint. Coherence is the correlation of phase with time and space 

as illustrated in Figure 2. In 2(a), if there is a correlation of 

phase between points 1 and 2 for the same wave, there is temporal 

coherence. In 2(b), if there is a correlation of phase between two 

waves at any given plane X, there is spatial coherence. Temporal 

coherence is given by autocorrelation functions and spatial coherence 

is given by cross correlation functions. Figure 3 (O'Shea 1975) 

imparts more of a gut feeling for coherence. 

Incoherent versus Coherent Detection of Light 

When light is measured with a photodetector, such as photo

multipliers, photodiodes and film, the detector outputs a signal 

that is proportional to the incident intensity or power. In terms 

of incident wave field amplitude, these detectors output a signal 

proportional to the square of input, hence the name square law 

detector. There is a fundamental difference in the way that incoherent 

and coherent light is registered at the surface of a detector. From 

incoherent detection of many independent incident wave fields, the 

measured intensity, I, will be given as: 

(3) 



(a) 

(6) 
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Figure 2. Coherence described by autocorrelation (a) and 
cross correlation (b). 
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where E" E2 , E
3

, ••.. are the individual wave field amplitudes. 

For cohrent detection, the measured intensity will be: 
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2 

Icoh = IE, + E2 + E3 + ••• ·1 (4) 

There is a tremendous difference between the sum of the squares 

(incoherent) and the square of the sum (coherent). When the individual 

wave field amplitudes are first squared and then summed, a measure 

of the total incident intensity is registered but all phase information 

is lost. When the individual wave field amplitudes are summed and 

then squared, the phase information is preserved in the cross terms 

so both intensity and phase can be determined. In order to make 

use of the coherent square of the sum detection, all the wave field 

amplitudes must be coh~rently superimposed on the surface of a square 

law detector. Coherent superposition requires the wave fields to 

be in themselves coherent, along with being parallel and coincident 

on the detector surface. They must have the same plane of polarization 

and be close enough in frequency to interact. 

A good example of incoherent versus coherent detection is 

found in comparing photography to holography. In photography, a 

film is used to record a two-dimensional incoherent intensity distribution 

which yields a two-dimensional image. In holography, great pains 

are made to maintain the coherence in the system so the film now 

records a two-dimensional intensity and phase distribution. Upon 

reconstruction, the hologram displays a true three-dimensional image, 



made possible by the added phase information that is preserved in 

the detection process. 

Scattered light from moving particles is incoherent by the 

very nature of the mechanisms involved and as such, would not be 

able to be detected with coherent detection methods. There is an 

optical trick that can be used to warp the scattered light into nice 

coherent plane waves so coherent detection methods can apply. The 

trick consists of using the Van Cittert-Zernike theorem (Born and 

Wolf, 1939; Gould et al., 1964), where the scattered light is viewed 

upon by a gathering lens and shown in Figure 4. If the particle 

scattering event is contained in a region smaller than the resolution 

limit of the gathering lens, the lens will not be able to resolve 

the independent wave fronts emanating from the particle and will 
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lump them all together in one plane wave with average phase shift 

properties as seen from the solid angle of view. So in effect, incoherent 

light is imaged into coherent light at the expense of point wise 

phase information. In a COPS system, this average phase would be 

indicative of some characteristic dimension of the particle with 

particle morphology being lost in the process. 

Modulation and Optical Heterodyne Detection 

If a wave field is caused to cycle through changes in intensity 

or phase, it is said to be modulated. For amplitude modulation, 

the magnitude of the wave field is fluctuating at constant phase 

and is conveniently represented as a phasor in Figure 5. The phasor 

representation of the wave field amplitude has two little phasors 
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Figure 4. Van Cittert-Zernike theorem applied to a single 
particle scattering light. 
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stuck on the end that rotate in opposite directions at the modulation 

frequency. They are timed so their vector sum is parallel to the 

host and result in adding to or subtracting from its length. The 

little phasors are called side bands and the host phasor is called 

the carrier. Figure 6 illustrates small angle phase modulation where 

a carrier wave field swings through some phase change ~~ at constant 

amplitude, as represented by two side bands rotating in opposite 

directions but timed so their vector sum is always normal to the 

carrier, resulting in a change of phase. So a modulated carrier 
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can have amplitude side bands that always result in a parallel addition 

and phase side bands that result in an orthogonal addition. Large 

angle phase modulation becomes more complicated and is treated in 

detail in Chapter 3. 

Phase modulation is really part of a more general process 

called angle modulation where either the carrier frequency, W or 
o 

the phase, ~ cycles through some change. From Equation 1 it can 

be seen that both of these processes result in a change of angle 

and would be indistinguishable on a phasor diagram. Coherent detection 

methods then can measure the extent of angle modulation, and it is 

up to the researcher to determine if this corresponds to a shift 

in frequency or phase. 

If a modulation process acts on the carrier frequency, the 

coherent detection method is referred to as Optical Heterodyne Detection 

(OHD). For a modulation of phase, the detection method is called 

Optical Homodyne Detectors (OHD). The mathematics describing these 
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two methods, along with their acronyms, are indistinguishable. Often 

these terms are loosely thrown about. Optical heterodyne detection 

was classically developed first, so one may find references to a 

homodyne system in the physics of the process, with optical heterodyne 

detection used to describe the mathematics behind the signal-to-noise 

ratios. The COPS technique is an optical homodyne system and the 

power signal-to-noise ratio, (S/N)p can be taken from classic hetero

dyne theory (Jacobs, 1963; Bassan and Ciliberto, 1980) or from homodyne 

theory (Jacobs 1978) as: 

(5) 

where v is the detector quantum efficiency, P is the power in the 

signal, h is Planck's constant, v is the carrier frequency, and 

6f is the electronic band width used in the subsequent signal proces-

sing amplifier. For a homodyne system, P will be the power contained 

in the phase side bands so with a fixed configuration, the measured 

signal-to-noise ratto will be indicatfve of the phase shift. 

There are some assumptions buried in the derivation of Equation 

5. It is assumed that a modulated and an unmodulated (often called 

local oscillator) wave fields are coherently superimposed on a shot-

noise-limited square law detector and the modulated wave field must 

be much weaker than the unmodulated one. 

The local oscillator must have sufficient power to shot-noise 

limit the photodetector. This can be guaranteed by maintaining the 

power in the local oscillator PLO being given by: 
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(6) 

where NEP is the detector noise equivalent power, a measure of the 

background detector noise. 

For a typical silicon photodiode, n is 0.50 and the NEP 

is 10-10 W. Using equation 6 with a ~f of 250 KHz, the lcoal oscillator 

only needs 30 nanowatts of power to assure a shot-noise-limit which 

is readily attained with low power HeNe lasers. Some lasers are 

notorious for producing amplitude ripple or noise on the laser beam 

(Spectra Physics, 1966) which will spoil the shot noise limit assump-

tion even though sufficient power is incident on the detector. The 

light in the beam itself must be shot noise limited and deviations 

from this can spoil the sensitivity of this detection method. 

Light Scattering 

Light is scattered or made to deviate from its normal path 

whenever it meets a discrete change in refractive index. A small 

particle in a beam of light will provide such a change and therefore 

will scatter light. As the particle size approaches the wavelength 

of light intuitive judgments based on geometric relationships will 

no longer be valid and can lead to embarrassing conclusions. The 

correct solutions to these scattering problems must be found by solving 

Maxwell's equations for electromagnetic waves applied to a small 

particle. Such analysis was originally done by G. Mie in 1908 and 

has since been known as Mie scattering. 
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The scattering goemetry is shown in Figure 7. An arbitrarily 

shaped particle is centered at the x-y-z origin and illuminated by 

some incident wave field, E from the negative z direction. A scattered 
o 

wave, Es will be given off in many directions described by two spherical 

angles, e and S. These angles are referenced to the positive z axis 

so a zero angle would be scattering in the forward direction. The 

scattered wave field amplitude, E is given by Huffman and Bohren 
s 

(1983): 

E 
S 

ES II' 
E 

I sl 

ik(R-Z) 
e 
- ikR 

where k is the propagation scalor (k = 2TI / A), R is the distance from 

the origin, while the incident and scattered wave fields (E E) 
0, s 

have been decomposed into their parallel (in the plane of the page) 

and perpendicular (normal to the plane of page) polarized components. 

The S matrix is composed of complex scattering amplitude functions 

S1' S2' S3 and S4. All the rigorous mathematics have been lumped 

into these amplitude functions so buried inside this matrix is particle 

diameter, shape, refractive index, medium refractive index, wave-

length and angular dependance. 

If one assumes a homogeneous sphere, the S matrix reduces 

to S1 and S2 which is the classic Mie scattering case. The amplitude 

functioned now becomes axially symmetric so they are a function of 
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only 8 for a given particle diameter and wave length. If the incident 

wave field is 100 percent parallel polarized, Equation 7 reduces 

to: 

e 
ik(R-Z) 

- ikR 
8

2
(8) E 

°Il 

giving a scattered intensity, Is of 

2 

For perpendicular polarized incident light, the scattered 

(8) 

(9) 

wave field amplitude in Equation 8 is given by S1(8) and similarly 

for the scattered intensity in Equation 9. For 100 percent polarized 

incident light, the scattered light has the same plane of polarization. 

The scattering amplitude functions contain all the scattered intensity 

information to within a constant and the angle between the real and 

imaginary components is the scattered phase shift as referenced to 

the incident wave field. 

To incoherently detect the scattered intensity over some 

forward collection angle for parallel polarized light, Equation 9 

is integrated giving: 

(10) 



I 
s 

For coherent detection, the scattered intensity is given by: 

2lT 8 

EO~ik(R-Z) r r 
- ikR J ) 

o 0 

12 
52(8) sine dS d 8/ 

The difference between Equations 10 and 11 is once again, 

the sum of the square versus the square of the sum rule and will 

give a fundamentally different value. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORY OF OPERATION 

Basic Principles 

Consider a single particle which interacts with light and 

is viewed at the focal point of a gathering lens. The scattered 

light will be imaged as coherent plane waves if the interaction is 

contained in a region smaller than the resolution limited blur spot 

diameter. Due to the presence of the particle, these imaged plane 

waves will exhibit a shift in phase from that of the incident light, 

averaged over the solid angle of view. If this light is coherently 

superimposed with a local oscillator beam upon a shot-noise-limited 

square law detector, the phase pertubation can be measured and related 

to particle diameter. 

The following conditions for a COPS system (Figure 8) are 

as follows. The incoming laser beam passes through a beam-expanding 

telescope and then into a pair of matched prisms which constitute 

a Jamin interferometer. The Jamin interferometer separates the laser 

light into two beams, a subject beam and local oscillator beam, and 

recombines them in a coherent manner at the surface of a photodetector. 

In the path of the subject beam, a primary lens and a gathering lens 

are arranged so the emerging beam remains collimated. Submerged 

in the beam waist provided by the primary lens is the resolution 

limited blur spot with associated depth of focus of the gathering 

lens. This defines the limits of the inspection region where the 
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van Cittert-Zernike theorem applies and where particles will be co

herently detected. The subject beam will be coherently superimposed 

with the local oscillator at the photodetector. Since the particles 

are passing through tha inspection region (one at a time), the subject 

beam will be phase modulated and the power in the phase side bands 

can be detected with optical homodyne techniques. The power in the 

phase side bands can be related to the magnitude of the particle 

phase shift, which in turn can be related via scattering mechanisms 

to particulate diameter. 

It should be mentioned that in order to utilize the homodyne 

amplification procedure, the resultant phase shift must be averaged 

over the solid angle of view. As a consequence, point-wise variable 

phase information about the particle (which could suggest particle 

morphology), has been lost. 

Phase Modulation Process 

Since the particles will be passing one at a time through 

the inspection region at irregular intervals, the phase modulation 

process will not have a regular periodic frequency. Even so, this 

modulation process can be described by a simple cosine fluctuation 

as in the case of radio communications with super heterodyne receivers. 

The phase modulation process in COPS can therefore be developed along 

the classic lines of phase modulation in the communications field 

(International Telephone and Telegraph, 1956; Ryder, 1959). 



Consider a light beam undergoing phase modulation as: 

E = E cos [w t + <P ( t) ] 
c 0 

where E is the modulated beam in wave field amplitude, E is the 
c 

wave field amplitude of the carrier, w is the radian frequency of 
o 

light (carrier)and <P(t) is the phase fluctuation. 

Let the time wise phase fluctuation be described by 

<P( t) = M coswt 

where ~¢ is the radian phase shift at maximum excursion and w is 

the radian frequency of particle modulation. 
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(12) 

(13) 

Substituting Equation 13 into Equation 12 and using the trigo-

metric identity for cos (A+B) yields: 

E = E {cos w t cos (M cos wt) - sin w t sin (M cos wt)} (14) 
coo 

Using Bessel function expansions for the cos (a cos A) and sin (b 

cos B) terms in Equation 14 gives: 

cos (M cos Wt) = J (M) + 2 I (-It J2 (M )cos(2n wt) 
o n=l n 

(15) 

sin (M cos Wt) = 2 I (-1) n+l J (M) cos [(2 n-l) wt] 
n=l 2n-1 

(16) 

Substituting Equations 15 and 16 into 14 and collecting terms yields: 

E = E J (M) cos w t - 2E J (M) cos wt sin w t 
c 0 0 c 1 0 

- 2E J (M) cos2 w t cos w t 
c 2 0 (17) 

+ 2EcJ3 eM) cos 3 wt sin w t 
0 

+ 2EcJ 4(M) cos 4 wt cos Wo t 

. . . 
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Substituting trigonometric identities for the cos A cos B and cos 

A sin B terms in Equation 17 finally yields: 

E = E J ( M) cos uJ t coo EJ
1

(lI¢)[sin(uJ + uJ)t + sin(w _w)t] 
coo ( 18) 

- E J (M) [cos(W + 2w)t + cos (w -2w)t] 
c 2 0 a 

+ E
c

J
3

(M) 

+ E
o

J
4

(1l¢) 

[sin(W + 3W)t + sin (w -3 W)t] o 0 

[oos (w + 4w)t + cos (w -4 w)t] o 0 

According to Equation 18, the phase modulated wave field 

amplitude will consist of an infinte number of side bands, each 

weighted by a Bessel function term. These side bands occur in pairs 

at the sum and difference between the carrier and the modulation 

frequency, and at integer multiples thereof. Since each sequential 

pair of side bands is alternately described with sine and cosine 

functions, each pair is orthogonal to adjacent pairs. The first 

term, E J (ll¢) cos w t, is the wave field amplitude remaining at coo 

the carrier frequency. For values of maximum phase excursion corresponding 

to the zeros of J (ll¢),all the carrier wave field amplitude (carrier 
o 

energy) is transferred into the side bands. 

In the time domain, a phasor representation of Equation 18 

for maximum phase excursion is shown in Figure 9. The wavefield 

amplitude remaining at the carrier frequency is shown as a stationary 
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phasor with magnitude E J (6¢). The first pair of side bands, at c 0 

the sum and difference frequency, is shown at the top of the carrier, 

rotating in the plus and minus direction at a rate of w, the relative 

frequency between the side bands and the stationary carrier. Since 

the first pair of side bands is orthogonal to the carrier, their 

rotation frequency is timed so the vector sum of the side bands is 

always perpendicular to the carrier. At maximum phase excursion 

6¢, their vector sum yields a field that is twice the magnitude of 

each indidivual side band as shown on Figure 9. 

The second pair of side bands, shown at the tip of the first 
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pair at maximum excursion, is rotating in the plus and minus direction 

at a rate of 2w. The rotational frequency of the second pair is 

timed so the vector sum is perpendicular to the first pair, and again 

is depicted on Figure 9 at maximum phase excursion and a wave field 

amplitude twice that of each individual side band. An infinite number 

of side bands contribute to the modulation, eyen though only the 

first four side band pairs are illustrated on Figure 9. 

The modulated wave field amplitude E, is shown in Figure 

9 at maximum phase excursion 6¢. Notice that the modulated wave 

field has been shifted in phase as well as amplitude. At maximum 

phase excursion, the modulated wave field has "amplitude components" 

given by the summation of the even Bessel function terms (parallel 

to carrier) and "phase components" given by the summation of the 

odd Bessel function terms (perpendicular to carrier), all stemming 

from a perturbation in phase on the original beam. 
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From the phasor diagram in Figure 9 and from Equation 18, 

it is apparent that the wave field amplitude at maximum excursion 

for a phase modulated process is given by: 

n+l n 
co 

E E J (~¢) + E 2 I (-1) 2 J (~¢) + E 2 I (_1)2J (~¢) 
C 0 c n c n (19) 

n=1,3,5 n=2,4,6 

with the "odd side bands" being perpendicular to the carrier giving 

the phase components and the "even side bands" being parallel giving 

the amplitude components. Equation 19 places no restrictions on 

the magnitude of the phase shift, realizing that phase shifts larger 

than 2n will result in degeneracy. 

The phasor representation for a homodyne system in quadrature 

is depicted in Figure 10 for maximum phase excursion. The wave field 

amplitude in the local oscillator beam ELO is adjusted so the resultant 

wave field amplitude at the photodetector ER (given by the vector 

sum of the local oscillator, carrier,and side bands), differs in 

phase from the carrier by n/2. When in quadrature, the phase components 

given by the odd side bands are now parallel to the resultant, and 

the amplitude components given by the even side bands are now per-

pendicular to the resultant. In this way the phase components on 

the original carrier can be transformed into amplitude fluctuations 

at the photodetector. Similarly, the amplitude components on the 

original carrier are now phase pertubations and therefore go undetected. 
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In the COPS system, a particle will scatter some light out 

of the beam in directions that will not be collected by the gather-

ing lens. An extinction signal or amplitude modulation will therefore 

be superimposed on the phase modulated signal. The amplitude modulation 

can be represented as side bands parallel to the carrier, which will 

be aligned with the amplitude components of the phase pertubation. 

When in quadrature, the amplitude modulation due to particle extinction 

will appear as a phase process and be transparent to the detector. 

When in quadrature, the COPS system will measure the phase 

components due to the phase modulation process independent of any 

amplitude modulation. The total wave field amplitude of the phase 

components EpM ' at maximum excursion, can be seen from Figure 10 

and taken from Equation 19 as: 

E 2 
c 

n+l 

(-1) 2 J (~¢) 
n 

n=1,3,5 

To determine the power associated with EpM ' the following ratio is 

formed: 

2 

which combines with Equation 20 to yield: 

(20) 

(21) 
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n+l 
2 

p 
c 

2 I (-1) 2 J (~¢) (22) 
n=1,3,S n 

where PPM is the power in phase components at maximum excursion and 

P is the power in the carrier. 
c 

PPM given by Equation 22 will be the signal measured by homodyne 

detection and will be related to particle diameter. Pc can be related 

to total laser power and the geometry of the inspection region found 

in the beam waist. 

The major portion of the subject beam will not interact with 

the particle in a manner that results in a signal. This portion, 

designated as non-carrier, will coherently fallon the detector and 

have to be dealt with. Consider Figure 11, where E represents the 
n 

wave field amplitude of the non-carrier. Due to the nature of light 

scattered by a single particle, E is at least two orders of magnitude 
c 

smaller than E. From Figure 11 (not drawn to scale), it follows 
n 

that: 

+ E J (M)] tan M' c 0 

where M' is the resultant phase shift in the subject beam and the 

ultimate phase shift measured by the homodyne technique. Since E « c 

En' the resultant phase shift ~¢' will always be a small angle and 

(23) 

tan ~¢' is aptly approximated by ~¢'. Equation 23 can then be reduced 

to: 
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= E M' n 

In order to extract particle size, the resultant phase shift must 
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(24) 

be related to the particle phase shift. Using Equation 20 and Figure 

11, ~¢ , can be expressed in terms of particle phase shift ~¢ as: 

M' 
E 

c 
E 

n 

n+1 
2 I (-1)-2-J (M) 

n=l, 3.5 n 

Substituting Equation 25 into Equation 24 gives: 

n+l 

E 2 I (-1) 2 J (6¢) 
c n=1,3,5 n 

whicil is the same expression for EpM as Equation 20 derived without 

consideration of the non-carrier. This result is not surprising 

since the phase signal is due only to the particle interacting with 

(25) 

(26) 

the carrier and the energy in the non-caprier is nulled by the local 

oscillator when in quadrature. 

Inspection Region 

This technique measures the phase of the scattered light and 

hence particle size by utilizing the van Cittert-Zernike theorem 

and coherent detection techniques. Since this technique is based 

on measuring single particles as they pass through an optical inspection 

region or viewing volume, it is important to define the radial and 



axial extent of this viewing zone. It would be desirable to have 

a viewing volume such that any particle contained inside will give 

the same signal regardless of its internal position or trajectory, 

with the boundaries of the region being sharply defined. 

The physical geometry of the optical viewing volume for the 

COPS is shown in Figure 12. A Gaussian beam waist is provided by 

the primary lens, which has an aperture large enough to pass the 

power in the subject beam. The light is focused to a waist diameter 

-TI d , defined by the e wave field amplitude point. The axial waist w 
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length z is the collimated portion of the beam and extends one Rayleigh w 

length in each direction from the beam waist. The Rayleigh length 

is the distance where the beam spreads to 12 times the beam waist 

diameter. 

The gathering lens is responsible for defining the limits 

of the inspection region with its depth of focus and resolution-limited 

blur spot diameter, dB. Phase shifted light by particles within 

dB will not be resolved into inderendent wave fronts and will appear 

as coherent plane waves downstream of the gathering lens, as shown 

by the van Cittert-Zernike theorem. 

The radial extent of the inspection region will be determined 

by dB. Phase shifted light from particles within this zone will 

be imaged as coherent plane waves propagating down the optical axis 

that are parallel and coincident with the local oscillator beam. 

Light scattered by particles radially outside this zone will be imaged 
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as coherent plane waves propagating at an angle to the optical axis 

and will not be measured by the coherent detection methods. 

The axial extent of the zone where the van Cittert-Zernike 

theorem applies will be determined by the depth of focus of the gathering 

lens. The axial extent of the inspection region, ZB extends plus 

and minus one depth of focus from the focal point. Phase shifted 

light from particles to the right of the axial region will not be 

imaged as coherent plane waves, and will not contribute to signals 

measured by the coherent detection techniques. Particles to the 

left of this axial region will likewise impart a phase shift, with 

a portion of this light propagating forward into the inspection region 

and being imaged as coherent plane waves, extending the axial distance 

of the viewing volume somewhat further to the left of the focal point 

than one depth of focus. 

In order to assure a signal that is independent of particle 

position within the inspection region, a uniform intensity of incident 

light should exist throughout. This can be arranged by coordinating 

the geometry of dw and Zw from the primary lens with dB and ZB from 

the gathering lens. The intensity within the inspection region will 

be given by I(z,r) where z and r denote axial and radial coordinates 

from the origin at the beam waist. 

The radial intensity across the beam at any position z is 

Gaussian and described by Gaskill (1978) as: 

l(z,r) 
l(z,o) exp (27) 



where r is the radial distance from centerline, b is the Gaussian 

beam radius to the e- n point in wave field amplitude and I(z,o) is 

the centerline intensity at position z. 

If dB is centered in dw and (dB/dW) ~O.l, then the radial 

intensity profile incident on dB will not vary more than 6% and can 
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be assumed sufficiently uniform to be constant in the radial direction. 

The axial intensity at centerline is given by 

l(z,o) 
1(0,0) 

(28) 

where d is the diameter at beam waist to the e- n point in wave field 
w 

amplitude, d is the beam diameter to the e- n point at axial position z 

z from the beam waist and 1(0,0) is the centerline intensity at beam 

waist. 

The beam diameter at axial position z from the waist is given 

by: 

(29) 

2 
d 

w 
where ZR is the Rayleigh length which equals ~ 

Let axial position z be defined as a fraction of the Rayleigh 

length, so that: 

(30 ) 



where! is the fraction of Rayleigh length from the beam waist. 
y 

Then Equations 28 through 30 yield: 

l(z,o) 
1(0,0) 

1 

From Equation 31, if dw and dB axially coincide and ZB ~ (ZR/5), 

then the axial centerline intensity profile within ZB will not vary 

more than 1% and therefore will not compound the radial intensity 

pr'ofile error. 

The integrated power from centerline to radial position r 

is given by Gaskill (1978) as: 
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(31) 

per) TI r 2 
-P-- = 1 -exp {- - (-) } 

2 b 
tot 

(32 ) 

where r is the radial position from centerline, b is the beam radius 

to the e- TI in wave field amplitude and P
tot 

is the total power in 

the beam. 

For the case of constant radial intensity 

1.5b% of the total beam power is contained within 

dB 
( - = 0.1), only 

d 
w 

the blur spot diam-

eter dB and therefore contributes to particle measurement. 

It is difficult to construct any sort of inspection region 

where the edges are defined by sharp boundaries. There is always 

going to be a "fuzzy zone" surrounding the edges so particles of 

a given diameter than happen to pass close to a boundary will result 



in a different signal than those that pass directly through. It 

would be desirable to minimize this fuzzy zone so particle counting 

errors are small. 

The radial edges of the inspection region are determined 
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by the degree of nonparallelism between the scattered light and the 

local oscillator beam. Coherent detection methods are quite sensitive 

to misalignment, giving a rather sharp radial boundary. The axial 

distance of the photodetector from the interferometer will affect 

this sensitivity. 

The trailing edge of the inspection region will be sharply 

defined by the.depth of focus where the van Cittert-Zernike theorem 

applies. The leading edge will be the fuzziest boundary because 

particles further to the left will phase shift light that could propa

gate forward into the viewing volume and be counted as smaller particles. 

Experimental results with monodisperse aerosols will be needed to 

practically define the magnitude of this problem. 

It is interesting to note that if one overfills the primary 

lens aperture with the laser beam and clips 8% of the transmitted 

subject beam power, the center line intensity at the beam waist 

(1(0,0» is actually increased by nearly 40%. This and other 

peculiarities of working with Gaussian beams is t~eated by Gaskill 

(1978) • 

The COPS technique assumes that statistically, only one particle 

at a time passes through the inspection region. Coincidence error, 

which is the result of having more than one particle in the region 
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at the same time, will occur if particle concentrations in the aerosol 

stream are too high. Calculations based on the inspection region volume 

can give an upper limit on total aerosol concentration that can be 

counted before coincidence losses become statistically significant. 

A conservative estimate of the count loss due to coincidence is given 

by Whitby and Willeke (1979) as: 

(33) 

where Ni and Nt are the indicated and actual particle concentrations 

respectively, and the inspection region volume is given by V. In use, 

the left hand side of Equation 33 is set equal to 0.95 (5% coincidence 

error) and assuming an inspection region volume, the total aerosol 

concentration can be found. Table 3 shows the maximum allowable number 

concentration for feasible COPS blur-spot diameters assuming no more 

than 5% coincidence error. The COPS has the capability of measuring 

particle concentrations in many cases without sample dilution. 

As single particles pass through the inspection region, the 

phase components from the phase modulation process will be seen at 

the photodetector as intensity fluctuations. Without particles present, 

a null or grey fringe will cause some levels of D.C. current from 

the detector. In the time domain, the signal from COPS will appear 

as a constant D.C. voltage with pulsed superimposed at irregular 

intervals, one for each discrete particle event. 



Table 3. Total Number Concentrations for Coincidence Error of 
Less than 5%. 

dB [flm] ZB [flm] 
3 N [II/cm ] 

tot 

2 5 109 

5 15 10
8 

25 100 10
6 

48 
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The pulse width is the time of flight across the inspection 

region, which could be related to particle velocity, and the pulse 

height being the intensity fluctuation at maximum phase excursion. 

Pulse height will therefore be the measured parameter that is the 

result of particle phase shift and is a direct measure of particle 

diameter. To measure a particle size distribution, a pulse height 

analyzer is required to segregate and to count signals in real time 

as the aerosol is flowing through the inspection region. A distribution 

of pulse heights along with total counts results in a raw particle 

size distribution that can be massaged into any desired form for 

subsequent analysis. 

Incident Intensity 

By proper coordination of the primary and gathering lenses, 

the intensity across the blur spot (incident intensity) will be uniform. 

The incident intensity I , can be determined by dividing Equation 
o 

32 by the area corresponding to the blur spot giving: 

I 
o 

where Ps is the Power in the subject beam. 

(34) 

The power in the subject beam will be approximately one half 

the total power of the laser but may be less, depending on the reflection 

losses at the interferometer. 
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Carrier Power 

From the definition of the modulated wave field amplitude 

(Equation 12), E is the wave field amplitude in the scattered (carrier) c 

wave and can be determined by intergrating the scattered wave field 

amplitude over the solid angle of view for the gathering lens. It 

follows that: 

2n 8 

Ec= fJE(6)Si n 8d8dS (35 ) 

o 0 

where 8 is the maximum angle of acceptance for the gathering lens 

and E(8) is the angular scattered wave field amplitude given by Equation 

8 as: 

E(8) (36) 

The scattering amplitude function, S2(8) is given for parallel polarized 

incident light and contains the angular intensity and phase information 

of the scattered wave. Substituting Equation 36 into 35 results 

in: 

E eik(R-Z) 
8 

2·1 
E 

0 
82 (8) sin8 d8 (37) 

c - ikR 

0 

where the axially symmetric properties of the scattered wave are 

used to eliminate the S dependency. The intensity can be found by 

squaring the magnitude of E , yielding: c 
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8 
2 I 2 

2.J I E 
0 

S2(e) sine de 
= k2R2 

(38 ) 
(' c 

0 

Multiplying Equations 38 by the gathering lens entrance pupil 

(acceptance area) and substituting the focal le~gth as the corresponding 

distance R from which the event is viewed gives: 

p 
c 

8 

2. JS2C;)Sin; de 
o 

2 

where At is the acceptance area of the gathering lens and FL is the 

focal length of the gathering lens. The acceptance area for a simple 

lens is: 

= 1I DL 
2 

4 
(40 ) 

where DL is the diameter of the gathering lens. For a complex gathering 

lens system, Equation 40 may not apply. 

It is interesting to note that since Pc is coherently detected, 

the angular wave field amplitudes S2(8) are first integrated and 

then squared. In contrast, incoherent detection methods would squa.re 

S2(8) and then integrate, yielding a fundamentally different result. 



Average Particle Phase Shift 

The scattered light collected by the gathering lens will 

be imaged as plane waves with an average particle phase shift. By 

averaging the complex scattering amplitude funcUon S2(8) over the 

solid angle of view, this phase shift will then be given by the angle 

between its real and imaginary components. Averaging S2(8) gives: 

2TT 8 

f fs 2 CS) sin(8)d8dS 

o 0 
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'S' 
2 2TT8 

sin(8)d8 dS 
(41) 

which results in: 

8 

~2 = 1-:056 I 
o 

II 
00 

S (8') sin 8 d e 
2 

The average particle phase shift will then be: 

/\ 
where S2 = a +;b 2 ... 2· 

Putting This All Together 

(42) 

C43 ) 

Using the principles of homodyne detection, Equation 5 yields 

the predicted signal to noise ratio. For the COPS system in quadrature, 

the signal power P in Equation 5 will be given by Equation 22. The 

parameters in Equation 22 can be related to physical conditions via 

Equations 34, 39, 40, 42 and 43. The amplitude functions S2(8) will 
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come from Mie Scattering calculations for particles of given diameter 

and refractive index. 

Reducing Particle Phase Shift to Small Angles 

In deriving the phase components, no restrictions 

were put on the magnitude of the particle phase shift. If particle 

size is restricted to those in the Rayleigh regime, the phase shift 

will be small and can be analyzed under the assumptions of small angle 

modulation. This will permit derivation of an expression in closed 

form to estimate particle detection limits on a calculator. 

If the tangent of the maximum phase excursion lHP is equal to 

~¢, then the modulation process can be approximated by the first two 

phase side bands. From Figure 9, it follows that: 

E lHP c 
(44 ) 

resulting in a power level of: 

(45 ) 

Equation 45 can be independently derived from Equation 22 

by expanding the Bessel func tion series and taking the limit as ll¢ 

becomes small. For Rayleigh particles, the particle phase shift 

can be estimated as the order of: 
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2n (n-l)d 
p 

(46) 

where n is the particle refractive index, d is the particle diameter 
p 

and It is the wavelength of light. 

The power in the carrier will be the energy incident on the 

scattering cross sectional area, so from Equation 34, the carrier 

power is: 

p 
c 

-n d 2 

[1 - exp {Z (dB) }] 
\v 

(47 ) 

C t is the scattering cross section for a Rayleigh particle sca 

and is given by Kerker (1969) as : 

where V is the particle volume which equals (n/6)d 3, 
p 

(48) 

Combining the homodyne Equation 5 with Equations 45, 46, 47, 

and 48 yields : 

(SiN) 
P 

d 2 

32no:d8 P [i -exp{ _2:. (dB) }] 
p s 2 

w 
3hvll f 

(49) 
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where a is the fraction of scattered light collected by the gathering 

lens, which accounts for the lost carrier power that will not contribute 

to a phase signal. 

Equation 49 can be conveniently used to estimate the minimum 

dec table particle diameter for an experimental COPS without the full 

blown use of a computer model. 



CHAPTER 3 

THEORETICAL RESULTS 

COPS Model 

A Fortran V program, COPS.LAM models the COPS system for 

specified input variables in the manner described in Chapter 2, and 

outputs a predicted signal-to-noise ratio in terms of voltage as 

a function of particle diameter. There are no arbitrarily adjustable 

parameters, since all input variables come directly from conditions 

dictated by an experimental COPS system. COPS.LAM incorporates a 

Mie scattering subroutine BHMIE, written by Huffman and Bohren (1983), 

which calculates the scattering amplitude functions S2(6) needed 

in the COPS model. The program is well documented and straight for

ward. A complete listing of the program is found in Appendix F and 

sample input and output files are found in Appendix G. 

There are fourteen input variables for COPS.LAM and are ar

ranged as records in a data file with a format of (9F9.4, F9.5, 2F9.4, 

213). In order of input, they are: 

REFMED = Surrounding medium refractive index, real part 

REFRE = Particle refractive index, real part 

REFIM = Particle refractive index, imaginary part 

WAVEL = Wavelength light ()J m) 

DP = Diameter particle ()J m) 

DL = Diameter gathering lens aperture (mm) 
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DB ::: Diameter blur spot, gathering lens (\.1m) 

DW = Diameter beam waist, primary lens (\.1m) 

XNA = Numerical aperture gathering lens 

PSUB = Power subject beam (watts) 

ATEA = Detector quantum efficiency 

DELF = Electronic bandwidth (Hz) 

NANG = Number of angles between 0-90 degrees for which BHMIE 
calculates scattering amplitude functions (including 
o degrees). Subroutine calculates elements for 2*NANG-
1 angles between 0-180 degrees. 

NAN = Number of angles that is printed out for inspection. 
User may not want all angles between 0-180 degrees 
printed. 

The only required particle properties are the refractive 

index, real and imaginary parts, and diameter. Laser properties 

include the wave length of light and subject beam power while the 

only parameter based on the detector is the quantum efficiency. 

The subsequent bandwidth of the electronics used for pulse amplifica-

tion is also needed. 

Since microscope objectives ar'e used for the primary and 

gathering lenses (Chapter 4), the properties input for inspection 

region configuration are those most often inscribed on the barrel 
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of the objective. The numerical aperture is always found and sometimes 

the focal length is also given. If the focal length FL, (mm) and the 



numerical aperture XNA, are known, the entrance aperture DL, (rom) 

can be calculated as: 

DL 
2(FL) XNA 

REFMED 
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(50) 

Only one parameter, DL or FL, needs to be read. The entrance aperture 

was chosen because the available objectives did not have the focal 

length inscribed on the barrel. 

When only the numerical aperture is known, the entrance aper-

ture can be experimentally measured as outlined in Appendix A. The 

resolution limited blur spot diameter of the gathering lens DB,~ m) 

is given by Driscoll (1978) as: 

DB 1. 22 (HAVEL) (REFMED) 
XNA 

(51) 

This is based on the Rayleigh limit for resolution of an aberration-

free lens, and could be directly calculated in COPS.LAM; however, 

it is input so the user has the flexibility of using a blur spot 

based on first order aberrations or experimentally measured values. 

The beam waist DW, (~m) rrovided by the primary lens focusing a Gaussian 

beam is taken from Siegman (1971) and combined with Equation (51) 

to give: 



DW (REFMED) (WAVEL) 
(XNA)Pirmary 
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(52) 

and assumes that the lens diameter is sufficient to pass essentially 

all the power in the Gaussian beam. This condition is met if the 

lens diameter is at least 3/2 that of the incoming Gaussian beam 
_ 1f 

diameter (to e in wave field amplitude). 

Program COPS.LAM calculates the following parameters from 

the input variables: 

Relative refractive index: REFREL = CMPLX (REFRE, REFIM)/REFMED (53) 

Size parameter: X = 1f(DP) REFMED/WAVEL (54) 

Increment of scattering angle (radians): DANG = 1f/2 (NANG-1) (55) 

Collection a~~le of gathering lens (radians): 
CANG = SIN (XNA/REFMED) 

Focal length gathering lens (mm): FL = DL(REFMED)/2(XNA) 

-2) Propagation scalor (~m : CAY = 2 1f(FEFMED)/WAVEL 

2 Gathering lens aperture (mm ): 

Frequency light (Hz): VNEW = 3E14/WAVEL 

Subroutine BHMIE is called, requiring the size parameter, 

relative refractive index, and number of angles NANG. It returns 

the scattering amplitude fUnctions S1(8), S2(8) and the extinction, 

scattering and backscattering efficiencies. COPS.LAM only uses the 

scattering amplitude functions but the efficiencies are printed as 

an output option. The scattering amplitude functions as returned 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

(59) 

(60) 
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by BHMIE have a -~/2 reference shift in phase so this is corrected 

by transposing the real and imaginary parts with a sign change in 

the imaginary part. This effectively adds n/2 to the phase shift 

so the actual phase shift is referenced to the incident light. 

The scattering amplitude functions are summed over the solid 

gathering ~ngle, in a discrete form of the integral inside the absolute 

value operator from Equation 39, giving: 

CANG 
SlFOR 2n I S2(n) SIN(n) DANG (61) 

n=o 

The average scattering amplitude elements are calculated 

from Equation 41 as: 

AVES2 
S2 Fan. (62) 

CANG 
2n I SIN(n)DANG 
n=o 

The analytical solutions to the solid angle as seen in Equation 

42 is not used because of the mis-match of error between the discrete 

operation in the numerator. The particle phase shift PHASE, in radians 

is then found from Equation 43: 

PHASE TAN-1 [AlMAG(AVES2)/REAL(AVES2)] (63) 



The incident intensity XIB in watts/~m2 is caluclated from 

Equation 34 as: 

XIB 4 PSl'B 
2 

TT DB 

2 
- TT DB 

[1 - exp {2" (m.,) } 
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(64) 

The carrier power peAR in watts is then calculated from Equation 

39 as: 

PCAR (ALENS) (XIB) 
CAy2 FL2 

2 

I S2FOR I 

Subfunction routines for Bessel functions of integer order 

(65) 

and for integer factorials are used to evaluate the terms of Equation 

22 as: 

n+l 

OJN= 2 I (-1) 2 J (PHASE) 
n (66) 

n=1,3,5 

The operation is quenched after the first eleven terms, where 

analysis has shown that the remainder is insignificant for representa-

tive magnitudes of PHASE. The power in the phase components PSIG 

in watts is then determined from Equation 22 as: 

PSIG PCAR / OJN /2 (67) 



The power signal-to-noise ratio for COPS is then calculated 

from Equation 5 as: 

ATEA(PSIG) 
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SNP (68) 
(6.626E-34) (VNEH) (DELF) 

where 6.626E-34 is Planck's constant. 

The voltage signal-to-noise level, which is the experimentally 

measured quantity is calculated from: 

SNV = I SNP (69) 

Program COPS. LAM reads one input record, calculates a signal, 

then continues for all remaining input records. A two dimentional 

array AAAR, contains DP and SNV, so when the input records are ar

ranged in increasing particle diameter, AAAR will contain calibration 

information that can be shipped to a plotting routine. The standard 

output consists of the input parameters plus the AAAR array. Placed 

in the code at the beginning of COPS.LAM are two printing flags for 

optional output. Setting KFLAG' equal to one suppresses output of 

the scattering amplitude functions S,(8) and S2(8), along with the 

scattering efficiencies. Setting KFLAG2 equal to one suppresses 

output of all the intermediate calculated parameters that are ultimate

ly required for determining the voltage signal-to-noise ratio. These 

outputs are usually useful only on the initial phases of an analysis. 
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The assumptions incorporated in this model are described 

throughout Chapters 1 and 2 and are summarized here. The homodyne 

detection requires a weak signal coherently superimposed with a strong 

local oscillator on a shot-noise-limited square law detector. Homogen

eous spheres are assumed so standard Mie calculations will hold. 

Parallel incident polarization is required so the scattering is des

cribed by S2(e). Only one particle at a time is assumed to be con

tained in the inspection region. There are assumptions about the 

inspection region configuration. The primary lens is at least 3/2 

times the subject beam diameter so essentially all the energy passes. 

The Gaussian profile at the beam waist is clipped by the blur spot 

so the incident intensity throughout the inspection region is uniform. 

There has to be a temporal modulation, since a stationary particle 

will not give a phase modulated signal and therefore, will not be 

detected. 

Program COPS.LAM has equations analogous to 61, 62 and 63 

for S1(e), so the incident polarization can be modeled as perpendicu

lar. The program also calculates the even bessel function terms, 

EJN, found in Equation 19, primarily for curiosities sake. 

Modeling Results for Polystyrene Latex and Soot Spheres 

Program COPS.LAM is used to model the voltage signal to noise 

ratio as a function of particle diameter for several sets of input 

parameters based on the experimental COPS (Chapter 5). The response 

to polystyrene latex (PSL) calibration spheres for diameters from 

0.01 to 10 m is shown on Figure 13. The lower curve is for a 4x 
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gathering objective with a DB of 7wm and a collection angle of 5.75 

degrees while the upper curve is for a 10X gathering objective with 

a DB of 3~ and a collection angle of 14.5 degrees. A detailed list 

of all COPS.LAM input parameters is found in Chapter 5. From Figure 

13, it is apparent that increasing the collection angle causes the 

Mie wiggles in the resonance region (1 to 10wm) to go wild. 

Figure 14 shOWS the response to soot with the 4X objective 

superimposed over the corresponding curve for PSL. Notice how the 

strongly absorbing nature (large imaginary part refractive index) 

irons out the wrinkles in the resonance region as compared to the 

highly refractive PSL. The detection limits are the same for both 

cases as seen where the curves intersect at a SIN of approximately 
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one. Figure 15 shows the same response for PSL and soot vrith a 4X 

objective from .3 to 5wm where the Mie oscillations can be more readily 

seen. 

Parametric Studies of COPS 

Once COPS.LAM has been SUbstantiated with experimental evidence 

(Chapter 5), it can then be used to explore new regions where COPS 

has never gone before. Such parametric studies would be useful in 

optimizing a given experimental arrangement for the aerosol system 

under investigation. Table 4 shows the results of these studies, 

where the minimum detectable particle diameter (SIN = 1) is tabulated 

as a function of various COPS configurations. A particle step size 

of .1~ is used from 0.1 to 1~ so in many cases the variable analysis 

would not make a significant change. 
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Table 4. Parametric Studies Using COPS. LAN. 

Particle Gathering DB 
Lens DW 

PSL .1 
n = 1. 575 -. 4x .1 

iO.0033 .2 
.2 
.2 - - - -

lOX .1 
.1 
.2 
.2 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Soot 
4X .2 

n = 1. 56 -
iO.047 

.2 
- - - -

lOX .2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

NaC1 
n = 1. 543 - 4X .1 

iO.0033 
- - - - - - - - - - - -

Silicon 4x 
n = 3.96 -

i1. 0 

CO~STANT COPS.LAM PARAMETERS 

REB-fED = 1 

.2 

HAVEL = .6].lm CHeNe, .25 and 5 mH) 
HAVEL = .515 ].lm (Ar-Ion, 1 \vatt) 
ATEA = .50 
(d ) . for (SiN) v = 1 p mln 

PSUB t:.f (d ) . [llm] 
[Hz] p mln 

5 mW 25 K 0.4 
1 W 25 K 0.2 
1 W 25 K 0.2 
1 W 250 K 0.2 

0.25 mW 250 K 0.4 - - - - - -

1 W 25 K 0.07 
1 W 1 0.02 
1 H 250 K 0.08 

0.25 mH 250 K 0.2 - - - - -

0.25 mH 250 K 0.3 
1 W 250 K 0.08 

- - - - - - - - - - -

1 W 250 K - -

5 

- -
1 

- - -

mW 25 K 

W 250 K 

lOX XNA = .25 
DB = 3].lm 

CANG = 14.5° 

4X XNA = .10 
DB = 7 ].lm 

CANG = 5.70° 

0.03 - - - -

0.4 

0.08 
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For PSL, the refractive index was taken from Davis and Ravindran 

(1982) as 1.575-iO.0033, essentially a pure refractive, non-absorbing 

sphere. Subject beam powers ranged from .25 to 5mW for HeNe lasers 

to 1 watt for an Ar-Ion. Beam waist ratios of .1 (ideal case) and 

.2 (from experimental COPS, Chapter 5) are used, as well as a lower 

practical bandwidth of 25 KHz and the actual experimental bandwidth 

of 250 KHz. From the 4Xlens analysis for PSL, it is evident that 

two or three orders of magnitude change in most variables is required 

to significantly alter the detection limit. A single order of magni

tude change, of bandwidth for example, has little effect. With lOx 

gathering lens, a substantial improvement in detection limit is realized. 

The 1 Hz bandwidth simulation is meant to model the COPS 

application to the electrodynamic balance of Davis and Ray (1980) 

where a single particle can be suspended and made to oscillate at 

a known frequency through the inspection region. This would allow 

the use of a bandwidth of order one and make possible some interesting 

single particle studies. The high power levels can be realized, 

since particle evaporation for small particles (Rayleigh regime) 

by high incident intensities is difficult (Hunt 1979). 

Soot, a strongly absorbing particle with an index of 1.56-

iO.47 (Hirleman 1980), surprisingly gives a lower detection limit 

than the corresponding non-absorbing PSL. This is due to the strongly 

absorbing particle imparting a significantly larger phase shift on 

the scattered light for diameters less than 0.1~. From Table 5, 

it is apparent that for diameters less than 0.1~, the imparted phase 
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Table 5. Average Phase Shift from COPS.LAN for Soot and PSL 
(4X Gathering Objective). 

dp(Jlm) ll¢ Soot [Rad] ll¢pSL [Rad] 

.01 .545 0.00473 

.02 .547 0.00493 

.04 .555 0.00647 

.06 .570 0.0106 

.08 .593 0.0184 

.10 .625 0.0308 

.20 .877 0.179 

.40 1. 29 0.748 

.60 1. 50 1.20 

.80 1. 60 1. 53 

1.00 1.64 1. 97 

2.00 1. 68 1. 76 

3.00 1. 67 1. 67 

4.00 1. 66 1. 58 

5.00 1. 65 1. 53 



shift is two to three orders of magnitude greater for soot than for 

PSL. For diameters between .1 to l~, the soot phase shift is always 

larger, but of the same order and for diameters greater than 1~m, 

the phase shifts are essentially equal, fluttering back and forth 

for the largest magnitude. 
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The COPS technique measures the phase shift in the scattered 

light, but also depends on the intensity of the scattering for the 

carrier power. Degeneracies in the phase shift may not necessarily 

cause degeneracies in the ultimate signal due to the combined affect 

of phase and intensity oscillations for Mie scattering in the resonance 

region. 

Table 4 shows the response for NaCL crystals (modeled as 

spheres) with refractive index of 1.543 (Driscoll 1978). A small 

imaginary term of 0.0033 was included, even though literature values 

were not to be found. The small change in refractive index for NaCL 

as compared to PSL results in an insignificant change in signal. 

This is useful information when comparing NaCL calibration to PSL 

calibration in the experimental work in Chapter 5. The response 

to silicon aerosols are simulated for a real index of 3.96 (Driscoll 

1978) with an estimated imaginary part of 1.0 (Van De Hulst 1957). 

The silicon aerosols are essentially modeled as highly absorbing 

conductive spheres. As seen for soot, the silicon system exhibited 

a larger phase shift for small particles and a correspondingly lower 

detection limit. 



From the parametric studies done here, it appears that COPS 

is best suited for absorbing particles, with higher power gathering 

objectives giving better returns on detection limit than increased 

laser power or bandwidth. 

Small Angle Modulation (SAM) Results 
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If the particles phase shift is small (tan ~~~~~) then the 

modulation process can be represented by only two sidebands as outlined 

in Chapter 2. The scattering cross section for Rayleigh particles 

can be used along with an estimate of particle phase shift based 

on the diameter chord in order to obtain the closed form expression 

for signal-to-noise ratio as given by Equation 49. With the same 

parameters as used in the previous analysis, and a, the collection 

efficiency set to 10%, Table 6 shows the predicted results for the 

minimum detectable particle diameter using the SAM model. As can 

be seen by comparison of Table 4 and 6, the SAM model severely under

estimates the detection limit. Table 7 helps explain this by comparing 

the rigorous calculation of phase shift from COPS.LAM to the diameter 

chord phase shift in SAM for PSL. The diameter chord phase shift 

is one to two orders of magnitude too large as compared to the phase 

shift based on Mie calculations. 

The diameter chord phase shift is obviously a poor approxi

mation. Based on the COPS.LAM phase shifts, the small angle approxi

mation holds to particle diameters up to 0.2 ~m where tan ~~ approxi

mately equals ~~. The Rayleigh scattering cross section used in 

SAM is only good for particle diameters smaller than the order of 
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Table 6. Predicted Hinimum Detectable Particle Diameter 
Using SAM Model. 

Particle Gathering 
Lens 

PSL 4X 
n=1.575 XNA=.lO 

DB= 7 ].1m 
CANG=5.75° 

lOX 
XNA=.25 

DB=3 )Jm 
CANG=14.5° 

CONSTANT SAM PARAMETERS 
(SiN) = 1 for dp min 

DB 
DH 

.1 

.1 

WAVEL = .6 )Jm (HeNe @ .25 mH) 
HAVEL = .515 )Jm (Ar-Ion @ lH) 
ATEA .5 

a = .1 

PSUB lIf (d) [)Jm] 
[Hz] P min 

.25 mH 25 K .063 

.25 mW 250 K .085 
1 W 25 K .02 
1 W 250 K .03 

- - - - - - - - -

.25 mH 25 K .05 
1 W 25 K .02 
1 W 1 0.005 



Table 7. Predicted Phase Shifts from COPS.LAN and SAN for PSL 
(4X Gathering Lens). 

dp M [rad] M 27T(n-1)dp 

COPS.LAN SAN A 

.04 .00647 .228 

.06 .0106 .343 

.08 .0184 .457 

.10 .0308 .571 

.20 .179 1.14 

.40 .748 2.28 
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V10, (Kerker 1969) limiting the upper size to approximately O.06~~m. 

In the SAM model, the SIN is proportional to the eight power of particle 

diameter. With COPS.LAM, Figure 13 shows a slope in the small angle 

regime of 4, resulting in a SIN that is proportional to the forth 

power of diameter. 

In conclusion, SAM analysis gives a substantial error and 

the rigorous calculations should be used for COPS design. The SAM 

model is useful to develop an intuitive feeling for the system, where 

the effects of relative changes can be conveniently expressed in 

one all-inclusive expression. An understanding of the slugishness 

of the COPS detection limit to order of magnitude changes is developed 

with familiarity of Equation 49. 



CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL COPS SYSTEM 

Basic COPS Configuration 

The configuration for an experimental COPS is shown in Figure 

16. The system components are bolted down on the surface of a 4 

x 6 foot optical table with pneumatic vibration isolation legs. 

A detailed description of the optical alignment procedure is given 

in Appendix A and operation procedures are given in Appendix C. 

A list of equipment specifications is given in Appendix D. Dinosaurs 

ana other evolutionary dead ends are listed in Appendix E. 

The beam from a 0.5 mW HeNe laser is directed by two gimbled 

mirrors so the critical alignment between the fixed laser (bolted 

down) and fixed beam expanding telescope can be obtained. The beam 

expanding telescope with built-in spatial filter is modular in design, 

having interchangeable lenses and pin holes for a variety of discrete 

expansion ratios. The telescope is configured with a lOX objective 

and a 25 ~m pinhole giving an expansion of 15 times. The expanded 

beam propagates into the first half of the Jamin interferometer which 

is securely fastened to the table top. 

The upper half of surface 2 has a 50% reflective coating, 

thus splitting the beam while the lower portion of surface 1 is a 

total reflector, resulting in parallel beams propagating in the same 

direction. The upper beam is the local oscillator and the lower 

one is the subject beam. Both beams enter the second half of the 
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Jamin which operates conversely to·the first, so the emerging beam 

from the lower half of surface 4 is the coherent superposition of 
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the incoming ones. The second half of the Jamin is bolted to a massive 

aluminum block that pivots at the top end and is petitely translated 

by a precision micrometer head at the base. This allows for the 

quadrature adjustment. The entrance aperture of surface 1 is uncoated, 

resulting in some reflection losses. There is a stray reflection 

from the local oscillator on the uncoated upper side of surface 3, 

as well as a stray reflection off the lower side of surface 3 from 

the 50% reflective coating. These stray reflections can be useful 

as subsequently described. 

The effective aperture for a transmitted beam is 20 mm while 

the center to center separation is 65 mm. This spacing leaves things 

a bit cramped, especially for in situ analysis, but is the price 

paid for the optical stability of the Jamin over other interferometer 

designs such as a}~ch-Zehnder. The spacing between the prisms is 

not critical but the shortest convenient distance is recommended 

to minimize vibration and air currents which introduce noise. A 

spacing of 30 cm is used which allows enough elbow room to change 

the inspection region geometry without having to re-align the entire 

optics train. 

In the subject beam are two precision mounts threaded for 

microscope objectives. These mounts move in x-y-z directions (z 

aligned with optical axis) along with two directions of gimble, result

ing in a great deal of flexibility for alignment and the potential 



for severe frustration. The mounts are 65 mm from edge to center 

line, so a 10 mm groove is machined into the outer edges, allowing 

for the passage of the local oscillator beam. 

The primary lens i~ a standard 2X microscopic objective, 

threaded into the first mount. This lens has a numerical aperature 

of 0.07, an ex trance pupil of 6.6 rom and a focal length of 46.8 mm. 

The gathering lens is a 4x microscope objective with a numerical 

aperture of 0.10, entrance pupil of 8 mm and a focal-length of 40 

rnm. When the lenses are properly aligned, the spacing between them 

is of the order of 87 mm, so any in situ experimentation must be 

contained within this dimension. Microscope objectives are convenient 

since they give essentially diffraction limited performance with 

optical properties easily calculated, all in a compact package ready 

to screw into the system. The disadvantage is the short working 

distances offered, but this can be circumscribed with custom optics 

where 30 centimeters or more working distance is possible. A 10X 

gathering lens is available, but most of the work with COPS is done 

with the 4X objective. 
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The local oscillator beam is encased in a thin walled brass 

tube 10 mm in diameter, painted flat black inside and out. Likewise, 

the subject beam between the lenses and the interferometer are similar

ly encased so the only exposed region of the beam is in between the 

primary and gathering lenses. The tubes are all securely fastened 

to the optical mounts and extend within a millimeter of the Jamin 

surfaces. Enclosing the beams in this way reduces phase noise due 



to air currents drifting across the beam paths, resulting in a more 

stable quadrature fringe. 

The emerging beam from surface 4 passes through a spatial 

filter made from a standard 4X microscope objective and a 50 ~m pin 

hole. The mount is designed so micrometer heads can precisely move 
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the pin hole in x-y directions while another micrometer moves the 

objective in the z direction for focusing on the pin hole. The spatial 

filter is not used for the standard "beam cleaning", but tightens 

the radial extent of the inspection region by removing off-axis com

ponents. Increasing the axial distance down stream from the interferom

eter would improve the off-axis filtering sensitivity by lengthening 

the optical lever arm. Due to the encroaching '3dge of the table, 

the spatial filter could only be placed 5 cm away from the interferom

eter. Once the beams have been combined, encasing is no longer re

quired because phase noise will affect them both identically. 

Immediately following the spatial filter is the photodetector 

that measures the intensity fluctuations in the quadrature fringe. 

The active region of the detector is only the center first millimeter 

spot, even though the window in the case is 6 mm. Since the active 

area is recessed from the window, it is difficult to determine the 

location of the incident beam. In order to aid alignment, the entire 

window was painted black, except for a 1 mm diameter spot over the 

active area. Then, with an over coat of white paint, the surface 

acts like a movie screen with a black hole so the beam can be 

accurately placed on the active area. The detector is mounted 
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on a z translator and is moved towards the pin hole until the diverging 

fringe cone just fills the screen mask. There are some fringe deforma

ties, caused by lens aberrations, that insidiously creep through 

the spatial filter. These can be clipped by the painted mask, thus 

providing two stages of spatial filtering. 

Once the detector assembly is in place, it is difficult to 

observe the fringe pattern to see if the interferometer is in quadra

ture. Fortunately, the stray reflection off the lower part of surface 

3 is the superposition of both subject and local oscillator beams, 

containing identical information as found in the emerging beam. 

A mirror is used to steer this reflection in a convenient direction, 

through a 5X objective that projects an enlarged fringe pattern on 

a viewing screen. By tweaking on the micrometer, the projected pattern 

can be placed in quadrature. It is interesting to note that the 

emerging beam at surface 4 has undergone an internal reflection whereas 

the stray beam at surface 3 has an external reflection. This causes 

a 180 degree phase shift between these beams, resulting in the stray 

reflecting being dark when the detector beam is bright and visa versa. 

One has to keep this in mind when the stray reflection is used to 

adjust the detector beam into quadrature. The whole COPS system 

is enclosed in a tin foil lined cardboard box to shield against dust, 

electrical noise and air currents. 

Aerosol Injector 

The particles are introduced into the inspection region by 

an injector system that spatially confines the aerosol. The injector 
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is held in a precision mount with two directions of gimble (perpendicu

lar and parallel to the optical axis z) with translation along the 

optical axis. Calibrated micrometer heads (~m) can be used to axially 

and radially translate the particle injector across the inspection 

region. The injector is arranged so the particle flow is approximately 

normal to the optical axis. A miniature glass hood opposes the aerosol 

stream, slurping up the particles, thus preventing the optics as 

well as the researcher's lungs from becoming fouled. 

The injector design can pose some problems. A small orifice 

quickly plugs, yet a large one will not give the spatial confinement 

needed to probe the inspection region. This problem was overcome 

with the pyrex glass injector design shown in Figure 17(a). The 

aerosol is introduced in the center laminar stream lines with matched 

velocities to that of the sheath air. The total flow then necks 

down, resulting in the aerosol confined to the center region surrounded 

by clean sheath air. Ideally, the injector shown in Figure 17(a) 

would confine the particles to the center 22 ~m of the tip. Observa

tions made by directing laser light at the tip showed the particle 

stream to be of the order of 100 ~m, due to particle dispersion in 

laminar flow. This injector operates at particle concentrations 

that could quickly plug up a 100 ~m orifice. Figure 17(b) shows 

another injector design. A 7 mm diameter glass tube has microscope 

cover glass glued to the end forming a slit 20 mm by approximately 

100 ~m. The total slit area is rather large so the pressure drop 

is small and the flow can be easily regulated. The slit is used 
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to axially confine the particles by placing the assembly normal to 

the optical axis while the whole radial extent of the beam is submerged 

in the particle stream. This injector will operate for an hour or 

two before plugging. It is wise to have a few spare injectors on 

hand in order to prepare for clumsy spells. 

Signal Anal~is 

The detector, amplifier and band width limiting electronics 

for processing the raw pulses is shown in Figure 18. The photodetector 

is a hybrid photop a combination of a PIN photodiode and a FET opera

tional amplifier in one compact package, resulting in a synergistic 

relationship where the whole is greater than the sum of the individual 

constituents. In this case, the whole is less than an individual 

phododiode and op amp, exhibiting a large reduction in noise. The 

photop has an external 100 K metal film feedback resistor with a 

5 pf capacitor in parallel. The detector is mounted in a grounded 

aluminum box on a translator downstream from the spatial filter. 

A coaxial cable brings the detector output to a broad board where 

the signal is amplified and filtered. 

Three stages of amplification, each with a gain of 10, are 

provided by operational amplifiers (357) in an inverter configuration 

as seen in Figure 18. Plus and minus 15 volts is supplied by recharge

able NiCad batteries. The batteries prevent a variety of persistent 

line noise from infiltrating into the system. Next to each power 

pin is a pair of capacitors (1 ~f tantalum, 0.01 ~ ceramic) shunted 

to ground to help eliminate residual noise spikes. A high 
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pass filter is placed after the first gain stage with a fundamental 

frequency of 30 KHz. The low pass filtering is provided by the feed

back capacitor on each gain stage with a fundamental frequency of 

290 KHz, giving a bandwidth of 260 KHz. The high pass filter essen

tially cuts out all phase disturbances due to room vibrations caused 

by such things as air currents, flushing tOilets, and slamming doors. 

These ambient room disturbances are always present (because the lab 

is adjacent to the Ladies' Room) and persist to some degree even 

with the pneumatic isolation mounts. Fortunately, these noises have 
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a frequency spectrum primarily below 1000 Hz so a 30 KHz cutoff virtual

ly eliminates their effect. 

The signal from the photop consists of negative pulses a 

few millivolts (mV) deep and approximately 4 microseconds (~s) wide 

at the base. The signal emerges from the amplifier train as positive 

pulses, 150 mV to 10 volts in height and 5 ~s wide. The pulse 

fundamental frequency is of the order of 100 K, so the bandwidth 

was tuned to the narrowest valve without severely attenuating or 

distorting the pulses. There is a single negative ring on each pulse 

due to poor design in the amplifier system. This benign irritation 

was ignored since it is transparent to subsequent signal analysis. 

The amplified pulses travel simultaneously through coaxial 

cable to a multichannel analyser (MCA) and a storage oscilloscope. 

The pulses can be momentarily frozen on the oscilloscope screen so 
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their form can be observed. The background detector noise and periodic 

bursts of laser noise (the birdies) can also be monitored. 

The multichannel analyser is an electronic wonder that latches 

on to the positive peak value of each pulse and then increments the 

count by one in a memory location that corresponds to the peak voltage. 

The memory locations are called channel numbers and are a linear 

representation of pulse height voltage. The MCA has 1024 channels 

with 100 channels per volt scaling. If ten pulses of 500 mV came 

into the MCA, channel number 50 would contain ten counts. In this 

manner the MeA can sort out the incoming pulses and arrange them 

in a series of pigeon holes according to height. 

A two dimensional array of counts versus voltage (channel 

number) is' obtained by dumping the contents of the memory. A sum 

of all channels gives the total number of pulses counted during the 

sample interval. This information is used to construct number, surface 

area, and volume distributions. 

The MCA is interfaced to an Apple computer so the major func

tions of the MeA can be controlled from the Apple keyboard. The 

raw data can be shipped to the Apple and stored on floppy disks for 

subsequent recall and analysis. The interface is over the standard 

serial (communications) card for the Apple. Use of the Apple-MeA 

program is given in Appendix B and a listing is given in Appendix 

F. 
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Calibration Particles 

Monodisperse aerosols of known diameter and composition are 

required to calibrate the COPS system. The calibration aerosol is 

introduced by the injector into the inspection region and the resulting 

signal pulses recorded by the MCA. From this procedure it is possible 

to construct a calibration curve of pulse height (channel number) 

versus particle diameter which can convert raw particle counts from 

an unknown aerosol to a number distribution. Calibration aerosols 

were made from polystyrene laytex spheres (PSL), sodium chloride 

crystals (NaCI) and titanium dioxide spheres (Ti0
2

). 

Polystyrene latex spheres of extremely uniform diameter are 

available from Dow Diagnostics. The particles come in a stock solu

tion, 10% by weight solids with antiflocculating surfactants. Figure 

19 shows the procedure for converting these liquid suspensions into 

calibration aerosols. Ten to fifteen drops of stock PSL are diluted 

with 100 mL distilled water and placed in a Collison nubulizer (May, 

1973) where filtered compressed air (10-15 psi) produces a fine water 

fog from the suspension. The resulting mist has a mean diameter 

of the order of 5 ~m. A drying cell annularly packed with silica 

gel allows for the fog to freely flow through the center passage, 

thus removing the water and leaving the PSL suspended as an aerosol. 

A flow control valve in the side stream of a tee can be used to direct 

surplus aerosol to a hood, the balance passing on to the injectoi. 

The tygon sample lines are made as short as possible with sweeping 

corners to minimize particle wall losses. The drying cell is mounted 
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vertically to similarly retard wall losses, especially prominent 

for particles greater than a micrometer. 

Figure 20 shows the configuration for producing a calibration 

aerosol of NaCl crystals. A 2 molar solution of NaCl in distilled 

water is atomized in the nebulizer and passes through the drying 

cell, resulting in a polydisperse aerosol. The salt crystals then 

flow into an electrostatic classifier that produces a monodisperse 

aerosol from a polydisperse one (TSI, 1977). The average diameter 

of the monodisperse aerosol can be tuned over a size range of .01 

to .5 ~m using the standard operating procedures described in the 

classifier's instruction manual. 

Figure 21 shows the method of producing polydisperse aerosols 

of Ti02 - A pyrex glass cell holds titanium tetrachloride (TiC14) 

under a flow of pure nitrogen. The nitrogen stream carries out enough 

of the volatile TiC14 so a subsequent reaction with air yields a 

dense polydisperse Ti02 aerosol. The Ti02 aerosol was then brought 

to the injector over the standard tubing arrangement. Figure 22 
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shows a Duck Bill Dispenser, an all pyrex glass container for transfer

ring the TiC14 into the nitrogen cell. Nitrogen constantly flows 

down the annular space in the beak and can be inserted into a container 

to purge of residual air. By placing a finger over the "eye," the 

dispenser is slightly pressurized, forcing the TiC14 to exit out 

of the beak, bathed in a sheath of nitrogen. The Duck Bill Dispenser 

is carefully filled from the stock bottle by placing them in a garbage 

bag filled with nitrogen_ 
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CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Raw Signal Observations 

The signal emanating from the COPS detector is rather interest

ing. A background noise of 2-3 mV is typical with the pulses riding 

on top, ranging in magnitude from slightly above the noise to several 

hundred millivolts. The pulse width at the base is 3 to 5 microseconds 

with a single ring that overshoots the base line. Once through the 

amplifier's circuit, ·the pulses are inverted, 5 to 6 microseconds 

wide and have a single ring about one-third of their height. The 

background noise is 200 to 300 mV peak to peak with the pulses varying 

from slightly above the noise level to as high as ten volts, the 

saturation limit of the amplifiers. 

The frequency spectrum of the pulses is centered around 100 

KHz, but the bandwidth should range from 30 KHz to approximately 

290 KHz to prevent severe distor'tion and attenuation. Unfortunately 

the laser noise has a frequency spectrum fom 20 KHz to 1 MHz so band

width limiting filters will not be useful for this type of noise 

reduction. 

It is important to determine that the COPS system is indeed 

measuring phase modulation and not intensity based amplitude modula

tion. Blocking the local oscillator beam will reduce the COPS signal 

to classic intensity based extinction. The resulting extinction 

signal is negative and at least a factor of five smaller than the 
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same phase modulated signal. It is difficult to detect an extinction 

signal for particles less than 0.5 ~m. With COPS adjusted out of 

quadrature, the pulses are lost, but blocking the local oscillator 

reveals a small extinction signal. When COPS is counting a peaked 

distribution, blocking the local osciallator always gives a peakless 

decaying exponential tail, demonstrating that the extinction measure

ments lack a small inspection region that the phase measurements 

have. 

There are two possible fringe locations for quadrature, one 

shifted down from a bright fringe (bright quadrature) and one shifted 

down from a dark fringe (dark quadrature), as can be visualized 

from Figure 10. Bright quadrature will give a negative pulse while 

dark quadrature gives a positive one. Due to aberrations present 

on the dark fringe, the dark quadrature position gives a smaller 

signal so COPS is usually tuned to bright quadrature. As the inter

ferometer is adjusted, the pulses are first positive (dark quadrature) 

then disappear (out of quadrature) and finally reappear as negative 

pulses (bright quadrature). Blocking the local oscillator beam at 

any time during the tuning process would reduce the signal to residual 

extinction pulses pointing in the negative direction. 

The signal from COPS appears on the oscilloscope as a string 

of irregularly spaced pulses much like that from a conventionaJ. OPC. 

Decreasing and then increasing the aerosol concentration would cause 

the signal to vary from an occasional blip to a thick "grassy" signal. 

For the concentrations of PSL produced by the nebulizer, the typical 

count rate is approximately 3 Hz. 
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Number Distribution Analysis 

The polystyrene latex calibration particles used for calibra

tion are 0.31, 0.49, 0.55, 0.79, 0.95, 1.09, 2.02, 3.0 ~m in diameter. 

Number distributions of raw counts versus channel number (pulse height) 

are shown in Figures 23 through 29. These distributions represent 

data collected over a period when the COPS design was still evolving, 

so relative peak locations for various PSL sizes may not have any 

significance. They are all recorded with the same optics as outlined 

in Chapter 4, but changes in laser.power, amplifier gain and bandwidth 

vary the channel number locations of the peaks. However, the distribu

tions do characterize the typical COPS response. In collecting data 

for comparison to theoretical simulations, the utmost care is taken 

to assure that COPS conditions are constant between PSL sizes so 

that relative peak locations are significant. 

Figure 23 illustrates number distributions for 0.31 ~m PSL. 

The calibration peak is right on the edge of the noise, sometimes 

becoming submerged so only the right shoulder is visible. The location 

of this peak depends on the state of the laser (quiet or noisy), 

alignment, and injection velocity. Often the laser noise would limit 

data acquisition to short periods, resulting in fuzzy distributions 

based on only a few counts. 

Figure 24 shows number distributions for 0.49 ~ m PSL. The 

calibration peak is quite narrow allowing for resolution of the doublet 

peak caused by two particles of PSL sticking together and appearing 

as "Micky Mouse ears" in transit across the inspection region. Figure 
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24(d) is Figure 24(c) plotted on an expanded scale to show the resolu

tion of a triplet peak as well. In Figure 25, distributions for 

0.55 ~m PSL are similar to 0.49 ~ m, also exhibiting doublet peaks. 

Figures 26, 27, and 28 contain distributions for 0.79, 0.95, 

and 1.0g ~m PSL and illustrate the effect of trash particles, a problem 

that plagues users of PSL. Trash particles are the residual contamin

ants left from the nebulizer fog upon drying. Doublet peaks can 

be detected for these sizes of PSL but are based on a small number 

of counts and are not visible when plotted on the scale presented 

here. Distributions for 2.02 and 3.0 ~m PSL are shown in Figure 

29. It is exceedingly difficult to obtain high particle concentrations 

for these sizes. Count rates of 4 to 6 particles in a 10 second 

period are typical, resulting in fuzzy distributions based on only 

a few counts. In order to count 3.0 ~m PSL, the gain on the last 

amplifier is set at 5 to prevent signal saturation. The channel 

number scale for this plot incorporates the gain change. Doublet 

peaks are not found. 

PSL Calibration Aerosols 

Polystyrene latex is convenient for producing spherical 

calibration aerosols. In the stock solution, the particles are kept 

from flocculating by added surfactants, yielding a suspension that 

is extremely monodisperse. For example, in 0.55 ~m PSL, the standard 

deviation is 0.0083 ~m. In.spite of this, the resulting calibration 

aerosol may not be near monodisperse, as found by Cooke and Kerker 

(1973) and Fuchs (1973). The nebulized fog typically has a droplet 
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diameter of 5 wm with only one droplet in 250 containing a PSL particle 

(Rabbe, 1968). Upon drying, these empty droplets yield many small 

trash particles consisting of the surfactant residues. If a droplet 

contains more than one PSL particle, they will form doublets or triplets 

when dried. In order to minimize these undesirable effects, there 

are prescribed upper limits on the concentration of PSL suspensions 

placed in the nebulizer (Rabbe, 1968). 

Coupled with the limitation on sample flow rate and the small 

inspection region found on COPS, an aerosol concentration of the 

order of 105 #/cm3 is required to obtain a reasonable count rate. 

This requires PSL suspensions in the nebulizer at least an order 

of magnitude more concentrated than recommended. Typically, 10 to 

15 drops of' stock solution per 100 mL water are used. This dramatic

ally enhances the trash particle problem, resulting in the size and 

number of these trash particles approaching that of 0.31 wm PSL. 

PSL at these concentrations cannot be used effectively below 0.3 

W m. 

A major concern is whether the signals from these trash par

ticles are indeed real or in fact are due to the particle detection 

method itself. A method of stripping out the trash particles is 

needed to investigate this phenomenon. 

The electrostatic classifier would strip out the small particles 

but does not work well with PSL. The throughput is less than one 

percent of the inlet aerosol so the calibration aerosol, although 



stripped of its trash, suffers a two order of magnitude reduction 

in concentration and is unsuitable for COPS analysis. Alternately, 

the requisite stages of a single jet low volume impactor would be 

used to remove all particles (including PSL spheres) greater than 

a given size. By comparing the resultant signal generated by the 

remaining particles to the signal obtained without selective removal, 

the origin of these trash signals can be ascertained. 

Figure 30 presents the results of this investigation for 

0.95 ~m PSL. The calibration aerosol is passed through a cascade 

impactor before sampling by COPS. 

In one experiment, the impactor is operated without impaction 

plates, allowing the total aerosol to pass. In the next experiment, 

the impactor plates for all particulates greater than 0.5 ~m are 

in place. As can be seen from Figure 30, significant signals below 

channel 80 are found in both cases, whereas the 0.95 ~m PSL peak 

has been markedly reduced. While not absolutely conclusive, this 

evidence suggests these trash signals are due to actual particles 

and not to undesirable instrument responce. 

Inspection Region 

Attempts at measuring the extent of the inspection region 

can be made with the needle nose injector pictured in Figure 17(a). 

This injector confines the aerosol to a diameter approximately 100 
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~m and can be convoluted radially and axially across the inspection 

region. Significant particle counts are measured for an axial trans

lation of 450 ~m indicating an axial extent of 350 ~m. Radial movement 
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gave counts over a translation of 150 pm resulting in a radial extent 

of 50~. The diameter of the injected particle stream is measured 

visually, with the extent of particle migration into the sheath space 

being unknown. Uncertainties in this factor could dramatically alter 

the experimental findings. These measurements should only be taken 

then as order of magnitude estimates. The experimental inspection 

region may be significantly larger than the calculations based on 

diffraction limited optics. 

COPS Calibration 

The final version of an experimental COPS system (at the 
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time of this writing) has been described in Chapter 4. Using this 

system, calibration runs with PSL are carefully made in order to 

assure the relative peak locations between sizes are constant. Count

ing times are kept to a minimum so all eight sizes of PSL can be 

measured over a three hour period, minimizing error due to instrument 

drift. Sufficient particles are counted to locate a calibration peak. 

Figures 31 and 32 show the resulting number distributions 

and Figure 33 contains the calibration of channel number (pulse height) 

versus particle diameter. The error bars are the peak widths at 

half height, estimated from the number distributions. Calculations 

based on the peak widths (Hirleman, 1980) indicate the ability to 

resolve a particle to within 25 to 60% of its diameter in the submicrom

eter range. The experimental calibration curve is apparently monotonic 

even though the theoretical model shows otherwise. This is due to 

insufficient instrument resolution and size spread in the PSL aerosols 
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which smears out the COPS response. Figure 34 shows a number distribu

tion for 0.55 ~m PSL taken with a C1imet CI-208, a conventional inten

sity based OPC. Unlike COPS, the doublet peak is lost in the shoulder 

of the calibration peak. Also shown on Figure 34 is a similar plot 

of channel number versus particle diameter for PSL. It is apparent 

from comparison of Figures 33 and 34 that the COPS response is certainly 

no worse than for a commerical OPC. 

Calibration aerosols of NaCl are made from classified crystals 

produced from nebulized salt solutions. Since every fog droplet 

makes a particle, the concentrations are high enough to give a countable 

calibration aerosol emanating from the electrostatic classifier. 

Even so, the count rates are of the order of 3 to 4 particles in 

ten seconds and the distributions are therefore not based on many 

counts. Figure 35 shows NaCl distributions from COPS for calculated 

average sizes (TSI, 1977) of 0.33, 0.42 and 0.56 ~m diameter and 

Figure 33 shows this relationship to PSL calibration. Figure 36 

shows the distributions and calibration curve for classified NaCl 

aerosols measured with the OPC, demonstrating that operation and 

calibration of the classifier is in order. 

Table 8 compiles all of the calibration data for COPS. There 

are two independent calibrations with PSL and one with NaCl. The 

measured signal-to-noise ratios in terms of voltage are based on 

the noise level set at channel 18. 
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Table S. Compilation of Experimental COPS Data for PSL and NaC1 
Calibration. 

dp [].lm] Channel If (S/N)V 
(Peak) N=lS 

.31 IS 1 

.49 45 2.5 

PSL .55 64 3.56 
2/21/83 .79 215 11. 9 

.95 237 13.2 

1. 09 264 14.7 

2.02 614 34 
- - - - - - - - - - - - ------- - - - - - - - - - - - -

.31 18 1 

.49 45 2.5 

.55 73 4.1 

PSL .79 218 12.1 
2/22/83 .95 245 l3.6 

1.09 267 14.8 

2.02 754 41. 9 

3.0 1557 86.5 
- - - - ------ -------

NaC1 .33 18 1 
2/24/83 .42 35 1. 94 

.56 75 4.2 



Comparison of Experimental Calibration 
to COPS.LAM Simulation 
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Before the model developed in Chapter 3 can be used for compari-

sons to this experiment, a minor adjustment needs to be made on the 

input parameters. The model assumes that the power in the subject 

beam is passed by the primary lens and the Gaussian beam clipping 

is achieved by the gathering lenses' blur spot. This is awkward 

to build into the experiment with the existing objectives. In ol'der 

for the primary lens (entrance pupil of 6.6 mm) to pass the subject 

beam, the unexpanded laser beam would have to be used, making fringe 

visibility and alignment virtually impossible. 

For the experimental COPS, the laser beam is expanded to 

30 mm via the telescope with the entrance pupil of the primary lens 

clipping the Gaussian profile. This gives an effective DB/DW ratio 

of 0.22 and from Equation 27, will result in a 22~ intensity variation 

across the entrance pupil. This variation may account for some of 

the observed spread in the number distribution. The primary lens 

will then be focusing essentially a uniform intensity profile from 

which the blur spot will be viewing the center (DB<DW). With this 

the case, Equation 64 in the model should be reformulated as: 

XIB 4 PSUB [1 _ exp{-rr (DPLf} 
rrm./ 2 DSB (70) 



where DPL is the entrance pupil of the primary lens (mm) and DSB 

is the diameter of the subject beam (mm). The resulting incident 

intensity is then independent of DB. 

Since this is not incorporated into the model, the input 

value DW is modified to correct for the problem. For a DB of 7 ~m 

and a DPL/DSB ratio of 0.22, Equation 70 is used to express XIB in 

terms of PSUB. Equating this quantity to XIB in Equation 64 can 

determine an equivalent DW for use with the 7 ~m DB to give the 

same value of XIB as given by Equation 70. For the simulation using 

COPS.LAM to model the experimental data, a DB of 7 ~m and a DW of 

50 ~mis required for a correct analysis. 

Table 9 lists the input parameters for COPS.LAM used in the 

simulation and Figure 37 shows the predicted signal-to-noise ratios 

from the model compared to the experimentally measured ones. There 
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are no adjustable parameters in this presentation, the experimentally 

measured signal-to-noise ratios are simply plotted with the theoretical 

calculations. Figure 37 demonstrates excellent agreement between 

theory and experiment. A simulation using the refractive index of 

NaCI is tablulated in Table 10. A significant difference between 

calibrations made with PSL versus NaCl are not predicted. 

Constructive Play with COPS 

Preliminary experiments using a lOX gathering lens have been 

done~ The alignment is somewhat more difficult, but peaked distribu

tion can be obtained as shown in Figure 38. Relative calibrations 

between various PSL sizes have not been made. 
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Table 9. COPS.LAM Input Parameters to Model Experiment Data for PSL. 

REFMED 1.000 

REFRE 1. 575 

REFIH 0.0033 

HAVEL 0.6328 [)lm] 

DP 0.01 - 10 [)lm] 

DL 8 [ \lm] 

DB 7 [ )lm] 

DH 50 [)lm] 

XNA 0.10 

PSUB 0.25 
-3 x 10 - [Hatts] 

ATEA 0.50 

DELF 250,000 [Hz] 

NANG 361 

NAN 25 
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Table 10. COPS.LAM Simulations for PSL and NaCl 
(4X Gathering Objective). 

dp [ \lrn] (S/N)V PSL (S/N)V NaCl 

.3 .579 .508 

.4 2.35 1. 89 

.5 5.14 4.59 

.6 8.66 8.33 
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When Ti02 aerosols are made from the reactor pictured in 

Figure 21, the resulting distributions measured by COPS are varied 
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as shown in Figure 39. Flow rates, sample line delays and the fouling 

state of the Ti02 reactor can dramatically change the distribution. 

It is interesting to point out that the distribution in Figure 39(c) 

lacks the presence of the many small particles. This is likely due 

to a flow pertubations allowing enough time for the small Ti02 particles 

to coagulate into a larger size range. A typical Ti02 distribution 

measured with a TSI model 3030 electrical aerosol analyser is shown 

in Figure 40. The Ti02 aerosols consist of small particles with 

diameters ranging from 0.005 to 0.5 ~m. A single mode is found in 

the interval between 0.01 and 0.02 ~m and is at least an order of 

magnitude greater in number concentrations than any other size inter

val. 

Attempts at classifying the Ti02 aerosols with the electro

static classifier failed. the concentrations of Ti02 particles dictated 

by the COPS would efficiently plug the internal classifier passages 

in a matter of minutes. 

In order to test the in situ capabilities of COPS, a fuel 

rich laminar diffusion flame of natural gas is stabilized in a 20 

rom diameter pyrex glass chimney. When the flame is placed in the 

focal point region of the COPS, as shown in Figure 41, the inter

ferometer can be readjusted into quadrature over the receptor area 

of the photodetector, even though the fringe pattern is distorted 

on the edges by the cylindrical geometry of the chimney. 
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Titanium tetrachloride is then introduced into the natural 

gas stream and the size of titanium dioxide particles produced in 

the flame zone can be measured with COPS. Due to limitations at 

the time of this experiment, the MCA-Apple analysis train was not 

available so the pulses could only be visualized on the oscilloscope 

screen. They qualitatively appeared quite similar to those seen 

when recording the Ti02 distributions in Figure 39. 

Water fog directly from the nebulizer can be measured, giving 

a thick grassy signal with thousands of counts in a few seconds. 

Droplet evaporation strongly depends on flow rate so the character 

of the distributions could be changed with a small adjustment of 

the pinch clamp or nebulizer pressure. Usually a decaying exponential 

tail is observed, but on occasion, a single mode, double mode, or 

even a triple mode distribution is produced. 

Mouth drawn cigarette smoke provides a plentiful supply of 

test aerosol. Again, the resulting distributions appear as decaying 

exponential tails, but on occation, a single mode will appear, usually 

correlated to a long deep drag. 

A liquid cell with microscope coverglass windows can be placed 

in the beam waist region and the interferometer tediously readjusted. 

By syphoning distilled water suspensions of PSL through the cell, 

particle counts are observed. This demonstrates that COPS is not 

limited to aerosols and could show promise for liquid phase particle 

counting. 
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Miscellaneous Considerations 

As with any optical based technique, errors can result from 

particle "near-misses," where any a portion of the particle cross 

sectional area eclipaes the incident light beam. Near-misses can 

be minimized by making the inspection region dimensions much greater 

than the largest particle intended to be measured. There will always 

be a trade-off between extent of viewing volume, maximum and minimum 

detectable particle size and total aerosol density, to be determined 

by the specific application. 
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If particles travel essentiall~ normal to the optical axis, 

Doppler shifts will be minimal. If particles move at any other angle, 

there will be measureable Doppler shifts in the scattered light due 

to velocity components along the optical axis. The Doppler shift 

will add higher and lower frequency components to the signal, resulting 

in a pulse (due to the phase modulation) with a chirp. The power 

in the phase components will be unaffected. An elegant discussion 

of this problem is given by Colak and Yeh (1980), who conclude that, 

compared to a plane incident wave, a strongly focused Gaussian beam 

can indeed alter the bandwidth and frequency shift of the light scat

tered form a moving particle. 

Particles of irregular shape will behave differently than 

spherical particles but discrepancies will be minimized if gathered 

light is limited to forward angles (Pollack and Cuzzi, 1980; Zerull 

et al., 1980). Detailed analysis of particle shape effects has not 

been made. 
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Only light that is coherently superimposed with the local 

oscillator beam will contribute to the power measured in the phase 

modulated sidebands. Consequently, light scattered by particulates 

outside of the viewing volume, room lights, window lights and light 

from emission within the volume (such as a flame zone) will contribute 

only to additive nOise superimposed on the particle signals. This 

noise will consist of DC terms and low frequency AC terms which can 

be filtered out electronically, since the particle signal frequencies 

are much greater than those of the stray light. 

Experimentally, the effect of stray light is found to be 

minimal. Constant sources such as window light and flame emissions 

add a DC component to the signal, while overhead florescent lights 

impose a 60 Hz noise compoent, all without affecting the signal height. 

With the room lights on, minor shielding of the photodetector from 

direct exposure to the light fixtures is all that is required to 

perform the experiments. this insensitivity to stray light is a 

characteristic of the COPS that is not available in standard light 

scattering instruments. 

Any type of interferometer that can coherently superimpose 

the subject and local oscillator beams can be used in the COPS. 

The Jamin was chosen because of its inherent stability to room vibra

tion, ease of optical alignment and single subject beam pass through 

the viewing volume. A Mach-Zehnder interferometer would be optically 

the same as the Jamin but would not have the vibration and alignment 

stability. A Tymann-Green interferometer would provide a blend of 
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forward and backscattered light, possibly resulting in some interesting 

experiments. 

In additon to particle size, particle velocity could possibly 

be measured by looking at the pulse width in the time domain. Over 

any given sampling interval, some particles are going to travel close 

to the diameter chord of the viewing volume and give a maximum pulse 

width. By knowing the viewing volume diameter and maximum pulse 

width, the particle velocity can be found. This velocity would be 

limited to flow perpendicular to the subject beam and could be used 

to estimate gas velocity if the particles were small. 

With this coherent detection technique, there is no background 

signal associated with scattered light because of the interferometric 

configuration that is responsible for measuring the phase shift. 

Statistical fluctuations of modular cluster populations below the 

detection limit could impart a background noise on the refractive 

index, but the bandwidth and other experimental parameters will most 

likely dictate the lower detection limit. 

With intensity measurements of scattered light, the background 

scattering of the gas molecules in the veiwing volume is the same 

order as a single 0.1 ~m particle, thus the detection limit of a 

technique based on the intensity of light scattering is established 

at that level. Experimental configurations can reduce the background 

scattering and possibly lower the limit by at most a factor of two 

(Hirleman, 1980). 
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In the design of a COPS system, the specifications of the 

inspection region is a compromise based on optimizing the counter 

for a given situation. The inspection region extent will be a factor 

in setting the lower detection limit as seen from the simulations 

between the 4X and 10X objectives. The maximum particle size will 

likewise be dictated by the viewing volume, based on near miss statis

tics. The maximum aerosol concentration will be determined from 

the total volume of this zone as given by coincidence calculations. 

The maximum aerosol flow rate will be set by the inspection region 

coupled with a limiting pulse width required for bandwidth considera-

tions. Given a minimum acceptable count rate, the inspection region 

will put limits on the lowest countable aerosol concentration. 

Consider the following example for an inspection region 25 

~m diameter by 100 ~ in length. The maximum particle diameter 

would be of the order of 5 ~ m. The maximum aerosol concentration 

is 106 #/cm3. The maximum aerosol flow rate is 0.75 cm3/min based 

on the diameter chord of the region and 5 microsecond pulses. The 

minimum aerosol concentration is 5 x 104 #/cm3 for a 500 Hz count 

rate at maximum flow. 

With the experimental COPS counting room air (about 25 parti

cules/cm3), only the occasional blip of background laser noise would 

be registered. Obviously, COPS is not suited for ambient or clean 

room studies. For high particle density laden streams like those 

typical of combustion or industrial processes, COPS will have utility. 



As for any optical particle counting technique, COPS should 

be calibrated with particles similar to those found in the investi

gated aerosol system. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SCHOLIUM 

The need exists for particle counting instrumentation capable 

of measuring size distributions in aerosol systems of high number 

density and small particle diameter. Concentrations from 105 to 

109 #/cm3 are not uncommon for particles in the range of 0.01 to 

1.0 ~m diameter. In situ capabilities are needed to avoid sample 

probe and dilution problems. A new technique described here shows 

promise in filling these needs. 

For incoherent detection, the individual wave field amplitudes 

are first squared and then summed to give a measure of the total 

incident intensity on the surface of a photodetector. For coherent 

detection, the individual wave field amplitudes are first summed 

vectorially and then squared, preserving the phase information along 

with the intensity. A coherent detection technique can be used to 

measure the phase shift in scattered light from small particles passing 

one at a time through an optical inspection region. The phase shift 

can be related to particle diameter allowing a direct measurement 

of a particle size distribution when sufficient events are counted. 

Such an instrument is called a Coherent Optical Particle Spectrometer 

or COPS. 

Scattered light is incoherent by the very nature of the mechan-

isms involved. By using the van Cittert-Zernike theorem, scattered 
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light collected at the focal point of a lens will be imaged as coherent 

plane waves with average phase shift properties as seen by the angle 

of view. Such light in a subject beam can be coherently superimposed 

with a local oscillator beam using a Jamin interferometer. The com

bined beams fallon a shot noise limited detector so by using the 

principles of homodyne detection, one can measure a phase shift. 

The phase shift is detected as phase side bands developed 

during a modulation process caused by a moving stream of single parti

cles passing through the inspection region. The phase modulation 

process will develop both amplitude and phase side bands. By adjusting 

the local oscillator and subject beams into a quadrature condition, 

the phase side bands will be seen at the detector as intensity fluct-

uations and can thus be measured. 

The extent of the inspection region is determined by the 

resolution limited blur spot diameter and depth of focus of the lens 

gathering the scattered light. Particles scattering light outside 

this region will not contribute to a coherent signal and will not 

be counted with this technique. The Gaussian intensity profile present 

in a focused laser beam can be circumvented by arranging for the 

blur spot to be sampling in the central region where the intensity 

will be sufficiently uniform to given path independent signals. 

A counting error will result if more than one particle is present 

in the inspection region. Coincidence calculations can show this 

to be statistically insignificant for proper matching of viewing 



volume and aerosol concentration. These calculations show that COPS 

can readily count concentrations ranging from 106 to 109 #/cm3. 

Mie theory can be used to calculate the scattering matrix 

elements for homogeneous spheres as a function of scattering angle. 

These angular values are averaged over the solid angle of view for 
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the gathering lens, resulting in an average scattering matrix element. 

The average phase shift is simply the angle between the real and 

imaginary components of this complex number. The power in the scat

tered carrier is found by integrating the scattering matrix elements 

over the collection angle and squaring, as coherent detection prin

ciples dictate. The incident intensity seen by a particle fleeting 

through the inspection region is determined by integrating a Gaussian 

profile from center line to the blur spot boundary. The incident 

intensity can be related to measurable quantities such as total laser 

power. By considering a phase modulation process coupled with the 

aid of a phasor diagram, the phase side bands can be represented 

by a series of Bessel functions. Homodyne detection principles can 

then be used to predict a theoretical signal-to-noise ratio as a 

function of particle diameter. 

A Fortran V program called COPS.LAM uses input parameters 

based on an experimental COPS to simulate particle response. There 

are no adjustable parameters in this model. Simulations for refractive 

particles of polystyrene latex show some resonance for particles 

greater than one micrometer. Soot particles, which are strongly 

absorbing, do not exhibit any sign of resonance. The phase shift 



for absorbing particles below 0.1 ~m is several orders of magnitude 

larger than for refractive dielectrics, resulting in a predicted 
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lower detection limit. Parametric studies with COPS are useful to 

optimize a given experimental arrangement. The particle detection 

limit is found to vary from 0.02 to .4 ~m, depending on the conditions 

of the experiment. Changing the gathering angle can dramatically 

alter the magnitude of the resonance. COPS simultations show a rather 

sluggish response to laser power and band width, requiring an order 

of magnitude adjustment to observe significant signal changes. Inspect

ion region configurations has the greatest effect on the detection 

limit. 

The COPS model can be reduced to small angle modulation where 

the signal-to-noise ratio can be expressed in closed form and conven

iently solved on a calculator. The predicted detection limits are 

substantially smaller than those predicted from the more rigorous 

model. This simpler analysis is useful for demonstrating the direction 

of signal responce to changes in experimental variables. 

An experimental COPS system is built using a 0.5 mW HeNe 

laser, a beam expansion telescope and a Jamin interferometer. Microscope 

objectives are used for subject beam optics. A photop detector is 

placed behind a spatial filter and linked to band width limiting 

amplifiers. The signal is observed on an oscilloscope while being 

processed by a Multichannel analyser interfaced to an Apple computer. 

Number distributions can be processed by the Apple and stored on 

floppy disk memory. An aerosol injector consisting of 
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a slit confines the aerosol axially to a 100 ~m region. The injector 

is mounted on precision movements so the extent of the inspection 

region can be probed. The set up and alignment of COPS is a tedious 

process that requires the utmost in patience to overcome the trap 

of gross frustration. Calibration particles of polystyrene latex 

(PSL) are generated with a Collison nebulizer coupled to a drying 

cell. Soidum chloride calibration aerosols are made by passing poly

disperse NaCl particles produced from the nebulizer and died by silica 

gel through an electrostatic classifier. 

The COPS signal appears as a string of irregularly spaced 

pulses, the height of which indicates particle "size. The pulses 

can be seen to fade in and out as the interferometer is adjusted 

through quadrature. The polarity reverses depending on which of 

the two possible quadrature positions is maintained. Peaked number 

distribution for the PSL calibration aerosols characterize the COPS 

response. Doublet and triplet peaks are present on the submicrometer 

distributions. Peak width indicates sizing resolution from 25 to 

60 percent. The presence of trash particles in the PSL aerosols 

is demonstrated. Comparison of experimentally measured signal-to

noise ratios for PSL and NaCl show excellent agreement to the predicted 

response from COPS.LAM simUlations. COPS can be used to count particle 

formation in flames as demonstrated by seeding TiC14 into a flame 

zone while measurements are made. Aerosols of Ti02 , cigarette smoke 

and water fog can be counted by COPS. A demonstration for particle 

counting in liquids shows COPS to be useful in hydrosol analysis. 



Conclusions 

The fundamental physics behind coherent detection methods 

for particle size analysis was investigated. A theoretical model 

based on first principles was developed and verified by experimental 

work. The model can be used for parametric studies to optimize a 

given particle counting system to the aerosol under investigation. 
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The experimental system developed here was troublesome to align and 

operate, resulting in an instrument useful for investigating the 

fundamental principles behind its operation. Armed with the knowledge 

gained here, a practical particle counting instrument can be devised. 

This technique shows promise for in situ sampling in highly particle 

laden streams of submicrometer particles. The response is most sensi

tive to strongly absorbing paticles, a trait not found in conventional 

optical particle counters and advantageous for research in these 

systems. 



APPENDIX A 

COPS ALIGNMENT 

The optical alignment of COPS requires patience to achieve 

a working particle counter. The procedure here is intended as a 

general guide, the user should feel free to invent new ways. 

The beam expanding telescope and laser are securely bolted 

down to the table in the general orientation shown in Figure 16. 

The two gimbled mirrors are likewise bolted to the table, redirecting 

the beam into the telescope. Fine adjustments are made with the 

mirror mounts to center the beam with the optical axis of the lOX 

primary objective in the telescope. A computer card can aid in the 

adjustment by acting as a screen from which to view the beam location. 

Once the beam is centered, the 25~jm pinhole is adjusted with the 

x-y micrometer movements (part of the telescope) until the beam can 

be seen passing through. Using a computer card for a screen past 

the spatial filter, the objective micrometer (z translation) is used 

to focus the beam on the pinhole, thus maximizing the light passing 

through. The pinhole adjustments are then used to optimize the Fraunhofer 

diffraction pattern displayed on the computer card. With the card 

removed, the light then passes through the secondary lens assembly 

collimated the expanded beam to approximately 30mm in diameter. 

The secondary lens needs to be moved along the optical axis 

until the emerging beam is precisely collimated. This is accomplished 
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by mounting a front surfaced mirror on a lump of clay, directing 

the expanded beam back onto itself through the telescope, resulting 

in a focused spot of light slighted shifted off axis from the pinhole. 

The secondary lens is'translated back and forth until the back reflected 

spot has the smallest diameter, then the lens is locked by two allen 

head screws. A fine threaded adjustment is also provided on the 

lens barrel. The exiting beam should be expanded fifteen times, 

well-collimated, and concentric with the telescope's axis. If not, 

iterate until these conditions are met. When the path is clear, 

the beam can be projected around the room to verify that is indeed 

collimated. 

The first half of the Jamin is then bolted to the table so 

the collimated beam is centered on the entrance aperture. The prism 

is angled so the split beams have a center to center separation of 

65rnrn. The second prism is then mounted securely on the massive alumi

num pivot block in a manner to intercept the split beams, resulting 

in one combined beam. The distance between the prisms is about 30cm. 

The resulting jail bar fringe pattern is optimized to the fattest 

and fewest bars by selectively losening and tightening the Jamin 

mounts,slightly moving the interferometer. 

Now the lens mounts without objectives can be bolted down, 

eye balling their approximate position in the subject beam. The 

objective used requires about 100rnrn free spacing between the threaded 

plates on the mounts. By placing a mirror flat against the threaded 

mount plates, the beam can be reflected back on itself as seen at 
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the pinhole in the beam expanding telescope. The gimble adjustments 

are then tweaked to center the reflection on the pinhole, thus aligning 

the mount surface normal to the beam axis in two orthogonal directions. 

Now the primary objective is screwed into the first mount and centered 

visually with the beam using the x-y movements and a computer card. 

With the primary lens removed, the same procedure is followed for 

the gathering lens. Now the primary objective is remounted and the 

z movements (along the optical axis) are used to set the lenses so 

they stare at each other's focal point region. If the gimble adjust

ment is in error, an axial shift of the lens will translate the optical 

center off axis from the beam, making subsequent alignment difficult. 

When the objectives are properly set, the resulting beam is collimated 

with a full circular cross section the diameter of the gathering 

lense's exit pupil (8mm). This can be checked by blocking the local 

oscillator beam and verifying that the subject beam diameter remains 

constant with distance. 

If the alignment is close, unveiling the local oscillator 

beam will yield a fringe pattern appearing as concentric rings, pos

sibly off axis from center as seen in Figure 42(a). The area of 

the local oscillator will be larger than the subject beam because 

of the limiting exit pupil in the gathering lens. The fringes will 

be visible only across the diameter of the subject beam. By translat

ing either objective along the optical axis, the fringe pattern will 

move from fine concentric circles to coarse ones, to relatively fat 

parallel lines, then back to circles again. This is the result of 
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Figure 42. 
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Fringe patterns seen when aligning COPS. 
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tuning the gathering lense's focal point ahead and behind (concentric 

circles) of the primary lens' beam waist. At the beam waist, the 
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fat parallel lines are seen (Figure 42(b». This process is optically 

the same as shear interferometry and the author recommends reading 

Malocar (1980) for background information. With the lenses set so 

the focal points coincide, the x-y movements are used to expand the 

fat parallel lines into one even fringe as seen in Figure 42(c). 

Several interations of x-y-z movements will be needed to attain an 

even fringe. By adjusting the quadrature micrometer, the fringe 

will repeatedly blink from bright to grey to dark. The fringe should 

have a definite blink, a linear movement indicates the need to go 

back to the alignment drawing board. The dark fringe will never 

be completely uniform, there will always be visible structures due 

to aberrations in the system. Spherical aberration is greatly enhanced 

by misalignment, contributing to dark fringe structure. The tedious 

investment of time will reap the just rewards of near even fringes. 

The fringe shown in Figure 42(c) is eccentrically overlapped with 

the local oscillator beam. The x-y movements need to be syncronously 

adjusted on both mounts until the pattern moves concentrically with 

the local oscillator beam, thus matching the gaussian intensity pro

files as shown in Figure 42(d). 

With the interferometer in order, the detector spatial filter 

is mounted to intercept the emerging beam. The 4X objective and 

50~m pinhole are aligned similarly to those in the telescope, resulting 

in a divergent cone of light containing the fringe pattern. The 



detector assembly is mounted on a linear movement behind the spatial 

filter, providing a translation along the optical axis. The detector 

is adjusted so the painted mask will accept the dark center of the 

fringe pattern, cropping the surrounding bright ring. 

A front surfaced mirror is mounted with clay on an aluminum 

block and positioned to capture the reflected fringe pattern from 

surface 3 of the Jamin. The reflected pattern is redirected over 

the encased subject and local oscillator beams into a 5X objective 

where the expanded image can be viewed on a screen for quadrature 

adjustment. 
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The entrance pupil, a useful parameter to know, can be measured 

on an objective by looking through the lens in the direction the 

light travels. By intersecting the diameter chord with a ruler, 

the entrance pupil can be measured. Most objectives have several 

lens components with the exiting diameter being smaller than the 

incoming one. What ever direction th~ object!ve is oriented, t~e 

entrance pupil will be the effective diameter seen by an observer 

riding the beam. 

The five position lens mounts, offering many degrees of free

dom, contribute to stability and alignment difficulties. For a parti

cle counting instrument, these adjustments should be eliminated, 

but they do provide considerable flexibility to investigate the funda

mentals of COPS physics. 



APPENDIX B 

USE OF APPLE-MCA PROGRAM 

The amplifier circuit shown on Figure 18 is assembled on 

a standard bread board so that wiring changes can be conveniently 

made. Shielded coaxial cable and BNC connectors are used to link 

the detector assembly to the amplifier and the amplifier to the MCA 

and oscilloscope. 

The MCA is interfaced to an Apple II plus personal computer 

through the standard Apple communications card. The author suggests 

reading the instruction manual for both the MeA and Apple before 

using. Before operating the system, make sure the communication 

cable is plugged into the back of the MCA and that the mode switch 

on the lower right hand panel is set to "TTY". 

To boot up the system, the COPS disk is placed in the Apple 

drive and the computer switched on. The system will automatically 

return a table of program types. There are APPLESOFT programs written 

in BASIC, binary programs, and text files, which contain the data 

shipped to the Apple from the MCA. Typing a "B" will list the binary 

programs, of which DOS MOVER will need to be run. Typing the letter 

next to DOS MOVER followed by an "R" will run the program and allow 

for more memory by storing the disk operating system in the unused 

language card. The monitor returns to the program type table when 

DOS MOVER is finished. Then by typing an "A", a listing of the APPLE-
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SOFT programs is presented. The letter next to MCA.9 (HIDOS) is 

entered, followed by an "R" which runs the current version of the 

basic MeA program. 

The program flashes a brief message informing the user that 

port 2 is the default slot for the "communications card and the"n dis

plays an option table illustrated in Figure 43. Entering the letter 

followed by a RETURN will exercise the desired option. The ANALYSE 

option will signal the MeA to start taking data. The MCA will then 

begin to process incoming pulses from COPS until a DISPLAY command 
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is given, at which time the raw counts will then be seen on the cathode 

ray tube of the MeA. The ERASE command will clear the cathode ray 

tube and the memory in the MeA, so another ANALYSE run can be made. 

Once Erase is given, the data stored in the MCA is forever lost. 

To save a data set, the memory contents in the MeA must be shipped 

to the Apple where it is stored in a temporary buffer. The data 

must then be stored on the disk for later recall. 

The memory of the MCA has 1024 channels or discrete storage 

locations that linearly represent signal height. If the counts in 

the full 1024 channels are to be shipped, entering an "0" for the 

FULL OUTPUT option will do this. At 1200 baud, it takes approximately 

one minute to ship the data and assemble the results in the temporary 

buffer. When this command is first entered, a message will remind 

the user to set the output control switch on the back pannel of the 

MCA to "all channels" and to set the curser control to zero (see 

MCA instruction manual for explanation of these functions). After 
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Figure 43. Option table from Apple-HCA Program. 



the data has been shipped, the program will query if the user desires 

a hard copy. Typing "N" will result in a listing of channel number 

versus counts on the monitor, and typing a "Y" will send the same 

table concurrently to the monitor and the dot matrix printer. At 

this point the program returns to the option table. 

The SAVE DATA option will write the contents of the temporary 

buffer out to the disk in a text file compatible with the format 

used in the plotting routine. After typing "S", the program prompts 

the user for a file name that will be used for subsequent recall. 

Any combination of letters, numbers or periods can be used in a file 

name of practical length so long as the name begins with a letter. 

The program will then store the data and return back to the option 

table. 

Often, the full MeA channel range is not needed during data 

acquisition. It is time consuming and a waste of storage space to 

ship the whole 1024 channels, so a region of interest (ROI) is set 

to inclusively cover those channels with usable information. The 

option "SET ROI" first asks the user how many regions of interest 

are wanted, then asks for the lowep and upper channel numbers that 

bound these regions. The program then returns to the option table. 

By selecting "ROI OUTPUT", only the counts in the previously set 

ROls will be shipped in an identical manner as described for the 

"FULL OUTPUT" option. The data are then stored out to disk using 

the "SAVE" option. 
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The REPRINT PREVo ROI allows the user to once again inspect 

the contents of the temporary buffer and make a hard copy. Once 

another "FULL OUTPUT" or "ROI OUTPUT" option is executed, the buffer 

contents are pre-empted by the incoming data. To prevent inadvertent 

data loss, the user must first ship the data, then save it out to 

disk before an "ERASE" or another shipping command is given. 

The "PLOT DATA" option jumps into a modified version of SCI 

PLOT by Warme (1980). The manual for SCI PLOT must be read before 

proceeding to construct graphs. The user can set up a text file 
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in the plotting routine that will contain default values for generating 

the desired graph. The "SAVE" option stores the data in a text file 

as an integer array of x-y pairs of channel number versus counts. 

SCI PLOT has been changed to handle only integer arrays to save memory 

space so requesting the log option or plotting data with decimal 

points will crash the system. When the plotting routine asks for 

a data file, the name of he file use in the "SAVE" option is entered. 

There are some added commands not present in SCI PLOT. The 

plotting routine will ask if a printer plot is desired, in which 

case a screen dump is directed to the printer. The routine will 

ask if over-lays of the individual plots are desired, in which case 

the program will jump to data file input for subsequent files. The 

routine asks if default format is requested, in which case the program 

will automatically set up the axes. Finally, the routine asks if 

the user wants to return to the monitor, in which case the program 

returns to the option table. All other questons in the plotting 



routine are standard to SCI PLOT and can be referenced to the SCI 

PLOT manual. 

The final option from the main menu is "EXIT to BASIC", which 

returns to the APPLESOFT monitor. A complete listing of the Apple 

program is found in Appendix F. 
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APPENDIX C 

OPERATION OF COPS 

The operation of the COPS is tedious but straight forward. 

The operating procedure assumes that basic alignment has already 

been attained and the system is going to be powered up for the first 

time that day. The laser, Oscilloscope, MCA and Apple are turned 

on. The COPS disk is booted up and the MCA program run. The Apple

MeA link is checked for continuity. The NiCad batteries are removed 

from the charger and connected to the bread board, powering the ampli

fiers as well as the detector. The projected fringe pattern may 

need some minor adjustment. The quadrature micrometer is backed 

up 20 to 30 turns counter-clockwise so all the adjustments can be 

made by turning consistantly in the clockwise direction to avoid 

problems with hysteresis. 

The fringe pattern on the alignment screen is set for the 

"grey fringe" which really does not look grey but is halfway in inten

sity between a dark blink and a bright blink. This means that the 

detector is looking at a grey fringe halfway betweem a bright blink 

and a dark blink. The detector is then set in "bright quadrature" 

where the particle phase shift will cause the detector fringe to 

shift from bright to dark, resulting in a negative pulse. The negative 

pulse will then proceed through the amplifier circuit, emerging as 

a positive pulse that is fed into the "DIRECT" terminal of the MCA, 
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bi-passing the build-in amplifier. The amplifier in the MCA is meant 

for handling wide pulses and lacks the necessary band-width to process 

the narrow COPS pulses. 

There is a second quadrature condition where the detector 

is on a grey fringe halfway between a dark blink and a bright blink. 

Such a "dark quadrature" condition will give a positive pulse from 

a particle phase shift and result in a negative pulse emerging from 

the amplifier circuit. The MCA on direct input will only latch onto 

positive pulses so dark quadrature will not give a signal that will 

be properly recorded. The signals from bright and dark quadratures 

should be identical, but experience has shown that aberrations in 

the dark fringe attinuate the pulses so bright quadrature is chosen 

for operation. These quadrature terms are referenced from the detec

tor's view so the observed fringe on the screen is opposite to this. 

With the fringe pattern on the screen set between the dark 

blink and bright blink (detector in bright quadrature), the output 

from the amplifier is observed on the oscilloscope. The background 

noise transmitted by the laser beam should be of the order of 200-

300 millivolts (mV) peak to peak for a sweep rate of 2 milliseconds 

(mS) per division. The noise is best seen when the oscilloscope 

is set on "auto storage" mode where a single sweep is repeatedly 

stored for a few seconds, and cleared. As the laser warms up, the 

laser noise will dramatically increase to 500mV or more in periodic 

bursts. This ailment, like the common cold, has no real cure and 

can only be symptomatically treated (see Appendix E for more details). 
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The MeA has a threshold adjustment which acts as an attinuator 

and should be turned all the way counter-clockwise for minimum attinua

tion (see MeA instruction manual). There is a zero offset adjustment 

that is used to shift the DC level of the input signal. Since the 

MeA will not trigger on a pulse below 150mV, the zero level is used 

to position the top peak values of the background noise slightly 

below threshold. When the MeA is switched to ANALYSE from the Apple 

keyboard, there should be less than two or three background counts 

per 10 seconds. If the background count rate is too high, the zero 

level is adjusted until the noise is biased below this. The zero 

level set for the halcyon periods of laser noise (200-300mV) for 

maximum sensitivity. On occasion, the tranquil period will be in

terupted by a burst of noise which will break above threshold level 

and give several thousand counts in a few seconds. If this happens, 

the run is aborted, erased and restarted. Sometimes runs as long 

as ten minutes can be obtained without noise bursts, other times 

the user is better off taking a coffee break and returning at a later 

time. 

Polystyrene latex calibration aerosols are made by placing 

ten to fifteen drops of stock solution (10% solids) in 100mL of fil

tered distilled water. Half micrometer particles are a good size 

to start out with. The suspension is placed in the nebulizes (pre

viously washed under running tap water and two rinses of distilled 

water), and pressurized to 10 to 15 psig from a bottle of filtered 

compressed air. The resulting mist passes through the drying cell 
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(kept tightly sealed between use to preserve the silica gel) and 

into the aerosol injector. For most calibration runs, the slit is 

used for its ease of operation. A simple pinch clamp an tygan tubing 

is used for the metering valve an the excess line leading to' the 

hood. A butane lighter is useful for detecting flow by abserving 

the degree of flame flicker. The mini particle haod is connected 

to suctian fram an aspirator when the particles are injected into' 

the beam waist region. 

The slit is placed approximately perpendicular to the beam 

waist, and when particles are flowing, the MCA is set to ANALYSE 

mode. By axially translating the slit with the micrameter maunt, 

the calibration particles are swept across the beam waist until the 

inspectian region is lacated. This candition is obviaus from the 

madly flickering signal seen an the MCA screen. Patience is needed 

to methadically search for the elusive inspection regian. The number 

distributions collected at this paint will appear as the tail of 

a decaying exponential with the first counts appearing in channel 

11. The COPS needs to be fine tunned in order to' give peaked number 

distributians with calibratian aerosols. 

The axial pasitian of the slit is adjusted until caunt flashes 

are abserved to be maximized in the highest channel number as seen 

on the MeA screen. This centers the injectian location an the inspec

tian regian. The pulse width is abserved on the oscilloscope screen. 

At an ascilloscape sweep af 2ms per diVision, there should 

be one ar two pulses on any given sweep. In order to' measure the 
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pulse width, a sweep of five to ten ~s per division is needed, requiring 

fifty or so sweeps before a single pulse is seen. The particle velo

city is adjusted via nebulizer pressure and the pinch clamp to give 

pulse width of the order of 5 ~s at the base. The butane lighter 

should then be used to measure the degree of flame flicker so this 

condition can be conveniently repeated by visual observation. If 

particle velocity is too large, the pulse width is small and the 

amplifiers will not have enough band width to properly process them. 

For 0.55 ~m PSL, the count rate at the proper flow is of the order 

of 300 particles per minute, resulting in the oscilloscope capturing 

one or two pulses per sweep on the 2ms per division setting. Such 

low count rates require a long sample time to collect a significant 

number distribution, which increases the chances of noise bursts 

completely swamping a data set. One is constantly playing a game 

of particle counting black jack. The decision to stay with what 

you have is balanced against the greed of higher counts in the attempt 

to increase the statistical significance of the sample prior to a 

noise burst. 

The quadrature adjustment is optimized for the most counts 

in the highest channel numbers. With experience the eye can be cali

brated to set the fringe pattern close to this optimim grey fringe 

condition. The number distribution at this point will more than 

likely be peakless. 

The x-y position of the gathering and primary lenses will 

need to be fine-tuned to place their optical axis in the center of 

the gaussian profile of the subject beam. The lenses could be in 
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perfect alignment with each other but shifted off axis from the gaus-

sian profile in the subject beam. This would resul~~n a sharp inten

sity gradient across the blurspot and is the primary culprit for 

non-peaked calibration distributions. The objectives are taken for 

a random walk by simultaneously adjusting the x-y position on both 

mounts, translating their axial positon in the subject beam without 

disturbing their relative alignment. This is the·time when manual 

dexterity and patience are needed. A slight adjustment is made, 

a number distribution recorded, and so on until a peaked distributionis 

obtained. 

The peaked distribution is then further optimized by readjust

ing particle velocity, injection location, quadrature fringe, detector 

position (axially from spatial filter), and x-y-z postions of both 

objectives. Many iterations are required on this multivariable search 

for the optimum configuration. The peaked distribution for 0.55~m 

PSL should fall in channel 70-75. After several hours of operation, 

a piece of shim stock is used to clean out the slit on the injection 

probe. After eight to nine hours of operation, the batteries operating 

the amplifiers need to be recharged. The beginner should not be 

surprised if it takes three to four weeks of steady work to obtain 

perfect alignment and peaked distributions. 

Once alignment is obtained with 0.55~m PSL, it is wise to 

continue calibration with the remaining sizes of PSL in order to 

assure relative consistency. Calibration aerosols generated from 

classified NaCI can be counted at this point also. 



APPENDIX D 

EQUIPMENT LIST FOR COPS 

The following was purchased from Newport Research Corporation 

in Fountain Valley, California in May 1982: 

Research grade optical table, model RS-46-12, 4 x 6 feet, 12" 
thick stainless steel skin, 1/4 x 20 holes on 1" centers. Cost 
$3,1211. 

Pnumatic vibration isolation legs, model XL4A-22 Type A for above 
table. Cost $2,387. 

Gimbled mirror mounts, model MM2A-82, two direction gimble. 
ordered 2 at $63 each. 

5 direction multimovement mount, model LP-IMB, x-y-z plus two 
directions of girnble, threaded for microscope objectives. 
Ordered 2 at $304 each. 

Mirror holders for above mirror mounts, model A-1.25-1. Ordered 
2 at $15 each. 

Pyrex mirror, model 10D20-ER.l, 1/20 wave, enhanced aluminum 
front surface. Ordered 2 at $20.00. 

Beam Expanding Telescope, model LC-V-set, contains objective 
and pin holes for expansion ratios of 6X, 15X, and 50X. Cost 
$1,800. 

4X microscope objective, model L-6x, cost $70. 

10X microscobe objective, model L-15X, cost $74. 

5X microscope objective, model M-5X, cost $30. 

10X microscope objective, model M-10X, cost $35. 

Linear translator, model T5X-1A. Ordered 2 at $68 each. 

Precision linear translator, model 420-1M, with metric micrometers. 
Cost $170. 
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Precision 2 direction Gimble mount, model 600A-2, with metric 
micrometer movements. Cost $185. 

The following was purchased from Spectra Physics in Palo Alto, 

California in May 1982: 

15 mW Helium Neon laser, model 124B. Cost $4,300 • 

• 5 mW Helium Neon laser, model 155. Cost $325. 
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The following was purchased from Hewlett Packard in Tucson, Al'izona 

in May 1982. 

Storage oscilloscope, model 1741A, 100 MHz bandwidth. Cost $4,750 

Probe (1:1) model 10022A, Ordered 2 at $55 each. 

The following was purchased from Optical Engineering, Santa Rosa, 

California in May 1982: 

Jamin interferometer, each piece 10 cm x 65 mm x 25 mm, made 

from BK-7, ground to 1/4 wave and 1/10 mill for parallel faces, 
flip over one prism to cancel wedge. Cost $500. 

The following was purchased from United Detector Technology in 

Culver City, California in May 1982: 

Photops, model UDT-455, photo diode with built in Op amp, NEP 

= 5 x 10-13wattsl lHZ. Ordered 6 at $53 each. 

The following calibration particles were purchased from Dow Diagnostics, 

Indianapolis, Indiana in May 1982, in 15 ml bottles: 

3.00 ]..I m, type S/VT. Cost: $103. 

2.02]..1m, type PVT. Cost: $103. 

1.091]..1m, type PSL. Cost: $82. 

0.95 ]..I m, type PSL. Cost: $82. 

0.79]..1m, type PSL. Cost: $82. 

0.55 ]..I m, type PSL. Cost: $82. 
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0.49 !lm, type PSL. Cost: $82. 

0.31 !lm, type PSL. Cost: $68. 

0.22 !lm, type PSL. Cost. $68. 

O. 11 !lm, type PSL. Cost: $68. 

The following was purchased from The Nucleus Inc., Oak Ridge, 

Tennessee in November 1982. 

Multichannel Analyser, model 1024D, with int.erface. Cost: $3,350. 

The following equipment was already on hand in the laboratory 

and used in the COPS system: 

Apple II plus computer, 48 K with language card, communications 
card, green phosphor monitor, Apple II disk drive, !l-Sci disk 
drive, Mountain Hardware Apple Clock, Interactive Systems 12 
bit ADC, Epson MX80 printer. 

Climet, Model CI-208 optical particle counter. 

TSI, model 3030 electrical aerosol analyser 

TSI, model 3071 electrostatic classifier. 

Keithley, model 177 microvolt digital multimeter. 

Delron, model DCI-5 cascade inspector. 



APPENDIX E 

DINOSAURS AND OTHER EVOLUTIONARY DEAD ENDS 

In the development of the COPS system, there were research 

pathways that had to be abandoned. After spending a reasonable period 

of time with any particular plan, the idea would be changed to another 

when all efforts resulted in a miserable failure. Such was the case 

with the 15 mW HeNe laser. This laser was plagued with periods of 

violent amplitude noise that would completely swamp out any particle 

signals. Figure 44 shows the attempted arrangement used to combat 

this problem. 

A photop detector was placed on a linear translator behind 

a diverging lens to capture the stray reflection from surface 1 

of the Jamin interferometer. By translating the detector the output 

could be varied due to the incident intensity changing with distance. 

This detector provided a reference signal with only laser noise while 

the signal detector provided a particle signal with superimposed 

laser noise. These two signals were then subtracted using the circuit 

shown in Figure 45. 

If the magnitudes of the two signals were matched by translat-

ing the reference detector, the first op amp, under common mode re-

jection, would effectively subtract them. The noise, common to both 

signals, would thus be filtered out, leaving the particle signals 

to be subsequently filtered and amplified by the remaining circuit. 

Care was taken to use photops with the same batch number and with 
160 
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matched feedback components so the gain-bandwidths would be as closely 

matched as possible. 

Conceptually, this idea should solve the laser noise, but 

in practice it proved ineffective. There were residual vibrations 

in the optics train that caused the interferometer to alter the waveform 

of the laser noise so it would never completely subtract with the 

unaltered noise from the reference detector. Certain bandwidths 

of noise would be altered more than others so when the laser would 

cycle through various frequencies of noise, the effectiveness of 

the subtraction circuit would dramatically change. There would be 

periods of good subtraction(even though the laser was still noisy 

as proven by blocking the reference detector beam) followed by periods 

of wild amplitude fluctuations that would pass through the subtraction 

circuit. When the local oscillator beam was blocked, effectively 

nulling any interferometer effects, the laser noise was consistent 

and nearly subtracted out. This verified that the interferometer 

was somehow modifying the noise component so subtraction would not 

be effective. 

Many variations of the subtraction scheme were tried. The 

stray reflections from surface 3 were used with the idea that the 

noise would be closer to that from the signal detector. Amplifiers 

with wider band widths were used (733 and LH0032) with equally dis

appointing results. These wide band width amplifiers were like bucking 

broncos, periodically jumping into wild oscillations on their own. 



This subtraction scheme was abandoned in lieu of the 0.5 mW laser 

which exhibits substantially less noise and is covered in Chapter 

4. 
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APPENDIX F 

PROGRAM LISTING 

The following is a FORTRAN V listing of COPS.LAM described 

in Chapter 3. 
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****************************************************** 
C PROGRAM COPS MODELS THE RESPONCE FOR A 
COHERENT OPTICAL 
C PARTICLE SPECTROMETER TO CALIBRATION SPHERES 
C IT USES SUBROUTINE BHMIE (FROM DON HUFFMAN, 
DI::::F'T" OF=-
r PHYSICS, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA) TO CALCULATE 
TI-lE 
C COMPLEX SCATTERING AMPLITUDE ELEMENTS (Sl QND 

C FOR A HOMOGENIOUS MIE SPHERE 

C INPUTTED VARIABLES: 
C: 
c 
c 
c 
F'{-ih:T 
r: 
C 

REFMED= MEDIUM REAL REFRACTIVE INDEX 
REFRE= PARTICLE REFRACTIVE INDEX, REAL PART 
REFIM= PAR1ICLE REFRACTIVE INDEX, IMAGINARY 

WAVEL= WAVE LENGTH LIGHT (MICRONS) 
Dr= DIAMETER PARTICLE (MICRONS) 

C DL.:· :U 1 (ir,w· rET:: [;()TI-ILF~ I I-lei U::I\I::; r:H:'LY((lTUFF (I'Wi ) 
C: I.: L~ ::::: [::1. {~\ 1"1 [ T [~ r~: E{ L .. tJ F~: ~31'::' lJ T (:i?-, T 1··1 L: F~: I hi (:3 l..w I.::: 1\1 E; 

C DW= DIAMETER BEAM WAIST PRIMAFY LENS (MICRONS) 
C XNA= NUMERICAL AF'ERATURE GATHERING LENS 
C PSU8= POWER IN SUBJECT BEAM (WATTS) 
C ATEA= DETECTOR QUANTUM EFFICIENCY 
r DELF= ELECTONIC BANDWIDTH (HZ) 
C IMiI\IU:::, NUI'IIJEF< OF· Pd\I(:;;LEE; I I\ICLU[) I NG D f~ll\lD ell) 
DEGF![EE; TI·IP,T 
C THE INTERVAL 0-90 IS DIVIDED INTO 
C SCATTERING ELEMENTS CALCULATED AT 
:,2 :1< 1'1 r~) 1\1 C.' ...• 1 (:i 1\4 U t. F~ ~~) 
C NAN= NUMBER OF ANGLE INCREAMENTS (DANG) THAT 
I U F'h I l'nED 
r (NAN=2*NANG-l FOR ALL ANGLES 0-180 
DEr31~[~E:i3 ) 
C INF'UT RECORD FORMAT IS (9F9.4,F9.5~2F9.4,213) 

c: PE:COF([i[3 (4Fmrll\I[,L~D 11\1 IhICF:E(iH I NG F'r':JRf I eLf::: 
D I ()lvIETEF~: 
C AAAR= 2D AF<RAY OF DP,SNP 
C KFLAG1=1 PREVENTS OUTPUT DF S1 AND 82 BY 
(~I\I EJ 1._ r;: 
C KFLAG2=j PFEVENTS OUTPUT OF INTERMEDIATE COPS 
F't:, F: (:, 1'1 Cf E F;: ~:; 



UJ. ;':;~; 

Gj,I';;! r~; Cll. :]::~;\:.:'f Id hi I (:::;I\!\j I Cli;Jd) fEI:::I~I~EIO Uti:> Ur,1 I GO',) :=j 

****************************************************** 

(~8V80'V8S0'lX30'Z8'tS'8NVN'~3U~3U'X)3IWH8 ~~V8 
~3AVM!((br**'Ot)*'£)=M3NA 

'b!«3**~a)*6~tbtn£)=8N3~V 

~3A~M/(a3W~3~*6~tbt'£*"Z) =A~8 

(VNX*'Z)!(~a*a3W~3U) =~~ 

(a3W~3~!VNX)NI8V=UNV:] 

(t-UNVN)lVO~~!£96LOL~"t=8Nva 

-13 t'W (·1 ;' (C:'I L·I.::I] :~J * d G* h !;; T. i;r·r • ~~: := X 
a3W~3~/(WI~3~h3U~3d)X~dW8=~3U~3U Ub 

:] 

:J 

:::) 

*************************************************** 8 
(ZH) IH8I~ ~O A8N3038~ =M3NA 8 

(::::* >~ 1,,11·1) 
3 :'::1111 t;l :::13 d t J [11\1 T1 U r·1 :r. ~:B 1-I..Llj El .:~JCl I.:!:::I ~:II;:;J ::: f':; r\rTT~~ :: .. 1 

(Z-**SNOd8IWl dOlV8SNOIIV8VdOdd =AV8 ~ 

(WW) SN3~ UNld3HlV8 H18N3~ ~V~O~ =~~ ~ 

(HI\ji:! J ((V::J) 
SN3~ 8Nld3HlV8 ~o 3~8NV NOI183~~08 =8NV8 ~ 

:; :'31·lf) I G~)::I) :~:r·j'Ji\I\) !::jj\1 I ;':!:::U .. L i:):·:)~:; .:::lD J.hl:::ij .. l':j::!:'j;:lj·,j::: ::":Jt:I')C( .-, 
~I 

L9T 

;1 :j .1. ::1 kl :':1 1:;1 ,J ::::I ;;: T :~; :::: / :::~; 

i30NI ~AI18VU~~d ::::IAIIV~3d =~3d~3d :! 
:J 

~S3~8VIHVA a31v~n8~V8 8 

*************************************************** 8 
:J 

NVN'8NVN'~~~a~V31~'8nSd'VNX'8 
Ma'8a'~a'da'~3A~M'WI~3~'3U~3u'n3W~3~ 

(T 1: ';9) c:lJ.ldiil 
Ob 0108 (t'03"Z8~~~~)~I 

<)::: ~::.: D \~) -1.:::1 >1 
n:= T Ui.;rl:t:j 

NVN'8N~N'~~3a'~31V'8nSd'~NX'8 
Ma'8a'~a'da'~3AVM'WI~3d'3dJ3d'a3W~3H 

(O~=aN3'Ol'£)a~3U 
fl·!·j=:.L·j ():;~ 

0:::+.1 
(Z'OOT)dVVV NOISN3WIO 

HO~tS'dO~3S'ZS3A~'t83A~'(O~L)ZS'(09L)tS'~3d~3d 
x:::nJL·jD8 

(lndlnO=93dVl d lndNI=£3dVl'lndlno'lndNI)Sd08 
1·.j\:.Ji:IDc)::I,:::1 

::J 
.'~: >k 
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" C 1')1:: TF:I.JE F'I-lf)E:;[ E~H I FT I I'~ be:':"·; TTEF,:I:::D L_ I (:i1rr tiE; 
C:UI'·il:'r:;\<:L::c. 

C TO INCIDENT LIGHT (-90 DEGREE REFERANCE SHIFT 

C INCLUDED IN BHMIE SUBROUTINE CALCULATIONS ) 
C 

****************************************************** 
c 

c 
c 

1\1r'~I\iT::.=:~ * 1\1 f:\n G··_· J. 
DCi 3:,~:: ,J"= 1 ; f',IAf',IT 
(;(31 :=:[";:Er;L (S 1 (,J) ) 

BSJ.=AIMAG(SJ.(J» 
Sl(J)=CMPLX(-B51,A51) 
r:'\~::;:?:::=FE?lL .: E:::2 (~I) ) 
DS~:>::Pi I 1"1n(:~i ( ~;:;;: (J) ) 

32 S2(J)=CMPLX(-BS2,A52) 

****************************************************** 

STO~ES PARAMETERS S11,S12,S33,S3~ 

C FOR INTERNAL CHECK OF 51 AND 52 BY ANGLE 
C SUM=1.00000 IF OKEE DOKEE 
C 

****************************************************** 
y. 1)/ 
""1' 

c: 
IFCKFLAG1.EQ.l) GO TO 375 
WRITE(6,86) OEXT,05CA,QBACK 
l"lF< I ·n:: (6: r ElO) 
lJ,Jr:; 1"IE: (c" s:n 
]) C) ;;':.'::, ~j ,J C_", :l " NAI'l 

F<U 1 ::::C(jlJ~:; (G 1 (,]) ) 
("";b:l. ::::F<EPIL. (b:l (J ) ) 

n~31 ::::{) I r··I{~)E-) (S 1. (J) ) 

PHSlr:;=ATAN(BS1!AS1) 
IF(nUl.LT.O.O) PHBlr:;=3.14159+PHS1R 
PHS1D=PHS1R*57.2958 
Ff:Q=C(~BE; (~:;:2 (,J ) ) 

(""'\G::~:=:F~Er'.)l._ (~3? (a) ) 

DE::~;>:(:'i I Ivl () C) (E;2 (,J ) ) 

PHS2R=ATAN(Bb2!AB2) 
IF· (r:~U:? I .. J" 0" 0) F'I·m:,::F~c.::::::. 141 ~:iC?-!F'!·IC::·:~F: 
F'I·I~:; ~,~:D:::: F'fIU:?F! ~ .• ~.5./ • :~~();~; E; 



S12=O.5$(RS2*RS2-RS1~RS1) 

S 1 ~.::::'"~;:I. ~:2 /::::; 1 :I. 

833=REALCS2(J)*CONJGC81(J»1 

S34=AIMAG(S2CJ)*CONJGCS1(J») 
~:: ::::. 4 == ~:: ~;:: /1· ./ ::~ 1 :[ 
SUM=812*S12+S33*S33+S34*S34 
(~I\IU:::::D(~I\!U* U\J-1. ) *:;;.;7" ~2ci'5t!. 

365 WRITEC6~84) ANG,SlCJ),R81,PH61R,PH81D 
C,S2CJ),R82,PH82R,PHS2D,SUM 
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*~:**************************************************** 

C CALCULATING AVERAGE 61 AND 82 OVER GATHERING 

C SIFOR AND S2FOR ARE WAVE FIELD AMPLITUDES 
E~ LJ 1'·1 i""1 r::::O 
c: C)'/[F~ i31:11 ... I U f~I\IUL.I: C r::) 1'.1(3 

c 
~,; 7~:.:.i 1·1(:)1'1:::: II\IT <: C Cr~I\!C:! / Df-il,IU ) '11 .. ) ·+·:1 

f31 FOF!'--'(i" <) 

U::,::I=cn:.;,,·,) .. 0 
T·UT::::(j. 

DU ::~;UO ,J::::: 1 " 1\1 () r··1 

(\I\I(3:::))(i!\!U;t: U:)J-··l .. ) 
TOT=TOT+8INCANU)*DANU 
SlFOR=SlFOR+81 (J)*6INCANG)*DANG 

380 82FOR=S2FOR+S2CJ)*SINCANG)*DANG 
SlFUR=2.*3.14159*SIFOR 
82FOR=2.*3.14159*S2FoR 
101=2.*3 .. 14159fTOT 
ti\,1[:~~:I. ::::;~:;:!. F~C:.iF:i:./ lUT 
(i')E:S:?::::':3~2r::OF:/rOT 

F!B 1. ::::C{-\UEi (Pi\JeS 1. ) 
(i~~; 1 ::::FIE: f4L ( A'./EB:I. ) 
DE::I. ::::r! I l'lPIG «(i\JE~3l ) 
PHSlR=ATANCBS1./AS1) 
IF(A81.LT.O.0) PHSIR=3.14159fPHS1R 
PHS]D=PHS1R*57.2958 
F:i~::.?"-'C/:·IB::::: «()\.'[:U~?) 



r~' •.... 

r'I"ls~~r\~"{~l'r()I\1 (EE;::; / (~iS:2) 
IFCAS2.LT.O.O) PHS2R=3.14159+PHS2R 

!/.W<ITE: (6, B:2) 
WRl'fE(6,84) ANG,AVES1,RS1,PH81R,PHS1D 
C,AVES2~RS2,PHS2R,PHS2D 
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****************************************************** 
*;1< 
C COPS CALCULATED PARAMETERS FOR SIGNAL-TO-NOISE 
I::;: (:1 T' I 0 

C 
C :x: 1 )3:::: 11\11:; I L:U'.!l I l\nEN~3 I 1''1'' I hi Bl._UF( SF'c)T 
(WATTS/MICRON**2) 

C peAR= POWER IN SCATTERED CARRIER (WATTS) 
C OJN= ODD BESSEL FUNC SUM FOR PHASE SIDEBANDS 
c:: !:.Jr!~' E.!'!E:!'! r:lES~:;I:J. Fi...Il\J;:: ULWI I::en::·: F'Hi~)t:E [;I))EL;::)I.n)~:3 

c Ff3 I L>~- F'CJ\.'·;!:F: :1 H Cil·ie, ~:;]. !..:!I\~(iL- FOH "/0 D[[ir:::LE Cl i..J ,:'11) 

C ~31\1I:'::: S J UI\I('~L TU I'IU I E:[ F<{)T I D (pm,I[::!::;:) I~-m( C[)F'[; 

f: I:: U r::' U I'; C E: 
C SNV= SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO (VOLTAGE) 
c 
*~:*~************************************************** 

42 XIB=(CDB/DW)**2)*3.14159/2. 
J< I D::= 1. • --E X F' (--;-;: I D) 
XIB=(XIB*4.*F'SUB)/(3.14159*(DB**2» 
PCAR=CABS(S2FOR)*CASBCS2FOR) 
PCAH=F'CAR*ALENS*XIB/«CAV**2)*(FL**2» 
F' H (~E~ I::::: P 1 .. ·1 ~;3 :': F~: 

NL:X F'=::,J /2 
NE;r(:i:"-' (,--1) ~(*I'~EXF' 
EJN=EJN+FLOAT(NSIG)*BES(J,PHASE~KK) 

IF(KK.NE.1) (:iOTO 35 
WRITE(6,19)J,PHASE 

:~;~:; cC!:'rr I I\II..J[: 
E.J I\I:;"? *[,j l\I 



(J,J I'~"~O .. 0 
J)U ./ .:::, ,J ,::; 1 :2 :I. ~, ~2 

NEXF':::: (,]+1 /2 
Nf3 I (3:;,,: (-1) *NEXF' 
OJN=OJN+FLOAT(NSIG)*BES(J,PHASE,KK) 
IF(kl<.NE:.1) GUrU 76 
WRITE(6,19)J,PHASE 

/ c, CUl'n II'II.J[ 
(J~lN'::~2. *CJ,JN 
PSIG=PCAR*ABS(OJN)*ABS(OJN) 
SNP=ATEA*PSIG/«6.626196E-34'*VNEW*DELFJ 
m\1 \.1::::: ~:) C.!F:! T (E; hi F' ) 
ANG=DANG*(NAN-l)*57.2958 
IF(KFLAG2.EO.1) GoTo 44 
V.!F! l'rE (6~, 12) 
WRITE(6,13) DP,REFRE,REFIM,ANG 
WRITE(6,14) X,DANG,CANG,FL,CAY,ALENS,VNEW 
WRITE(6,20) oJN,EJN,S2FOR,SNV 
WRITE(6,15J. XIB,F'CAR,PSIG,PHA8E,SNP 

ll4 (H~lf~)r:~: (1"1, 1 ) ::::DF' 
?i(~?'1F< (!"1, ~;:) :::::81\1 ' .... ' 
(3(:JlU :.';0 

~o DANG=DANG*57.2958 
t,,11 I! r::: (L" 1~';:) 

WRITE«(,,16 1 REFRE,REFIM,REFMED,XNA,WAVEL,DL 
C,DW,Dg,ATEA,ANG,PGUB,DANG,DELF 

~'W: I 'IT ( ;:; .. , :['7) 

1'1::;::1"1-" j 
D C) ~:d. 1 :::: 1 ~, ~'I 

51 WRITE(6,18) AAAR(I,1),AAAR(I,2) 
10 FoRMAT(9F9.4,F9.5,2F9.4,2I3) 
:1.:1 I'::-Ui::;':I'HYT ( / ./ , :y); " II I NF'UT \,/(.)[:( I {ilJLE 

L:: FUFa'I?'1T ( / ~I 10>:, II CDF'E; F'I;:[iGPr~i'"l",./ 10X~, 1 ~2 ( II ..... ") ) 

1 :::~: F'Cl F! 1'1 (:; T ( ~,:~ i< , II F' ?4 Rr I C:; U:: D 1 (i 1"1 en:: F: 
(1"IIC!'!UI\I!3) "::", 1=6. :~;, 2>: ~ 

CI'I:;:E:F'F~(~c;TI~.JE: II\IDEX ::::", Ft... :~:~I "+I*", 1""6. 4~1 ~::X~, 
C" Gf~n'IEF:;: II\lG AI\IEiU::: \ DEGh:EE!3):::::", I::-,~;. :::::) 

1. 4 FDFWI?iT (././ lOX, .(11 NTEF\JVIED I {-HE: Cr~)U~UU'frED 

F'{'I:~:nl'·IET·EI~E:;;"~,./ lOX 
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C, ::;'5 ( "._") '/~?X, "X:::: ", lPE 10. ::;:, ~?X, "D(:)j\I[):::~" , 1. F'E 1 o. ::::., 2X~, "C()I\I(J:::-: 
~I 1F'E10. ::) 

c~, ~2X~, "FL=I'~, IF'E:10. ::;:, 2>: ,I IICr~Y::::", :l.F'E:l0. :~:, 21: ~I II r':)L.EI\It:;,,:: II , 1F'E10 
:~:; 

c " :';:: X ~I II '/I\i[~~::::: II , :I. r::'E 1 U" ::;;) 
:I. ~:: F'UJ(I'ii',T ( / ./ ~~~ ><" III NC I DENT I ~,!'rEI\IU 1'1'\' 

( I~J./ 1'1 ]. CI~:Clj\1 * ~ 2) c:::" ~I 11::'[ 1. 0" ::~: 



C:!I :,'2 ><!I II F'CJI"JE:F~: [r:jl:;:f:( J: E~r~ ([,,!(:, TTE: ) I::: II 'I :I F'E:l 0" :::;:; 2 X !I 
C "F'fJV,.!Lh [II'! D ~:; I C:i!\!(~L. (1;..Ir:yrTf::;) :,,;: " !I :l F'E~:[ 0 u :~,: / / !I 2)< !I 
C" r::)IJEI!f~CE: I::'I-!(:,E:E (H(:)!) I r:H\IE.;) ::=" ; 1. F'E 1. 0" :::;:; 
c:: X; "D H31'HlL. -'TO-I\ICn E-'f:: F({-)T I 0 (F'OIAJEFn::::"; 1 F'E 1. o. :3) 
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1. f.:, I:;:'ORI"I?H ( / / 1 Ii X; "F'(~HT' I CL.E: F;:EI::-Ft:f~CT I VE I l'mE >:::::" , F7" 3 
C" "+I:f""F6.4, :l.6i<, "1'lET/IUI'l F,:l=::F'F;:{-)CTIVI::: INDEX=:"!IF6.::: 
C./ l3 ,x,! II Gr:l Tl-lr::Ft: II\IC,: L.E:NS; I\IUI"I[F~ I CAL r::.\F'E:I:(() TLJF;:E::= II 'I r--6. ::;' 
C!I ::U;\; I' W(:~VE LEi'~UT H (1"1 I CF;:ONS ) ::::" , F7 " 4/30 X; 
C 'I (~\F'E:,F~(~)TUF(E (1"11'1)::-.:: I' ; F~:!. 1. !I 1 ::'X!, 
C" F'F:: II'lnFN l_E:i'~~: ~')r::.i I t3T D I A 1'1 EH::F! (t·l I CF\mm) :::" , F6" 1 
[/ 1. ,::;, X, "D I (il·'IE::TEH BLUF~ SF'(JT (1"1 I CF([)t\I!3) :=: 'I , F5. 1 , 2:3 X ,I 
c:: II DE::TE:CTOI;: (.lU(~I\ITUt·l EFF I C I ENC\"= II , F~::i. ::~/ lOX, 
C" CUL,U::CT:I (IN (:.\r~EiL.F.~ (DEC~F:EE:::):::", F 6,,:2; 2:::;'>:, 
CI'F'(JVJI:~H SUU.JI:::CT BI::AI"I (1,!.)r:~TTS)=II; lPI::9.2/19X, 
[II r~ll\IE;LE !:::TEF' E; I Z E: (DEGF~EEf.;;):::: I' ; OF'F6" ?; :::4 X, "8(:)I\ID 

(A)lDTH (I"IZ)==" 
C!I IF'I:::':'',, :') 

17 Fe DF,:I'I() T (/ ,/ 7 X , I' F'(~F:T I CLF~ D I f~)I"lt:::TEF( (t"l I CR(]1\1!3) 'I , ~3 X, 
C I'~; I (:;I\I~)L --T[)'-I\IU I E;C I=(P1T I [) 

(ly.l(]L~rf~(3[:) II /7)< ~I :,2'7 (1'._'1) !l E3X, ~2'7} (11_ .. 11) ) 

18 FOHMAT(18X,F6.2,23X,lPE1.0,,3) 
1 C? Fm~I"i(~n (~:~>:, "B[~:;~:::[L FUI\IC:: I'm CUI'~l'/Eh:(3[~ FUF( I\I::::"!I I ::';'1 

ell ",<:::: " :' F"E3 n ·~~I ) 

r C)I'd"! ('if <: / / :I ;< ; "(] J J'.,! :::: " , F :[ U" '7" j /!, "E J 1\1:" " , F' 1 0" '? , 1.::<!1 "C; :':' r- U r;: " 
c, :? ( :[ X; :[ F'I::: 1 <)" ::::) , :L:;:', "SN\,!::;::" ; :[ F'E 1 0 u :::) 

FC)f~r'lP\T C?>: ,I "(~)I"[;LJ::", 7X, "(~" , 11 i<, "I B", lOX, "F:"; E!)< 'I" F\(:)D J:r::)f\l", 
X!I ".Dr::(~HE:E" 

C!. I;" >(, "{\" , 1. 1 >:!' " Il3" ; 1 0:;:'" "F~" , El>:, "F\('~D ):(11\1" !I f.::. >: , "DE(3F~E:'I:::" / ) 
84 F[)RMAT(:l.X,F6,,2,10(2X,lPC10.3),OF'F6.3) 
Hb r::-UF\:I"1(1T(//4X, 'IClFX'T::;:", IF'E10u:::;;;~':X, IIC!SC(~l==", IF·E~10.:3 

C,' ::; X, I' C!bP,Ct:::;::: II , 1. F'E 1 ()" ::';,) 
HTUP 
E:!'~D 

**************************************************** 
C SUBROUTINE BHMIE CAL.CULATED AMPLITUDE SCATTERING 
t'l(:lTF,] x 
C EU::r"IEf\ITE: (:'\I\ID EFF~ I C I EI''([; I Eb I:-m~ C >: T I 1\leT ION, TClT?iL_ 

C AND BACKSCATTCRING FOH A GIVEN BIZE PARAMETER 
i~:II,H) 
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c rELATIVE REFRACTIVE INDEX 

************************************************** 
SUBROUTINE BHMIE 

(X,REFREL,NANG,Sl,S2,OEXT,OSCA,OBACK) 
D I l'1E!\lf:; I CJN 

AMU(37S),THETA(375),PI(375),TAU(375),PIO(375),PllC375) 
CDt'1F'L_[~;< 

D(3000),Y,REFREL,XI,XIO,Xll,AN,BN,SlC750),S2(750) 
DOUBLE PRECISION PSIO,PSll,PSI,DN,DX 

c· ***************************************** 
C S~RIES TERMINATED AFTER NSTCJP TERMS 

C ***************************************** 

1::"':::""::' 
\_.1 .. -., ..... 

1\1~3TCIF':::X SlUr:' 
YI'10D:=Cf4DU (\() 

NMX=AMAXl (XSTOP,YMOD)+15 
DANG=1.570796327!FLCJAT(NANG-l) 
I) U ~s ~::) :i oJ :":1 " 1\1 n 1\1 C) 

THETA(J)=(FLOAT(J)-l.l*DANG 
HI 'I i.! ( ,:r ) :~ C U~: ( 'r Ii i: .. T PI ( ,) ) ) 

C LOGARITHMIC DERIVATIVE DCJ) CALCULATED BY 
D U ~,~ I'~ I:,,) (:, F( D 
C RECURRENCE BEGINNING WITH INITIAL VALUE 0.0 + 
1*0.0 
C P!T J::::I\lr'1X 
L 
****************************************************** 

D(NMX'=CMPLX(O.O,O.O) 
i\IN==hllvl::< --:l 
DU l?O 1\1::: 1 , 1\11\1 
F~ 1\1 :::: I\i 1"1 >~ .-- j\j .-t-. 1 

120 DCNMX-N)=(RN/Y)-(l./(D(NMX-N+l)+F(N/Y) 
DO t:.l::.,6 J ::, 1 , l\ii~I\IG 
PIC> (J) '''0 .. \) 

h66 F'I 1 (':'1) ::: 1 • 0 
I\II"::::::~ * 1\IPlNC)·-l 
DO 777 J::::: 1, j\j1'1 
81CJ)=CMPLX(0.0,0.0) 

)77 S2(J)=CMPLX(0.O,o.O) 

****************************************************** 
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[ RICCATI-BEBSEL FUNCTIONS WITH REAL ARGUMENT X 
C CALCULATED BY UPWARD RECURRENCE 
c: 
****************************************************** 

* F'E; I O:::DC[l~3 (OX) 
F' ~:, I 1:::c D SIN C Ii >: :; 
c/·I I O:::···S IN ( X ) 
cl·n 1 :::.'C:CJE.' C X ) 

P,F'E:: 1 :[ ;:'/"U 11. 
XIO=CMPLX(APSIO,-CHIO) 
Xll=CMPLXCAPSll,-CHll) 

200 DI'.I=N 

FN=(2.*RN+l.)/(RN*CRN+l.» 
PSI=C2.*DN-l.'*PSll/DX-PSIO 
f.\F'E:: i: ::::F':3 I 
CHI:::: C2 .. */,:1\1··1. ) *CJ-II l/X···CI-IlO 

AN=(D(N)/RE~REL+RN/X)*APSI-APSll 

AN=AN/i(D(N)/REFREL+RN/X)*XI-Xll) 
8N=CREFR[L*DIN)+RN/X)*APSI-APSI1 
r::hl=E!I\1 I ( (/,I::FREUi': D Chi) ·+-r~I\L" X ) ;f: X 1·- X I 1 , 

OSCA=DSCA+C2.*RN+l.'*(CABSCAN)*CADSCAN)+CABS(BN)*CABS( 
1\1) ) 

1)[1 "7 E: (:;, ,)::: 1 ,1\l~\NG 
,J ,J :::::::: * N(~I\jG-',J 
/' I (,J) ::::: r:' I 1 (,J) 

TAU(J'=RN*AMU(J)*PI(J)-(RN+l.)*PIO(J) 
F'~' (·····1 • ) * * (r'~···l ) 
Sl(J)=Sl(J)+FN*(AN*PI(J)+BN*TAUCJ» 
T ,.::: ( _. 1. u ) ;f.: *" 1\1 
S2(J)=S2(J)+FN*(AN*TAU(J)+BN*PI(J») 
IF(J.EO.JJ) GO TO 789 
Sl(JJ)=Sl (JJ) + FN*(AN*F'I(J)*P+BN*TAU(J)*T) 
S2(JJ)=S2(JJ)+FN*CAN*TAU(J)*T+BN*PI(J)*P) 

71:)(/ Cc)NT I 1\IUt:: 
F'E; I O::::F'E;j 1 1 
F'i::> I :I. :==F'f:! I 
tWSI1::::F'~:;Il 

CH I 0:==[;1-1 I :I. 
CHI1:::CHJ 
>< J 1 :::: C/"-I 1''1.. X (f:\F'~::; 11. !,. -GH I 1. ) 
1'~::::1\~·!·1 



:.¥ :;. ::k {< :i t ::i< ~~ :~ .f, .i~ :¥ >;< J :.~ .~~ ::1< :~ ~{{ >:< A< :.~ * :i< ~:.' :~ :.~;. : .. ;< :t~ :.}~ ~< ;":< .:~ :~: ::t ::{{ :.~ * :f, * :~ ::f~ :i< ::t t :;}( :::< * :.:< ~k .~ ~f. :.¥. ~{{ 

aN~ 

N~n13~ 

1=~~ ~~ 

N~n13~ 

O=~~ 3£ 
0::::: Ci.1.UU 

l+>I;;:::>1 
.c ... ,.. CI..LiJ El .. ,:::~ ;::: .. ..I.J::l .. ::: I ) .:::11 

3£0108 (tOOOOOO'O'1~"U~3) ~I 

(1.·W:?!..!.) SCIU:~;,kl] 
1,1 d '::1.1. -I- ::;::1 G ::::::3 ::1 ~I 

(~N~V~j~V)/(XV*(8ISNl1VO~~)=Wd31 

( 1',1 >1 ) ..I..] \) .::1 :::: .::1 !\I ::: I ~-;l 
1\/··,·:::1 '·:1\1> I 

( >1) .1.. ~J U .:::1 ,;;: .::-1:>1',:) 
d/']I\I* * ( .. z.,/ l;' :~:x:u 

>1 * ::+/',1::::0::/;1( ::Ji\J 
'::1 ~(:f~ ( ]: ... ) ::::U I hl··.1 !)::::: 

0'''>1 
o "O::::E,:c:I::\ 

.1i'l::j') h .J>I',;! hili I ~~; I ::TJ;,::ld ::n;:)TiDO 
( :1:: 1 h :< h 1'.1) ::::::1 ::.[ II c) T .I. ::~: i,I,·, .:·1 

J 

.:'J 
:':~ :.~: 

****************************************************** 
:J 

~:! !C::; ;:::1:::1 (\ 1',1 D:] .I.. D 1\1 
CI I G ::3::~ I ;':1 ;:::1::::1 :~; ~:I I ::'i ~:.i -1.::1 ;::, I r '" ::1 ::1 /\J d::]:J ::l :~I.J. !··.I I ;:.1 D j :J 

( :< ;. 1\1 C' 1\1 D I .i.::i hif"L::1 
"1:'3 ~:3 S ::];] S :::Ll. \) ·iiTrl',j;] Uf:1 h ;< I; 1\1 ) ~:; ::::P::-i 1'1 CJ I ..I..:H' Wl.::1 ::l 

I,·." 
:r,,'(\ 

****************************************************** 

OJ'F] 
hl::lrlJ.:Jd 

::) 
:1 
.J 

( ( T. ..•. !]!\I',)1\1 *;:;) 1: ::;) :='iG',}~J * ( ( .~ ····EjI\I~}~\I:j( 2;) 1 Ei) b;J~)~:l 4: ( (:<t / ) / "t,;. '=::I:=){):JiJ 

£LT 

( ( T. ;. T.:3;' ··lti:?P:I* ' (:<;~ X) / "17) "'"1.;:]0 
ti8SU*«/*/)/"3)=ti8S0 00£ 

00£'00£'003 (d01SN-I-N) ~I 
(C) Id::-;:(.C' Old {)()t":l 

("T.-NU)/(r)OId*N~-(C')TId=(r lId 
(.C') I,::i4: (.C') nl.'·I\:):i< ( ( "T·····I·,./:::I)./ ( "r.····I\lil* "i::;:' ;. ,,;; (f' ]: 1,:/ 

CJ!·· ... jt:)!\j1: 'j: ;:;; C' /'i()(' CI(f 
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FUNCTION FACT CALCULATES FACTORIAL FOR INTERGER N 
c 
****************************************************** c 

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FACT(N) 
1'.4;)::;1',,1 
1 r: (1\11\1. ED" (: ) 1\11\;:;:::1. 
F jC) c:r :::: j 
DCJ :~:!.I, 1::: j !\ NI\I 

~~:lf F (';[T:::::F~ {4C'r * I 
F,ETUF,I\I 
[1\1[1 
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The following is a BASIC program for the Apple-MCA system described 

in Chapter 4. 



IN$(51),D%(2050),MCA%(3074':MAX = 2050:CD$ CHR$ 
(4): HCJI'![ 
:I. 1. (l PFI I I\IT "TH 1:3 F'1:;~(JC)f~{~I'"! ~)LUJV,i[i "ii·IE LJE:CTI "IT)" 
120 F'F! I !·rr "COI\!TF::cJI_ THE I/IOD[~D [iF ,:::', I\IUClXUS" 
:i:::~:i) FF!I"'!T "I·'IODI::L. 10~;·qD 1~IUL.TI-C;!I(',I\II\IEL AI·~('\L..\'ZEH." 

J. if'::) F'F: II\I"!' "I !',ITf:::F(F'()CE c(:',rm SLUT I U *1:2";, ~:::l._ :"' 2; FOh I 
:L TO ::.:00:: !.ICl-:f 

143 JEFF = 3 * 4096 ~ 256 * 15 
145 IF PEEK (JE + 1) < > 190 THEN PRINl CHR~ 

(ll) :, "BL_Dr':')D !'!C{; :[ ::::00 Fe!!;: DC)!'.!" 
150 [iT = 49294 + 8L. * :l.6:DT = 49295 + SL * 16 
:L60 FR# SI..: PHINT CHR$ (13): PP# 0 
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:=={';": F'r': I NT 

:l.HO !"f,INT "EXIT 'IU B("HIC :"=8";, F'F! IJ'.IT 
::::0": 1"1":: I NT 
":=E ": !"F( 1 1 .. 1'f 
:::CJ";, F'r:: I 1\1"1" 

:I. c/() F'r';::r 1\1''1'' "D I f)!:.,! .... (','i 
:::: 'J (; F' !:-: J 1\11' " F F,: (1 ~:; E: 
:'.:::! U 1:'1:::.: I I'·IT "F'l.JLL OI..JTT'UT 
:::::,:::(l F'r:!II\IT "r~:[F'F::II\IT' F'F!F:'/"FOI "::F"': J='F!II\I'r 
::\>:) 1"1',11'.1'1" FUJ I C,UTF'l..JT :::1'; ":: F'r:: I I\IT 
:::-·4':' F'r: J I\IT "~::[T r~:D J ::"U":: F"h: I 1')"1' 

::::'c)O 
~:;:L i) 

I\!I::;;'I 
.:~::·::o 

::::40 
::::;!.:50 
:~:;t..o 

:.:;'::'0 

.I. 

I 
I 
I 
:I , 
J. 

I 
]: 

T 
I 
r 

I:: 

r" 
r=-
1 .~ 

J" 

I-.-
r: 
F 
.-I" 
F 

X ~~; 

>: --:., 

:x. ~t 
v ~ti ! .. 

.x ~~; 

x ~~~ 
v ~~; .~. 

X$ 
:~ ~~ 

}( ~~ 
..... i!: 
:\ .. ' 

.--

"(oj" THE.},! 

":U" TIiLl'! 
"D" TI-1E!'1 

"- "1...1" 'n:[N 
"L" "11'1[:1'\1 

j='(JI::E DT~; 1 
1·1U!"IL ~ t:J.j)) 

F'OI'I: DT~, 4 
(~;CJE;UU :[ :::'50 

POKE ))T,5: FOHI 

" D " 
" 0 
" F-: 

, .. M " F' 

" E: 
._. " c; 

: 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

GOTD :::::00 
THEI'~ Hm'il:::: (30TI] ::::.c,iO 
THEN HUME: GOlD 390 
T'I·!E.I'! C;Ol'C) 1060 
THEN HUME GUSUB :1.630 
THEN HOME: GO TO 1760 

:::::f](i C;('ITC! 1 '70 
:::;.c:iO Ph: II\!T "SET I~IC() F!E(:,DOI..JT l'IDDE: ~::i'·J I TCfI" 
lJ.OU PH I 1\11" "TU 'ITY": F'F: 1 I'rJ' : [.:JOSUE: '/'/0 
illO FT,: 11'./'1' "E:L:T CUF:~;;Of( TO CI·!(·,~"i\!EL. ZETW" 
420 Pf(INT; GOSUB 770 
4.:::0 F'FI I 1\1'1' "~:)[T 1;:01/ (iL.L ~31,tJ 1: TCiI (r~Er::)Fi 1:'nl~EL.)" 

L! 40 FF:: II\IT "TU Pd._.L POE\] T I Ol'~": F'F;: niT ~ (3D5UB '770 
4~'::';O FT~ I 1\1"1 "I .. ,IHEI\I PEti!)Y TO Tf(f:'\!\lur=-J:;:F( D() Tf~), " 
.l1·b''J F'h: I NT "F'r~[~E:~:~: (';1\1'1' I::EV" 
470 PRINT: PRINT : PRINT : GOSUB 790 

:l J' >< '1; :~" "F:" Ti·l[]·! c,m::un 
I::' ::J i ::. L:: . I)'I :; h :: I::' iJ r;: 1": (; T (J 

()!I,"', ' ... ' ... ~ .... , 



~10 FOR I = 0 10 3073 
I :: I 

:::::0~/4 

::;i30 I\IE:: X T 1 
~5/IO F'r~ 11\IT "C[)I\I\/J:.~h:T 1 I'm DP1TPl FC)F,:I'-IAT" 
550 FOR I = 0 TO RE:: STEP 3 

MCA%CI) - 8 * 16 

D::;:; H,IT (!-!CA~'; (1 -+ :i) / 16) ~ C MCA%(I + 1) - D * 16 

F::::; II"IT (r"iL:r~:,~'; <: 1+-:2) .' 16:> ~ E MCA%CI +- 2) - F * 16 
:.:.:9C; l'lCPI'.\, ( I 

/ 3) = A+-8 * 10 +- C * 100 +- D * 1000 + E * 10000 
,-:)O() t'.IE Y'r I 
610 FOR I = 0 TO 1000 STEP 100 
b::::U HCll'lE.: F'r: I NT "CH{4N 
(:, ::!: (l F' F,: I ,·rr : 1< == 0 

650 PRINl 1 +- J +- K; 
660 FOR K 0 10 4 
(J'/(: 

D{H?l" 
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l1U(l:J = 99:K = 4: GO TO 710 

')' ( j ( ) !. : :;' (; ~ P F< I 1\; or 
~? 1 0 I'~[= X T ,} 
/:,::'0 PF;: J r.rr 
"7:::!,'.J F'r::: J 1"11' "TD em·IT 11\IUL!1 F'F<ES~3 r:)I"-,I\' I<EY":;: EmE;iUB 7(?0 
7,:IU N[XT I 
"750 PRINl : PRINT ~ PRINT 

770 FUR I = 0 TO :200: NEXT I 
"7 E! 0 F< I.: T IF\r'~ 
'?9() 

~3':)O 

\! -~ .". -~ 

\" :;;:: 

PL:EI< 
I:'[:EI< 

810 IF X = Y THEN 800 
820 POKE 49168,0 
u::::o h:L:TUF;I\1 
Uil·(l F; E: 1'-1 
850 POKE DT~1C: FOR I 
860 J = 0:M1(J) = 0 
870 CALL JEFF~MCA%(O) 
880 FOR I = 0 TO ~0"73 

D'?O IF IvICr:Y;'; ( I ) 
:::= 44 THE!'-I I'r:~ (,J ) 

<)0(; I I" 1'''IC(:i~'; ( 1 ) 
(/:10 I'-I[XT I 

I··· :i.::,J:== ,J + 1:1'll(,J) :=: I +:1. 
46 THEN JMAX = ,J - 1:1 = 30"74 

9:::':0 F'I< II\I'r II c;ur,I'./E:F:T 11\1C D(~'T(:l F'UFI-I{,'r II 
<j.q() 1< ::::. () 



'i".':.:.;C F(JH \} ::" (i 'ru ~JI"lf")/ 

c;\ .::~ .. J 1 1 :::.: IV!:I. < \:J ) :: I ~.:2 ::::: I'r~~ ( ,J ) : I"i:l. (~!) "" I< 
970 FOH I = 11 TO 12 STEP 3 
980 B = INT (MCA%el) / 16):A 

1) =: 1 ITT (1-ICA:"; (I .. L :J.) ./ 1 is) :: C 
1000 

101(; 

MCA%(I) - D * 16 

JvI[J1~~ (I + 1) D 

... r-

oJ,. 1f::.. '1"' 

~t:: 1 ,!. 
\-.' 

MCA%eK) = A + B * 10 + C * 100 + D * 1000 + E * 10000 
1. 1)20 1< '" I:: ··1· :I 
1 O~,:O I\!I:: X: T J 
1 Ol! (; 1'12';.J) I: -- 1 
1 O~::;(; NI:: >: T ":1 

1060 PRINT: PRINT 
:I. (;70 J hlF'UT l'I-·I(1F':DCUPY? " 1: V;;; 
1080 GOGUS 1610 
1100 FOR J = 0 TO JMAX 
111. () ~:::UI'1 :=:. () 

:I. :1 ~20 1:1. =: 1-' j (J) :: I ~.?;;:. ,-12 (.J ) 
1. 1 :~:.() I··IUIII::: F'Fi: I I\IT : F'F: ll\~'l II PCi J 

(····T· _ ... 
' •... I _.', l'le:;';':-: < 11) 

1:[ -l :L:: 1... ::::. U 

1160 FOR 1 ~ 11 TO 12 
1170 SUM - SUM + MCA%(J) 
1 1. [le) I F y;~ ::.:: "V" TI-II::I\I GUTO 1 TY) 
11 (:"(; 1 ;'- ',';;; ::.:: "',T:E;" n1E~1\1 COTD 12::::0 
1200 IF L = 5 THEN L 0: PHINT = PRINT CT; 
1210 PRINT lADe 6 + l * 6);MCA%(I); 
I :?:.?O C3UTU 1 ~2.::.0 
1230 Il = 6 - LEN ( STRt (MCA%(I») 
1240 IF l = 10 THEN 
l = 0: F'RINT : PPINT CT; TAse 6 
1250 F'RINT MCA%(I)~ TADe IL); 
:I. ?6U L ",:: L + 1 
1 ~'~lO CT '"' eTI :t 

r'~E~XT I 1?E10 
L?90 
1::::00 

F'F~ I I\IT F'r~ II\IT "SUI"'I:.:.:"; !3UI"'1 ~ F'F< I I'-IT 

:I. ::':10 
PF:II\jT 
1 ~~:.:?O 
1 ~.:;:::':O 

PF:H (; 
F'F~ II\IT 

1340 PRINT; PRINT 
:[ ~:'.'50 PEI"I 

UUTU 1'70 

:I. ::':"70 I I\IFUT "HDI.A.i I'-I?WN FW I t:;r? "; 1\1"': 
1380 PDKE OT,21: GOBUB 1600 
1~90 IF NP = 0 THEN Goro 1580 

STH;;; (eT»); 

180 



1·:l0<i Fe!!';·: T "" :[ TTl 1\1r:;: 
1410 fF NR = 0 THEN GO TO 1580 
1420 F'F: I I\IT "rm I NI..WII3EF: "; I 
1 !~I~~';O II\II='LI"l "Bel:) I 1\11\1 11'18 CI-I(·)I\INEL NO."; C J 
1440 II\U:'UT" [I\m I 1\1[-) Crl{~)I\II\Ir:~L ND,,"; C5 
1450 C2 INT (Cl ! 1(0) 

II\IT (C C 1 ... C2 ;+; 1(0) / 10) 

1470 C4 Cl - C2 * 100 - C3 * 10 
1480 C6 1NT (C5 / 1(0) 
1490 r7 INT CCC5 - C6 * 1(0) / 10) 
1500 C8 C5 - C6 ;+; 100 - C7 * 10 
l~:;j.(; F'DI:[ DT~.<.lE" + C2:: GfJ[3LJB :1.600 
1 ~":;:::O POI:::E: DT" 4E) -I' C~:, ~ (3DEH.IB 1600 
1 ~:5::V) F'UI:E DT!, 4E" .:- C4 ~ GDE;UD :I. b(l!) 

1540 POKE OT,48 + C6~ BOGUB 1600 
1550 POI:::E DT,48 + C7: BOSUB :1.600 
1 ~::.:d:;O F'C!l:E DT" /1 El -I- CEl: [::D~::;I..!B 1600 
1::57(, 1'·leXT I 
:I ~:.:;U(i F'UI::E: DT":, 4,.:, 

1600 FUR J = 1 TO 200: NeXT J~ RETURN 

:I. (~.:,? (; I:;: LfI . .J F;!! 
l,:.::.U ',Fri::,E::I. ';:' 
16·:';·(; F'F':': I I" .. IT "F I I..L 

181 

1"'-1(:11'11::: FUH TI-I I E; BI:::(lUT II::'UL":: 11"··WUT " :::;Er OF D(.Yrr:~ I~::: "; I I\j~; 
1 ,'L·~jO .[ F I N~; ::= "" TH[:I"'j UC!TU 170 
1060 K = 1~ FOR J = 0 TO JMAX 
16 '7 () I:l '"', 1'11': ,J ) : I:: ::::: 1-12 ': J ) 
1680 CT = MCA%(Il':I3 = 11 + 1 
1 be?.::> FTIF! J ::::: 1 :~:; TU I ~:: 
:1 '? 00 [)~:-: (1<) ::::: CT: lY>;, (I:: -I 1) ::::: l'ICf~i~:': ( 1 ) 
1'710 
CT = CT -I- l:K = K + 2: NEXT I: NEXl J:D%(O) = K - 1 
17~2() F'PII\I'T CD'fo;~ "DF'E:N"; II\!~::': F'F<II\IT eD't:;: "l.',.!F:ITI::":: IN'!; 
1730 FOR I = 0 TO D%(O) 
17 4!.; F'F~: 11'1'1 D~': ( I ): I\IF: X'f I: PF< I 1\lf CD~j," CL.m:;[:~" :: I N,( 
l'? ~.::O F~:I::TURI\I 

1760 IF PEEK (24577) + peEl::: 
(~;2:':::.:·:~,;;4' <: :> S)6 THL::I\I PI'! II\l"r CD;f;;" DUJ{~D F'I·n'·JD?Yrl~:, {',~:~£1'57''?'' 

l'?dO I':,[JI:E :Z:::;:;?!,Ol: POI<E ?::';~~:;,(:?6:::3T?)F~:;;, "****:*;t****" 
1 jiiO HGFC ~ HCOU)F~::' 5: f3Cr:;LE'" 1 
lElOO HLWIE 
1 E~ 1 0 [:iUTe) 1 i:C;O 
1820 DRAW 96 AT X,Y: 
XDRAW 96: DHAW ASC 
1830 HGR2: TEXl 
1840 DEF FN XN(X) 

FUR I = 1 TO LEN (8$); DRAW 96; 
MID$ (St,!,1): NEXT: PC'rURN 

XU) ;f xx I- /1.. 
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"r '" I~ f" 
.'~/ ! .... 1 

I! " ~ 11\1;;: ( :) "1\IUI···.IE" ~ GlY:3lJC :::;:1.1':'::0: IF f.:H' ::-..: "" COTCJ 1. (:" 1. 0 
1 El}') Ui)E:I;:F::: [iUT!] 1 C?OO 
:L f3H() FT~ J I\IT C1Y~!:" LiF'·'D·1 "; T N'1i .: S) :: 

!'" 1"'; I !,-rr' (Ti ;;':: "r:: EJi J) "~I Ij ~" ( ~:;:> ~ II\jF'L! T 1',1 ~~: : F 0 h: I =: 1 
TO 1'·1::;;: [J"\IF"UT JI··!'i, (1) r. NEXf : F'FUNf CIH;:: "CL.OEE ",11\11, (U:> 
1890 POKE: 216~0: GUTO 1~10 

1900 PRINT: PRINT 
:' J" PCE:!:". (::.::~~:~):::: ~'::i TI-IE:I\I : Ph: I I.!"T [:D%, " DEL.ETe:" 11\1~;' (s:> 
1 c;"Y:; !,'H 1 t'rr crH'," Cf.,Tr:'l!..DCi I!; bUlL' 1 EL::::,(l 
1e.:J () II\II'I...IT· "DC) ',·UL.! V.IJ~::I·-1 DEF!~ilJLT l'IDDr:: ':Y: N! '";."," (,'1,:: 
II" (:l'i;:;:;: "l" TI·II.:::') 'TT3:= l:~~I.JT =: 1: FF:II\!T 
1 '/ 1 ~:::; u: (,CrT :::: (; ·fHLJ ... 1 F":: 11\IT E:T (=If';;;;:; "DCF I I\IE r::) >TE:" 

=: "L:UL..C!F"~: C)f:: f.i::< E=':~\" : 1:!E"1; :::-, "(l:?":: (3DUl..JB ~:!;1.120: 1··jCOLDi":::::: \1O 
1 c<.~ "::.i I F' (i LJT '" 1 T H l::t.! H CJ 1"1 E 
1 ',' :'.U 11~ (:,LJT =: 0 THE:!'.I F'F: I I\IT "Dr:':!=" I I\I[~ >< p,~\:t E"" 
1'/40 ~'3 == :2:: ;:::$ :::: "F'fJUITIClI".1 DF' l..LY·1 

.:: "I'CJ~:: 1 T:r f,I'1 Uj~ F: J (";!-iT 
1 .: / {:.!:) I··; 1:'!.... Ci 'r ;-~ 1....:; \/ L "j' D 

\} j 

1 '7'" ~3 () ~::.' ::;:: !":i;~ E: ~~: ;;;:' II r'l P,;::: I 1·'1 LJ IV! X l.) p, L L..! E II ~ [i U U Ll [: :~:; ·!.l· ~"2 ():: >~ 1 ly' (; 

1 ')'),U (::: :::: ,l.:,:: E:); ,-::: "L.C!C3 EC::(~LE" ~ nC:;;l; :::: 

~,:"::»(i ~3 ::; "7;; ~:>1' '" "LCJCi DPiC:E": r;:C3~; :::: "LCJC:i: LI\I" ~ C3m:;I .. m :=:.I~.:\) 

:,:.:) 1 n ;': (~, :,,: :I.:: I F' I N;~; <: t~:) :::: "L.(JC)" THF:I\! >: G ::: 1. / L.UU (:I. 0) 

2020 XO = IS * L.UG (XO):11 = xn * L.oG (Xl): PRINT 
"r-I I I\! J. !-'ILJlvi Pd··.ID":;" 1'1 f.) Y I ''"iUI'1 LC)f] ')PLUES {,HE "; >: (I; " : " ; :;< :: 
:,·,:O::::.(i u :~: U:: U;{; ::;: "',/(~L.UE: OF' r:' I r,:~:;T L.{·H3EL": F~:(3;(o 

~:;TF(f; (X(~) ·1· "::" + ~3'rF::~i (X:l): [)U~:;UIJ ::::A:,:O: I"IX 'F) 
:','0·'1-0 ~3 :::: "i':: u;~, ::;: "11\ITET:\}P,I._ BET I.')[~FI\I LJH3EJ. .. E:''': m3':f:; 
:= "(i::" -I- b'!'F:':{; ( X 1- .~~ (;):: (=)Ut:~;UD :::::4 ::':0: I X:::: \}(j 

:~,()':'5,) 1\11... :,,: (;<:1. - 1'1/) ./ I>:: )<X =: DX ./ (>< 1. 
...• ::.: (» :: L>: 1_ E 1\1 ( t'::' T H;~ ( I 1\1 T ( 1-1::<) » -_. L.l:: 1\1 (I 1\1 ;1; (~:!) ) 
:~:o,::.,) 

:I: F 1\1 L. :: ~'::: ~::.:i T I-I []\I F'FU I'rr " T U U 1'1 (11·1 Y U'l E: fJ. ~:: ": [3 CJ T U :,::~ (i ~,: (i 

:2070 GOSlJB 3660:ML. = LEN ( STR$ 
<: I!\j"j (Ivl>: + NL. ;;; IX») ... L.X -I- 1::X4:::: >:h: ._- FI\I XI'~(I-IX) 

Ci: Y::2 ::: 0:: IF' t\IL_ :> X4 ./ (I'lL * Eli TIIE:I'-I YF' 
2090 IF YL. < 90 THEN YP = 
?:Y::2 = 0: IF' NL X4! (ML * 8) THeN YP 
2]0U YP = YL. + VP: ROT= U:RT = 0 
',:~:i :! (I I!'" 1\1 L. 

':1 

\'1... ... ~ ... \/ '-:
'_.' II !.':" 0: ROT= 16:FT = 16 



"Tr't \,' ,[ 
t '_ .. ' ,'\ .:. 

~~ 1 :~:o 
STEP IX:Y3 ~ YP + \/,-:' .. \/ r .... 

1 .~_ II I ..... 
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DRAW 2 AT X3,YL~X2$ ~ STR$ (X2)~ IF LX o C)[lTO 21.60 

v·-·:,~· r·o ..L! ••• ~, •••• 

( H·IT 
STF::;; (X2 -I

<:;::)!) -- u<: 
~)r31\1 

II" ABS (/2) < 1. THEN L = L - 1 
2150 12$ = LEFf$ (X2S,L) 

LEN (12$): IF PT = 0 THEN X3 : X3 - 4 * L; GOTO 2180 
2170 13 = Y3 - ~ 

2180 DRAW ASC (/2$) AT X3~Y3: IF L l (3UTD 2'200 

F'UH I:=":? TU L~ DF«)I."J r~\~::;C. (t-II!..:);;:' (X21;!;I,1)~ NEXT 
:~?(iU NeXT ;C:~:: IF ?\UT =" (; THEI'-I H~><T 

:;2:::: 1. 0 b :::= 1.:1. ~ !=;;~; :;::: "·r:l. Ct:: I-I(,F,:!< I 1'·.1 TE I::;: \,l{.":l L " : F\C::;;~ :::= 
"(;:; II .. 1.. ETF~~t? ()< J 'W" X 0) ~ r::j!J~3LJB 34 :'20 ~ ,J X :=; l",'l) ~ [i[)f:}LIB :~::t.'\~() 

:;:~ :::: :'>:J r="[) r? )C;: === 

1'1 >( ..... ( J X * III'f « I"i X -- ::< 0 ). / J::< + "1» T D X 1. t;'r E F' .J X ;. 
DI':r~il.'·J 1 r,T FI'4 X 1\1 .: x::~) !IY'L~ l'Ii:;:;<T ~ IF~ r:'jUT :=: (J T!-1[1'·~ fEXT 
Z::::Y) J F (jUT :::= 0 TIIE~I\I F'F:;: lin "DEi=" I I\IE 'y' i~f: IE;" 
::::~::4O:) ~::; :0: :I :':::. ~:}':: c.: "F'CY~ J T I CJI'! OF DUTTCl:·i 

'y'T _.- ,,' f? 
:2270 t~ ::::: 
1. £1 ~ ~::;fi; =::: "I-I I I'j I 1-"lt.H·! 'r' t./{) L_U F'::: " : I::;;()~; " "~ GO~3UB 54 ::~O: YU \)(l 

~::~2~JI:) ~~: :::. 1 ~:~; = t:::f; =: I'IVI{·~X II'''1U1V! V t~/AI_LJE II: (3()~-;'-IE{ ~::L~2() ~ v 1 (~/() 

:,:: ::;:: Ch) E, ::" 1 t:, : ~; :r· :::.: " L.. C) Ei E: C: ;':, L E: " ~ F: G~;; ::::: 
"\': 1\1": 1.:iClbUB :'::'420:: YD ::::: 0: I F' I t'H; (S) <" :>" V" UOTO :::T;;O 
~,::~:::(lO f:3 :::= 17:: ~::;i; ~c: "L..ClU B(~~::E":: I;:(::!¥ =:: "'-_DCi: U\I" ~ 130~3UB :~:ll :::0 
::~::! 0 ','f3 :::: 1.: 1 r: 11\1;;; (E3) ::::: II LOC::i II THEI\i VEi ::::: 1 / LO(3 (1. 0) 
2370 YU = YG $ LOG (YO):Yl = YG * LOG (Vl): 
F' I:;: I 1\1 T " 1'1 I 1'·1 I Ivl U 1'1 Pd\!D 1'"Ir':,)( I 1-1 L.!Ivl L [i C) 'Hi UJ ES (\ r; E "!i YO; " ; "V J 
:,'-:::Y.:,U ~; :::: 1 H: U;;; ::::: "''/(.·jL..UL UFo !=' I F;:~;T U)EI[L.."; F;':[)1i :.--, ~3Tb:'~; 

(YU) +- ":" -I- !3"IT($ (\' 1. ):: CUUUE! :34~,;:£): 1'1\, :== ')0 ~ F(TT:::= 0 
T:'40 E: :~: 1. (?: E3~: ,.::: "I 1\ITEF\N"iL.. BEH'4E[]'1 U:;BELf3": F:(3:!;i 

:::: "(l:" .. {. !:;"TI:;;;; (Y 1 ._.. '(0):: C[)!3UP ::::A~~~O: 1 V ::::: ')0 
235U I\IL = (Y1. - MY) ! IY:YY = DY / (V1 - YO):LY 
... - U:~N ( ~:::-rH!;; <: II\ll <: 1'1 V ) ) :> LEN (I I\I~; ( 1 El) :>: IF I\IL.. 
:> 1. ~j THEI\I F'f( I NT "TCJCJ 1'"1fC.ll',IY LP,BELS" ~ (.)UT = 0: GCITO 2:~;~:O 

23~O GOSUB 3660: FOr? 
Y2 = MY TD Y1 STEF' IY;Y5 = FN YN(V2): DRAW 2 AT XB,Y3 
2370 Y2$ = S'fR$ (V2)~ IF LV = £) GOTO 2400 
:2:::::f:(, 
Y2t = STr?~ (Y2 + SCN (Y2) * 10 LY) :: L 
( J !\!'r (\' :.~:: ) H_' L. V ~ I F::' ?'~E~~~~ (\/:~;~:: 

2390 Y2t = LEFT~ (Y2$,L..) 



, .. ::;(:(1 !.. .. LEN (Y2$):Y3 : Y3 
:::: :: ::: ~:', >: L),I :? :: IF' :\ j: <: l,Se; THI:'I\I >: ::c, 

241(1 DRAW ABC (Y2$) AT X3,Y3: IF L 
:',:·~·'l2U 

1 GUlU :24:::'0 

FUR I = 2 TO L: DRAW ABC ( MID$ (Y2$,I,I»: NEXT 
243(1 NEXT Y2: IF AUT = U THEN TEXT 
244(; ~; ::" :,~:O:: E;<;: ::::~ "T I CI< 1"I(~i-~:i< I 1\!TEr:;:I/f·\L " :; F\C3;t: :::= 

184 

It 0:: II + E'rF~~~;':: \/:1. .-.. YO) ~ (::;U~3tJF3 ~~:'/.1·:~(): ~1 \' = l-/O ~ [iCIE;:L!J3 :2:,.~,(~)C} 

245(1 FOR Y2 = MY - (JY * INT «MY - '1'0) / JY») 
TU '1'1 STEP JY: DRAW 1 AT XB, FN YNiY2): NEXT: TEXT 

"Y" (30TO 2~500 

2470 GUSUB 3660: FOR X2 = MX - (JX 
)p, . II'IT <: (I"IX _. ><U) / J>:» TO Xl t::;TL:F' .:..r><:: X::::' 
~?i;13"::: FClF·: ',12 :::;: 1"1\' '-" (,J'','' 

>); 11\1-1 « 1"1 V .-- YO) ./ ,J Y») TD '1'1 STep J Y: V3 Ff\1 YI\I (Y2) 
2490 HPLOT X3,V3: NEXT: NEXT: TEXT 
2 ::.1 0 (i t:; :~: :;:: ::: : E; ;,': "'" " F' F: ~:, j'-'n::: ?:l x E. E; " :: r~ c::; ;;: 

HPLOT XL,YB TO XL,YT TO XR,YT TO XR,YB TO 
11': ?;I...IT ::::: I') "fl·I!:::!\! F'F'<[ I\IT ~;Tr~iF:{:::" I1'~F'UT Dr:ni-\" 
J F: D~'; (()) (; TIIC}··I ~::: ::." 213:: I !\h: «:.:) ::.~: "1\1" 

\' I \/ I:' r. !.~., I .1 •.• 

D()F:b":: C3fJE,UIl ::':/1:;20 ~ I::U :::c (; ~ I F I I'··!;i: (E;) -- "Y" . n"IE!\I E,(-:: 
2555 TS = AUT:AUT = 0 
:2:::(:,0 E; :.::: :2~.:.:5 ~ b~: ::::: "F~:Er~iD D (YT PI FlU::: r\!(WIE:":: H(3;;: ::::: "":: (3Ut:;!'.JD 
:;:A::::':): n: IN$ (U) :::: "" or;: Il'l'i: ([;) :=:: "I,IONE" f:)ClHJ ~?670 

~;2 ~:5 '::. ~.:.5 (~l tJ T =:: 'r [I 
2~ .. i?O E; ::::: :~\-::,: E:;;;i :0:: "F I FUT POII\!'r TO B[ UF:ED" ~ Fm;;: 
::::: "" ~ cmUUB :~:£!:;20 ~ D:l r" i vo -- :I.:> :t' (XV .f- [·:U) -I- :I. 
~:.~ ~',:.:.; ':;.:' ~.:5 H ::::: ~: ':;:. ~ ~3 '-*, :::: II I i\~ T :~= F( t) f~t L. 
D:::rl,J!::E!\j F'Ci II\ITS": C3UUUiJ :~:4~::U:: I)D 
::::580 ONERR GOlD 3960 

\hJ * (;-;V + EP) 

25QO ONERH GOTU 3960 

F'rn!\fl CD;;:, "OF'E!'-l "; I!\I~: C::;::i) r. F'f(J!\II CD;li~ "1,\EJ1D "; II\I;i: \:?~:::) :: 
I NF't.JT D'X, (0): F'P I 1\1'1' rr:': (0) ~" \lr~LUEf:i I !\I "; 11 .. 1;;: (:'~5) 
2,'::.1 0 D ::~ (I:: I'm == 1:: F'(JF( I D 1. TO D',:-; «l) !:nTT" DD 
26::::0 INPUT 1)%(ND):0 = D + 1~ IF D <: I GUTU 2620 
:,:~b2~O I\ID :::;: NIl +-
1: IF XV - 2 THEN INPUT D%(ND)~D D + I:ND = ND -I- 1 

IF ED = :l THeN INPUT D%(ND):D == D -I- l:ND hID -I- 1 

~?6;::j() !\![Y'1": F'F:II\rr CD;;;, "CUH3L "; I!\I';: C:2~5) 
2660 POKE 216,U~ND = ND - 1: PRINT 
l\lJJ .i (;< Y -+- 1:::13):i" F'D I I\ITU F:l~~;'-\D" ~ D:::, (0) :: I\if): E;(TrU :::760 



~;;: '::::' t,i (i F' Fe.: I 1'.1 T 
"T\T'I::: '','':::''1':;>':;>';/ ·fU 1:::1"·1:1) I I\W:'I..JT " ~ 1",1)) :;;:: O~ f((3,i', ::: "" ~ ~:) 0: D 
:~:"!'(jO I\ID ::::: l'yD + 1: F'P II'rr "PO I NT "ND 
~,2·71 (l I F X \1 ::: 2 THE]\I E.~~; :::: ")( \,If';LUE'': I !\!~: (En 

SIP$ (0%(0»: GOSUE 3420:0%(D) ::::: VO=D ::::: D + 1 
27 ~?O E~$ ,.::: "V \.' Pd._UF: " ; Hl~; (En =. STI=<~? <D~': (!) ): GD~:::UB 

3420:0%(0) ::::: VO=O = 0 + 1: IF VO = 9999 GOTO 2750 
~;2"7~:U .I: i~ L:I~: ,:0 :1 THEI'I E~~~i :::: ".+ / - E:r~F:UR" ~ I I\I;~; (~:;;) 

STR$ (0%(0»: GOSUB 3420:0%(0) = VO:D = 0 + 1 
2740 IF 0 < MAX - XV GOlD 2700 
2750 0%'0) = 0 - xv - 1 
~~~7:'::,(j IF P1UT ::;:: 0 TI·I!::},I FTUI·'H STAF(;1iF. "~'}C(\l_E Dt·Hr'," 
2765 IF XV ::::: 1 THEN 2800 
2770 X2 = 0%(1);X3 ::: X2: FOR I = 

185 

1 TO D%(O) STEP XV+ EB: IF 0%(1) , X2 THEN X2 - D%(I) 
~·~7D') I F D~~ (I:> :> X:3 TI-lEN ;c:. :::: O'X (1 ) 
~,::7(;/0 r.1EXT 
:: 1='1'.: INT· " r-i I I'l J I-! LH'i {:\ I·'m ,..,; {:, X I I'"i!..! !-I J:: l,l Pd .. U [: E; (~F;: [-:: ":: )C.~:;: " : " ; X ~::: 
2800 '1'2 ::;:: D%(J::V):V3 : V2: FOP 1 ::;:: XV 
TO 0%(0) STEP XV + EB= IF 0%(1) < '1'2 THEN Y2 = 0%(1) 
2810 IF 0%(1) ? '1'3 THEN '1'3 ::::: 0%(1) 

:::::~:.:: ~3~; ;:-:: II X E:C(ll . .I::: I::(',CTCJF':": rm~l; :::: 1111: GObUE: ~::·W2(>: >:U \.'0 
:2~3'7() t3 :::: :~:;:.::; ~ ~3~~:; ::.~.; II X ()F'r::-SE:'r II ~ 13CIStJfj :::;L~20:: XU ::: J..,.'i) 

2875 IF X8 = AND XO = 0 THEN 2900 
2880 FOR I = 1 TO 
I) 'X, (0) f:)TEF \V + EE{:U'.:': (1) XE:: >,\: (D~': (I) -I- >;U):: IF' xc: < 

~ 0 THE!\! IF D%(I) :> 0 THE!\! 0%(1) = XG * LOG (0%(1) 
2[:'"'0 j\IEXT 

::'.":!.: ~3~1; :::: "V 8C{~U:: Ff;CTCJF<":: I=<EH; == "" ~ C)(Jt3UB ~:4;~(> ~ VS I/O 
2fjl:l. 0 S =:: ::;~:): f3!1; :::: II V OFFSE~T ": GCY:;UB 34::~(>: 'I'D == lvlO 

2915 IF '1'8 = 1 A!\!D YO = (> THE!\! 2950 
2920 FOR I = XV TD 
0%(0) STEP XY + E8:0%(I) VS >,\: (0%(1) + YO); IF V(3 < 

> 0 THEN IF 0%(1) , 0 THEN 0%(1) = YG * LOG (0%(1» 
~,29::;'(> I r:. EE{ 1 
TI···II::N O~:': (I ·f· 1) := Yf:) ;+; D''::, (I ·1· 1): IF VG < :> (> ·fHEI'·1 IF 
D::~·, (I + 1.) :> 0 TI·IE~I\I D~'~': I ··f· 1) ::= '(C;:1' I._DC3 (D~: (J .; :[):> 

~,.:9·ilO I\IE >< T 
?r;>~:=;o J F· (\L..IT· =::: (> THE 1"...1 F:'F: 11\IT ~::;T{:)r:(+:j" F'LUT· D(i'T(i" 
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b ~: :y;.' ~ !3~(; ,:;;; "t;UL I D E;VI"IUDI_S": RG~;, ;::, "Y: 1\1": GUGUD :34~20: ~30 

::;; f:3Y: I F I I\I~', (E:; ) ~: "',I" TI··IEI\I GO II'IT (~)Y .I 4) :it: Li· .-1-. 1. 

:=;; "~3Yr'rH(Jl CDLm:<": r\C)~; :-..: ";):"7": GDE;U)3 ~:vr:':o: 1-ICDUJn;:;., ')0 
:?c.r?() U ,::; ::!:9: E3-:1:; :=; "CClNI'IEC"f 11\18 L. I I\IEE;" : F~:CH; ::: 
"'I': II":: bO~3UB ~VI ~'20: CF' ::: (): I F II'H, (~::;) ;:.: "Y" THE1\1 CF' :;:. 1. 
:?c.F.?~'::i f:3 ,= ~.i:l.: G;~; = "~mL_1 D AFIE('l UI\IDEI:;: CLIf:;:\,JE": RG;f"; 
::;; "V: 1'.1": i3UmlE: ~'''4:"20:: 1 F I I\i~;; (;51. ) "'0''' TI-,EI\I Ti3 ::: 2 

GOUUD 3660:XT = XF - XI: FOR I 1 TO D%(O) STEP XV 
+ E 13:: X :',: Ii 'X ( I :;: I I~ X V :-..: 1. T H £:: I\~ Y ~.~ == X T -I- X I :: X T ::: X:,.: 
':::. c:) 1 () :x: :~; ::-.:: F 1\1 X I'~~ ( X ::~~) ~ I F X ~.::: <: >< L. CJ F< X ~~:. X f;: C; [l T (J :~; 1 :I. () 

',13 = FN YN(D%(I -I- XV - 1»: IF Y3 < VT THEN Y3 = ',IT 
3022 IF ',13 > VB GOTo 3110 
3023 I~ TG < ) 2 THEN 3030 
3024 HPLUT X3,Y3 TO X3, FN VNIO) 

SO TO BY: DnAW S AT X3,Y3: NEXT: IF CP 
3040 IF I = 1. GOTO 3060 
30~O HPLOl X4,Y~ 10 X~,Y3 
3060 X4 = X3:Y4 = '0'3 
3070 IF ED : 0 GO TO 3120 
:~:; () f.3 () \{ :~~ 
><y' .- 1 J 

:~!:OS)O V::" 

FI'~ V 1\1 (0::'; (I -I-

0::'; (I + X 'y') ): IF' V:;-: 
I:::-I\~ YI\I (D~'; (I +-

VB OR Y2 / VT GoTo 3110 

xv - 1) ~ 0%(1 + XY)~ IF V3 > VB OR y~ YT GOlD 3110 
3100 HPLor X3,Y2 
TO X3,Y3~ DRAW 1. AT X3,Y2: DRAW 1 AT X3,Y3= GDTD 3120 
:::110 F'PINT "B(-)O PUlt,IT' ";1 
3120 NEXT I:AUl = 0: IF AUT = 0 THEN TEXT 
:: 1 ::!:O IF' ?-lL.!T (> TI-I[]'I FF: I I\IT E3T ;:~)Fd;; "L(.H:J,EL (:3Fi:?-WII" 
~:;.]. ::'!: 1. S '" 40 
~::14(i 

U;/, ::: "L(:lBEl._ "-I- trrr<;i, (~:; ... - :3<;,»:: F~[d; =: "":: C;obUD :3420 
3150 BoGUB 3660:A$ 
,~ I N!i, (E:) ~ FOF, I ::: 1. TCJ f::."J: C {4ElC ( 1'1 I D~1i ({~;!;~, I!, 1) ) 
3160 IF C = 64 THEN BOGUS 3620:X3 ::: 
VO: bOGUB 3620= DPAW 17 AT X3,VO: XDRAW 17: GOTO 31.60 
:::)l"7U 

IF C 38 THEN GOGUS 3620; ROT= VO * 16: GOTO 3160 

IF C 35 THEN GOSUE 3620: HCOLOn= VO: GDTO 3160 
3190 IF C 36 THEN COSUS 3620:1 = I - 1:C = va 
3200 DRAW C: NEXT : IF AUT = 0 THEN TEXT 

+ 1: I I~ ~3 <: ~l':'j f.3u·ru ~:: 1":1·(; 
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:=:~:'C':::': J F:' \";;: :0" ,. Y" TIIEi'! 
F'C)!:::L 16::':0,"1,,0;: F'C!I<E ,-, It_;:':~(:i?~O~ GDt:;UI? :~::3c;;0:: TE>\'r 

F'DI:E :216"O~~=: := 4(:;):~);P ::= "E:T!f4SE (:m{~PH,,~n(4Fn (J\)ER":RG;;: 
:::: "Y~I\~": (3C1UUB ::A~20: IF IN~:(E:) == "Y" GUTC) 1830 
~:::?O',:; J I'.!F'UT "F:[~TUF,:I\I TU 1"le,:) 11m,,1 I TDR (Y: 1\1) ?" ; Y:ii 

:~; :;::: f) 7 I !\I F' U T 
"FLUT (J1,ll:::RLPl ',IE; (Y ~ 1\1) r;"" ; 'y';;, ~ IF Y;ii == "Y" THEI\I GClTO 25:::0 
::':::~10 F'F~:lI'~T ST;::lF~:;'f:; "~:;(WE FIU:-:S"~{:)u'r == 0: TEXT 
3:::::::0 [l1\IU~<H E:iUTCi :::86U 
~'::;::::::o f.~ :::: 4'5: E:;1:; =: "liJFn: TE Dr:'YT'{.'\ F I L.E I\I(~I'H::" ~ RG+ 
:: "":; 11\1;;: (!:;) ::: "NU!',IE': ": GO~:)(_.IB ::'A:'20: IF A'ii := "" [)OTU ::;:2:':iO 
::::240 1:'1;: Ii',lT cn~,;" OI"'U,j ", I I\!~: (~;,): F'r~ I I',IT CD~i;" wn I TE 

" ; II\I;i' (E;) ~ F~m~ I == (> TO D~/~ (0) ~ F'F\ I I\IT 
JYX, ': J): 1'~E:>cr ;: PFU NT CD~.5," C UJSE "; 11'4$ n:-::l 
:::; :,? :=:5 U E; :::: 4 '::, : !3~: ::::: II l~JF:: I 'TT:: F (J F( I"I?H j=' I L E 1'-1(,) 1"'1 E " : F( (3 $ 

::: "": 11\1;1: < h.' :::: "N[JI\IE II ~ GCJSLJr? :34:~:Cl ~ J F (:)$ :::: "" (30TO :Y;?DO 
::::. :;? b 0 F' F~ I 1\lf c; D ;;;!: "CJ FI' EI,I 
";Ii'H'(E))~ F'HINT CD;f:, "[ ... JF<ITE ";HH:(b)~ F'F:lbIT ::'5:1. 
327Cl FOR I = 1 TO 51: PRII\IT CHR$ (34);IN$(I); 

~ F'F: J I\!T CD~:;" CL,CJUE 'I;; I i'I;;: (:::) 
lJ. '7 :: E: ~;, ::::. II t\lF~ J 'T C: F '.] C '1' U h:[ F:I. 1.... E: r.I(:,r'1 E: II ~ 11'\1 ~;~ ( ~:~~ ) 

" I\! c! r'l C ":: C,i f.!~:; 1.1 L: ::'::':1 ~:: U : J F: I i'-l ;f, (U) ::::: " 1\1 (J 1\1[:: " GUT CJ ::::: ~:: () (; 
:::::,:;::C;;(i F'P J 1\1'1 c.:u ;;:;:: I' ,cu(:: vt:: "!j I I,P;: (':;:) ;: I' , ();;:40UO, l_ ;r.: 1 F-Ff= \I 

::':::':U(l b :::: l~D: ::::;1: :::: 'I F~E(,iD F' I CTUFa:: F' I LE: hi Pd\'1E I' : 11\J;i-; ( E3) 
:::: "NUI'H:: 1\ ~ E)OhUD :>+:::0: I F 11\1;;: (E;) == "1\!m'"IE II f)OrD 3:;":::'.0 
3310 GOSUB 3660: 
!"i:.: I I'>!'l CIN;:: I' BLCl(iD "; I N'i: (f,;:) :: ", r::'\;;:/I,OOO ": TEXT ~ C)oTO :::300 

::)l~.OO F'I:;: I I\l'f [~I"1F:$ ((:.1); II (3 II; II D II ;: I'I:~ I'; II ~17~ II 

341Cl pn# o~ HETunN 
~;.(I :.:~O 

IF r'\ur :::: 0 THEhl F'F, n,IT 13';: ~ " ( ":: F~:Cd:; " ) '? <:"; H~<fi ([::) ;; II:>" ~ 
::::;:':1::: 1 C;iCJ':::un 
::::'<':,70;: C)l::: o~ IF r:4 :> 0 THI:::I\I II\Icl,: (Ul ::: r:4;*:;; C3crrCl :::;,:r,:::,o 
343Cl A = LEN (IN$(S»): IF A = 0 GOTD 3600 
:YI,cl U 1'::' 0 F~ 
1=" 1 TD r~l~ IF' i"IID;!: (II'Hi([;)!II'll) :" 1'"" 1l,i E 1\1 E: I :L 

::':4'50 l'lEXT 
3460 L = LEN (RS$): IF L == 0 GOTD 3610 
:~A'70 F($ :::., "II ~ I::;: ::: (;: F'OF( ,J ~.:: 1 TD L 
:::;.1.1 E)() I 1'= 1"11 IH: ( F: EN: , ,J ,I 1) <: ,:' 
" ;:" lliEl'1 r::::i:; ::::: H$ -r 1"1 I IH: (F<CJ;;': ~ ,J !' 1. ) ~ J F' ~:r :: 1_ UO'TCJ ::,:~.:./)U 

::YI ')'(l 1 F l~!('\l_ (1"<;1:) -::: (i PlhlD r~UC (I:::;;') ::: 

:~:~::,OO IFF:~" 

o THEN VO = VAL (IN$(S); IF V(i:: VAL (R$) GClTO 3570 
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~::';.!. (i J: r: 1': "" 1 ·TiIL!': 1 F" './(i :> . ')i~iL (F:;;o) GC,'rU ::::~j;"O 

3~?~ I~ ~ = 2 lHEN Vi 
')(L ( 1"1 I I);\. (I I\!;~ (t:::) " B) ) ~ I F I):l <: ')(lL (H,;,) mrrD :;':;5')0 

3530 IF R = 3 THEN IF V1 VAL (R$) GOTo 3570 
::~~,:,',; .. ': (; 'F:: ::=: F~: +- 1:: ell< ,:;: :I.:: F(;~' "" "" ~ (JOlT) 3~:?)O 

:::::~:'?5(; I F I!');;: (b,; "'. :> r:·:;~, Tl'n:;:l\j R;;, =" "" ~ E)OTD 35 C?O 
::::',(,0 UI< ~" 1.: (:'i[lfU :Y:::iF:,) 
:.::. ~.:.:.:.; )' () U 1< ~:. () 
:5 ~',::i U 0 ,J "" L, 
:~: :'; (!' <> /"j E: ><T 
~60Q IF OK 0 THEN PHINT CHH$ 
(7) :j " II'.I'./P,L., 1:0 EI-lTT:Y; CHECI<: (PP\!\iEiE)" ~ (JUT (l ~ GDTD ::!A:-:rJ 
3010 VO VAL (IN$(S»): RETURN 
,::~,:'::·:2U I :1"1 1:: ')0 :,," ',}(:iL ( Ivl I D1' (A";;, I ) ) 
3630 I I + :I.: IF I :> (A) THEN I = I - 1: GOTO 3650 

ABC ( MIDt (A$~I.l»: IF C :> 47 AND C <: 58 GOTo 3630 
:::L,'50 F:L:'rUF-:I\! 
,.~,\~: .. ;:)I.,J F'UI T: - 1 ,':.:::U4, ,:):: PDI<:E: :[ (.:<~S)(); 0:: 1:~E"'!"Uh:I\1 

~::; t ... "7 () (:'~) :::: () ~ E~ ::::: ();: {.~l ~~-. :::: II II ~ 

IF AUT = 1 AND PEEK ( - 16384) <: 128 THEN RETURN 
:::;:.:.:.UO (iC..!'!" "" 0 
,.:.' I~:" .~' !" J Ci I : r c: ~~~, ~ C:.: 

37~0 Ir C 8 GO'ra 3730 
,::)/ 1 U F'r:, II! T C;;;::: J F I':):: :2 c; ur i:J :~: i:':/ (l 
37200= A 1:0$ = LEFT$ (A$,A); GO TO 3690 
3730 IF C 13 THEN PRINT = RETUHN 

:::",/70 
.~:: }~E~O 

:;!:?90 

:r 
T 
,I, 

I 
1 
J 
1 

F· 
I:' 
,., 
,-I-
,. I-
.. , 1--

r 
("'~ ..... 

r' 
e: 
e 
[: 

1 THEN AUT = 1: GOTO 3670 
.if CiOTU:!-i:?~:;!O 

"/ ·THE:!',I (3Ur3UB :::;.:':.60; CiUTO ~.:':.:,:.C?() 

:~ 0 ·Tli [i'l ·r E.X 'r : () UTT) :;!: 6 '} (I 
:>r TI-i[]\1 Pi;: I I\IT CHH$ (c:y:~):: C:)CnT) ~,,;,:;)'O 

H) TI'I!:::!',I (3ET [:$: F'r~ nrr : F'I~: II'IT elYi' +- II PHil 
II + C~;:: F'F: I r'l"r CI,·IFci: (~20);; F'CWE _., i. :2~!~::~'?, 0 ~ (:.iUTCl :~:t:.')(; 

3800 IF C = 26 THEN POP: POP : GOrO 3210 
::!-Hl0 IF' C 
"" 1. '7 TI·II::I'I F'[W:t::: -. i. 2~;:;!':'), 2~~i~j; I:'[WE 1 :2;:!2~J " 7 = PDI<:L 
1 ~,:~~j::~'j ,,64: F'DI<l::: -- :1. ::;:~,5::4, 0: F'F( I I\IT CHr~;;, (. 1 '?): 03CJTO :~:.::/?O 

3820 IF C = 18 THEN TEXT = END 
3830 IF C = 3 THEN (JOSU8 3870:C LEN 
«(:1~') ~ I::)~f.; ::::, (:1';' ,+, f3Tr:(~i (>: C) "I- 1'" II: )3 LE:::I\I (PI;!;) -I- 1:: (~)'ii :::: 
A$ -I- STR$ (YC)=A = LEN (A$); F'RINT MID$ (A$,C + 1); 
:::m40 Gu·ru ~~:690 

3850 IF C = 44 THEN B = A + 2 
3860 PRINT [:$;:A = A + 1:0$ A$ +- [:$: GUTO 3690 

PDL (0) * 1.0')8): 
r::ur:( I 1 TO 10= NEXT =YL = INT 



2 AT XS,YC: ~OR I = 1 TO 50: NEXT: XDRAW 2 AT iC,YC 
16384) , 128 GoTo 3880 IF' 

(31::'1 C$: TEXT : RETURN 

IF F'E:I::I< (:,;:~:~~::> :::: !.:; THE!'J F'F! 11\IT CIHi" DELETE:" I 1\I~i (2::i) : 
HC!I"IE :: 1:'1(11\11" CD:;;"C?;TAL..DCi": (30TO ?!j5~:5 

":',C>'";,(; 1.:;:J:::··I·UF.:!l 
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The following is an assembly language routine written by Jeff 

Hagen as a patch for the previous Apple program. This assembly language 

routine will allow data to be shipped from the MeA to the Apple at 

1200 bRUd instead of the original design of 300 band. The next three 

pages ,Jere taken directly from Hagen (1983). 
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APPENDIX 11 

OPERATING THE MCA AT 1200 BAUD 

The MCA and the communications card were both 

modified to operate at 1200 baud (about 120 characters 

per second). The MCA is used for another experiment 

in the laboratory, and this 1200 baud modification 

changed the operation of another program, which was 

designed to operate at 300 baud. This other program 

was written entirely in BASIC, so 1200 baud 

communication is too fast for BASIC. To make this 

program compatible, a short assembly language routine 

handles the 1200 baud communication in a similiar way. 

The assembly language routine is called using 

the following format: CALL ~C,A~(B). The variable MC 

contains the starting address of the routine. Calling 

this routine, causes a control 0 (output command) to 

be sent to the MCA. The routine then recieves data 

from the MCA placing one data character in each 

element of the A~ integer array starting at element B. 

B can be defined implicitly, and is usually set to 

zero. The assembler listing fellows. 
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ASSEMBLER LISTING 

FILE: ~CA AT 1200 
USED BY: COPS.9 (HIDOS) 

1 ;** PROGRAM BY JEFFREY R. HAGEN** 
2 ; 
3 ;2/22/83 
4 ; 
5 ; THIS IS THE 1200 BAUD FIX FOR 
6 ;THE PETTIT PROGRAM 
7 , 
g ;THIS PROGRAM LOADS AN INTEGER 
9 ;ARRAY WITH THE ASCII OUTPUT OF 

THE MCA 
10 ;THE COMMUNICATIONS CARD IS IN 

SLOT 2 

11 ORG $3FOO 
12 PTRGET = $DFE3 
13 CHKCOM = $DEBE 
14 FLOAT = $E2F2 
15 STROUT = $DB3A 

-'- ~ 16 ERROR = $D412 
17 STATUS = $COAE 
1 g DATA = $COAF 

3FOO: 20 BE DE 19 JSR CH!<COM 
3F03: 20 E3 DF 20 JSR PTRGET 
3F06: 85 FE 21 STA $FE 
3F08: 811 FF 22 STY $FF 
3FOA: AO 00 23 LDY flO 
3FOC: 20 3D 3F 24 JSR LLO 
3FOF: A9 OF 25 LDA f1 $OF ;CODE 

FOR OUTPUT 
3F11: 8D AF CO 26 STA DATA 
3F14: 20 31 3F 27 MORE JSR LLl 
3F17: 91 FE 28 STA (tFE),Y 
3F19: C9 2E 29 CMP II t • t 

3F1B: FO 1F 30 SEQ. DONE 
3F1D: 18 31 CLC 
3F1E: A9 02 32 LDA 1102 
3F20: 65 FE 33 ADC $FE 
3F22: 85 FE 34 STA $FE 
3F24: A9 00 35 LDA #00 
3F26: 65 FF 36 ADC $FF 
3F28: 85 FF 37 STA $FF 
3F2A: DO E8 38 BNE MORE 
3F2C: A2 4D 39 LDX #77 
3F2E: 4C 12 D4 40 J~P ERROR 



3F31: AD AE CO 41 LLl LDA STATUS 
3F34: 4A 42 LSR 
3F35: 90 FA 43 BCC LLl 
3F37: AD AF CO 44 LDA DATA 
3F3A: 29 7F 45 AND il $7F 

3F3C: 60 46 DONE RTS 
3F3D: AD AE CO 47 LLO LDA STATUS 
3F40: 29 02 4R AND #2 
3F42: FO F9 49 BEQ LLO 
3F44: 60 50 RTS 

--End assembly--

69 bytes 

Errors: 0 

Symbol table - alphabetical order: 

? 

? 

CHKCOM 
DONE 
FLOAT 
LLO 
PTRGET 
STROUT 

=$DEBE 
=$3F3C 
=$E2F2 
=$3F3D 
=$DFE3 
=$DB3A 

DATA 
ERROR 
LLl 
MORE 
STATUS 

Symbol table - numerical order: 

? 

MORE 
DONE 
STATUS 
ERROR 
CHKCO~ 
FLOAT 

=$3F14 
=$3F3C 
=$COAE 
=$D412 
=$DEBE 
=$E2F2 

? 

LLl 
LLO 
DATA 
STROUT 
PTRGET 

=$COAF 
=$D412 
=$3F31 
=$3F14 
=$COAE 

=$3F31 
=$3F3D 
=$COAF 
=$DB3A 
=$DFE3 
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jCLEAR 
UPPER BIT 



APPENDIX G 

SAMPLE COPS.LAM INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES 

Table 11 is a sample input file for COPS.LAM. Table 12 is 

a sample of the optional output when KFLAG1 is not equal to one, 

while Table 13 is the optional output when KFLAG2 is not equal to 

one. This optional output is printed for every data record. Table 

14 is the standard output which lists conditions of run and subsequent 

signal-to-noise ratios for each diameter. 
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Table 1I. Sample Input File for 

i: ~gg8 1 :8-::28 O.OO.H o. ~j I 4~ ().O I Ij() 
0.001.1 O.514S (1.1)_'(lO 

1.0000 1 .~d·:~O O.{)O.l.1 o . ~J I 4~, 0.1) 100 
1.0000 -'-1 .~~"lo (>.f)O~:1 1''). -;1"'~ n,'''''p('1 
1 .()O{I" 1 • '~J I~ 'v II.ijl).J,J, n .'.1 I'! ,J (J',,'" 

I .O(}()(} I.'I/'/() I •• :" i ~ ~ 0.'. J .~. 

l-.-o~ ·t.:'/~() ._- O."O.jj ". ~"JI 4::. o. O/O~' 
1.0000 1 • ~,/~,o 0.00.3 ; C).::'d4~ O.()IWO 
1.0000 1 t~l5() 0.0033 1}.514::' O.O'/O() 

'1 • ~o-.- --t-;~~ ~.-M·~~ t) .7111~ ft.1(HH, 

1.()(hIO 1 .:, .':,(/ O. ('\),', ~ 0.', I 1:, ",,'til.'" 
1.00,,\1 I , 'J jL,q Ii. Ollj, U, :,1 ,I:, (, • ,~I'. it I 

1 .0000-- 1. ~7:';0 '0.0033 ().:1I q:"l O.4()OO 
1.0000 1.~7~O ().OO3:3 O.~J14~j O.:-,O()O 

1.0000 1.5750 0.,)()~1.l O. ~d 45 ().6{)OO 
1; t')OOtt-----l-;~~O-- --nooo,,' -O.~1 It., 0;-0('11' 

l.d(q)O J • "-) -/~j() O. fll, i ~ o. ',14', f),llIJOII 

J .O(h)O I • ~J /',-,f) O.()/Jl,,', \'1.', 1 4~-, 0.·/· .... ", 
1·.~--"1.~ 0;0033' -o-.~14:; tr.'I":lOO 
1.0000 1.5750 0.0033 0.5145 1.0000 

COPS.LAN. 

/ .I..>~!'h) jo\)()\If) I ~J • ·.)(){)O .) , ~' t)i) 
J.OOW) ~ • C' \~ \Hi 1 ~ , • (I" () I ) ...... ' I)() 

! .000t,' j .'n)OI) I' .\)0'.)11 0.:' IO() 

',"("\0 1.''1rHl'1 1"".O')t,n 0.:' (H) 

d'n;{1 I',. i)j) JII P. ",tl') 

~ • '" ", OJ 1',.\11)'.111 ',1.,""1., 
l.oOj,u ,;.fH,.,o t ,,"U~h' U •• '7:n,(f 
I • ~)(,. 1\ , 3.\J'1!1o} J~,. dOO() O.:"·,(lIs 
/ .OOtH) ,~. nUiJ(, I ~' •• ')i)U() () • ~.~ ,() (j 

/. (~()tHt .. . nt,f~t' I". n~Ht() ~;. ~'~{)t) 

J, .1t'Ut, ~ • (\" II \I I' I .t,O(,(, (;. ",(.1, 

" ,(ItJt),) ~ . 1,,',. ,( , I ',."'}OCi (i .... , .. ,,) 

;/,(1()OO .1.UO t )O 1~.(tooo ().:.'~O(' 

I. ()()()() -,.000(, I~, .l·'()OO (). ~.~,()() 

~1. OOf)O ~. O(l()', I~, .OO(l() ,]. :I~,O() 
'':I",rH')n-~ ~. f"If~nn I"' .I')oon- ". :'~j()O 
!,IH d\, ,\"",dl) I'" '1(,Od t) • .!~ Ii) I) 

' ,1 1110 11 ~ • !), ,j J IJ 1',.'Jtli,IJ I), ,1O,Of) 

I. ()()()() .1.000() i,.('OUO O.:'tlOO 
I.O()(}O 3.0()O() I~ •• j'voe, O,~5()O 

I.OOf)(.lC' 
1 . (IOOD~) 

1.00t)()(, 
1.(HHH\t) 

I .t,(td()(, 

I '11'1)'111 

1.\1t",'tHI 
1.( o)llf)(, 

l.t·(J()()(· 
1,Of)OHo) 
I. d("'l}qt') 

1 • (1I)"OI) 

1.(H)OU() 

1.0()OO() 
1.00000 

-1 .I')I')(')(H) 
J • (}')()O\l 

1.J)'l\hHi 

-1.0!mO() 
1.(}t)()00 

';','.1),)0 :,00('(,. In!. 1 
,>. ~J;Ji)O ',(i(I')('. () ~ .:, l r, 
o . ~',OIJO ~IOO')il."" ,\,I,J ~ . 
O."1Hr'n ~~)O/."" '~,'~,""1 '1 
I) .'J\ldO 'It}"·'t""'.,·,1 ."'/ 

".',ltOt •. ':"1,,,)1, .t, ',-, I .", 
\). !'lvf'(J .... ~\'iJ\)t,. \I.~(l I .:'~.., 

O.SOOO 25(}()')t).\).i~J ~-'~J 

(). ~.tlO() :':JOOOO. 0 .. 161 ~I~, 

H. 5(HHl :'~I)O(H" O.~" I 2S 
O. :,Ol)\) .'~i()()ul.). () S,' 1 ", 
0, :,OOt) :!Ld)O\)(), G ~/, I :':, 
(). 5000 ~50'~O ",361 ':5 
O.~OOO ~SOOOO.03b1 ~~:; 

O.~OOO 250{)OO.0361 2~ 

O.5MO ~~I')OOO.O~6t~5 
O. ',()()() :·~,OOOO. o If. I :)~, 

().~)()()O ~~~O()O().O,~Al : '~', 
O.5!mO '~~OOO()O<,j61 !t~ 

0.5000 2~OOOO.0.361 25 

t-' 
'!) 

Vl 



Table 12. Optional Output from COPS. LAN when KFLAC1;/l. 

f~PUT VAPfABlE APPAY 

I.OOOE+OO 1.575E+00 3.300F-03 5.145F-Ol 1.0nOF+00 7.000E+00 3.000r+00 1.50'F+OI 2.530r-Ol I.OOOF+OO S.OOOF-Ol 2.500E+053bl 25 

aEn. 1.8~2HOO 

ANGLE 

0.00 
.25 
.50 
.75 

1.00 

1:~6 
1.75 
2.00 
2.25 

~:~g 
3.00 
3.25 
3.50 
3.15 
~. 00 
~.25 
... 50 
... 75 
5.00 
5.25 
5.50 
5.75 
b.OO 

A 

-b.~3ZE+00 
-b.~ nE tOO 
-b.~30EtOO 
-b.'IZ7EtOO 
-b.~ZZE+OO 
-b."11E-00 
-b.ltIOE_OO 
-b."OZE-OO 
-b.39ZEtOO 
-b. 3 8lE +00 
-b.370E_00 
-b.357E+00 
-b. 3'1ZE +00 
-b. 3 Zb E -00 
-b.309EtOO 
-b.Z91E-00 
-b.Z 7l E +00 
-b.251E_00 
-b.229E-00 
-b.ZOSEoOO 
-b. lSI E-OO 
-b.155 E +00 
-b.127EoOO 
-b .099E 000 
-b.069E+00 

aSCA- 1.738E+00 aBACK' 4.432E+00 

Iq 

1.717E+Ol 
1.717F+Ol 
1.71bF+Ol 
1.715E+Ol 
1.713F+Ol 
l.nOF+Ol 
1. 707E +01 
1.704E>01 
1.700F+Ol 
1. b95ftOI 
l.b90E+Ol 
I.b8U+Ol 
1.678E+Ol 
l.b71E+Ol 
1.664E+Ol 
1.656E+Ol 
l.b~8E+Ol 
l.b39E+Ol 
1.630E+Ol 
I.bZOEtOI 
I.bl0E+Ol 
1.599E+Ol 
1.58~E+OI 
1.57bE+0 
1.564E+Ol 

SI 

1.6HE+OI 
1.83JE+Ol 
1. RBE +01 
1.~31E+OI 
1.829E+0 
I.R2H+Ol 
1.82"E+0 
1.820E+Ol 
1.81bE+Ol 
1.811E+Ol 
1.80bE+Ol 
l.eOOE+Ol 
1.79H+Ol 
1.167E+Ol 
1.760E+Ol 
1.772E+Ol 
1.763E+Ol 
1.7HE+Ol 
1.745E+Ol 
1.735E+Ol 
1.7Z~E+OI 
1.713E+Ol 
1.702E+OI 
1.690f+Ol 
1.677F+Ol 

RAO IAN 

1.9Z9E+00 
1.929E+00 
1.92'1E+OO 
1.9Z9E+00 
1.930E+00 
1.930E+00 
1.93 OE +00 
1.930E+00 
1.931E +00 
1.931E +00 
1.93lE+00 
1.'13ZE tOO 
1.932E+00 
1.933E+00 
1.'133E+OO 
1.9HE+00 
1.93H+00 
1.935E +00 
1. 936E +00 
I. '13 7E +00 
1.937E+00 
1.938E+00 
1.939E+00 
1.9"OE+00 
1.94lE+00 

OfGP EE 

1.105E+02 
1.105F+OZ 
1.10SE+02 

i ·I05E-02 
.106E+02 

1.106E+02 
1.106E +02 
I. lObe +02 
1.106E-02 
I.I0bE_OZ 
I.I07E+OZ 
1.107E+OZ 
1.101E-OZ 
1.107F. oOZ 
1.106E+OZ 
1.106E+OZ 

i .106E +OZ 
ol09EtOZ 

lol09ft02 
1.110E_OZ 
1.110E+OZ 
1.I11E+02 
1.1IlE+OZ 
1.11 n+o" 
1.112F+0? 

SZ ---------------------------------------------------------
-6.HZE+00 
-t-.432E+00 
-6.430E+00 
-6."27E+00 
-6'''23E+00 
-6."18E+00 
-6.41ZE+00 
-6.405E+00 
-6.3'1n+00 
-6.387E+00 
-6. 37bE +00 
-6.3b5E+00 
-6.35ZE+00 
-6.338E+00 
-6.3<'3E+00 
-6.306f+00 
-b.Z89E+00 
-6.210E+00 
-6.Z50E+00 
-6.230E+00 
-6.Z07E+00 
-6.184<+00 
-6 .160E +00 
-6.D4E+00 
-6.107E+00 

fa P RAOfAN DEGREE 

1.117E+Ol 1.634r+Ol 1.929E+00 1.105E+02 
1.717E+01 1.833£+01 1.929E+00 1.105E+02 
1.716E+Ol 1.~]2E+Ol 1.'1Z9E+00 1.105E+02 
1.714E+Ol 1.~31E+Ol 1.92'1r+08 1.105E+OZ 
1.712E+OI I.OZ9<+01 1.930E+0 1.10bE+02 
1.710r+Ol l.~Z6E+OI 1.930E+00 1.I06E+OZ 
1.707E+OI .623E+OI 1.930E+00 .10~E+02 
1.703f+Ol 1.819r+Ol 1.93IE+00 1.106E+02 
1.696E+Ol 1.~15f+Ol 1.93IE+00 1.10bE+OZ 
1.~Q3E+Ol 1.~10F+Ol 1.'1]IE+OO 1.107E+02 
1.66~E+Ol 1.804E+Ol 1.932E+00 1.107E+02 
1.6~2E+Ol 1.798[+01 1.933E+00 1.107E+OZ 
1.675E+Ol 1.791E+OI 1.933E+00 1.108E+02 
1.6b8E+Ol 1.78"E+Ol 1.93"E+00 1.106E+02 
1.660E+Ol 1.776E+Ol 1.935E+80 I.I09E+02 
1.6'IE+Ol 1.76~E.Ol 1.9]6E+ 0 .10ge+02 
1.~4ZE+Ol 1.759EoOI 1.'136E+00 1.110E+02 
1.633E+Ol 1.149E+Ol 1.937E+00 .110e+02 
1.6Z3E+Ol. 1.7]9F+Ol 1.938E+00 1.111E+02 
l.blZE+Ol 1.726£+01 1.940E+00 1.111E+OZ 
l.bOlE+Ol 1.711r+Ol 1.941E+00 1.IIZE+OZ 
1.5~9E+Ol 1.706E+Ol 1.942E+00 1.113E+02 
1.577E+Ol 1.693£+01 1.'1"3E+00 1.113E+OZ 
1.5~'E+Ol l.b81e+Ol 1.'1"£+00 1.114E+OZ 
1.551E+Ol 1.667[+01 1.'1"6E+00 1.115£+OZ 

SU" 

1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 

1:88g 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
10000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 

I-' 
\0 

'" 



Table 13. Optional Output from COPS. LAN when KFLAG2il • 

51 52 
,,.GlE ----;-----------IS----------q--------RAOIAN------OfGQfe-- ----A-----------IB----------q-------~AOIAN-----_ofGREE--

1~.50 -5.3Z7E+OO I.ZQ6f+OI 

cOPS PPOGRUI 

I. ~Olf+OI I.QI)IE+OO 1.12~E+02 -5.~1'f+00 1.261F+Ol 1.3nf+01 

PARTICLE O[A~ETER IA[CqO~51' 1.000 REFRACTIYE iNDEX - 1.575+[ •• 0033 GAT~ERIHG INGLE IDfGREES)-14.500 

INT[RAfDIATf CALCULATED PARA~ETERSI -----------------------------------

1.Q77E+00 

X· 6.10&E+00 DANG- ~.363E-03 CANG- 2.527E-Ol Fl- 1.400E+Ol CAY- 1.221E-01 ALENS- 3.~~8E+OI VNEW' 5.831[+14 

OJ,.- -.QI860q5 EJN- -.63Z311Q SZFOR -1.10bf+00 Z.572f+00 SNY- 1.Q71E+04 

[NCIDENT INTENS[TY Iw,"lcQON •• ZI- ~.~15E-03 POWER CAPRIER IWATTS)- 8.8QlE-05 POWER O~O SIGNAL IWATTSI- 7.50Z~-05 

AYERAGE P~ASE (RAOIANS). t.Q77f+oo SIr,HAl-TO-HOISF RATln (POWFP)- 1.e~4f+3~ 

1.133HOZ 

SUA 

f-' 
\0 
'-I 



Table 14. Standard COPS. LAH Output. 

COPS PPOGRAM 

PAPTIClF REFRACTIVE I~OFX
GATHERING lfNSI NU~fRICAL APFRlTURE

Hf R A TURE (PHil
OIAMETER BLUR SPOT (MICRONS)
.cOllECTlO~ ANGLE (OfGRfES)

At.Glf STfP SIZE (OFGPFES)-

1.575+1· 
.25 

7.0 
3.0 

H.50 
.2~ 

.0033 

PRIMAPY 

MEOIUM REFRACTIVE INOEX
WAVE LENGTH (MICRONS)

LENS WAIST DIAMfTEQ (MICRONS)
DETECTOR QUANTUM EFFICIENCY

POWER SUBJFCT BEAH (WATTS)
~AND WIOTH (HZ)-

PARTICLE CIAMfTER (MICRONS) SIG~Al-TO-NOISF RATIO (VOLTAGF) 

.01 

.02 

.03 

.O~ 

.05 

.Ob 

.07 

.08 

.Oq 

.10 

.20 

.30 
• ~O 
.~O 
.bO 
.70 
.110 
.'10 
.'1' 

1.00 

5.~'I8E-0~ 
4.75H-03 
1.'I20F-02 
!i.'IQ4E-02 
1. b33E-Ol 
~.OlH-OI 
Q.020E-Ot 
1.67H+00 
3. b30E+00 

~:~gU:g~ 
2.H3E+03 
7.030f+OJ 
1.3HE+0~ 
2. 073E+0~ 
Z.MbE+O" 
2. 80bEtO~ 
2."ZlEt04 
Z. 2Io3EtO~ 
1. '111 etC" 

1.000 
.'iH!i 
15.0 
.50 

1.00E+00 
2.50E+05 

t-' 
\0 
co 



APPENDIX H 

GENERAL REFERENCES BY SUBJECT 

Aerosol systems and size distributions 

- Seinfeld (1975) 

- Friedlander (1977) 

- Perkins (1974) 

- Randolph and Larson (1971) 

Light and Coherence 

- Halliday and Reinick (1970) 

- Fowles (1975) 

- Gaskill (1978) 

- Hecht and Zajac (1976) 

- Siegman (1971) 

Modulation 

- Ryder (1959) 

- Reference Data for Radio Engineer (1956) 

- Gaskill (1978) 

OHD 

- Siegman (1971) 

- Yariv (1976) 
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Light Scattering 

- Van de Hulst (1975) 

- Kerker (1969) 

- Stratton (1941) 

- Huffman and Bohren (1983) 



APPENDIX I 

DESCRIPTIVE PASSAGES THE BOSS SAID MUST GO 

The writing style of this di~sertation is the author's ?oing. 

My major professor acted as an editor for the text, usually changing 

a word or two, thus making a passage more readable. Occasionally, 

my editor told me to remove large blocks of text. Some of these 

passages are dear to my heart, so in order to satisfy the boss as 

well as myself, they were removed from the text and compiled as an 

Appendix. Here follows some passages my professor labeled as "total 

bullshit" and in retrospect, I believe he may be correct. 

The optical alignment and operation of COPS requires complete 

dedication to overcome the trap of gross frustration. Hysterisis, 

the masked mechanical villain, hides in every mount and threaded 

mechanism, insideously spoiling one's efforts. Patience and persever

ance, the good guys in white, can overcome all sinister forces. 

One must have a clear mental image of the concepts behind COPS in 

order to understand the madness in these methods. Tweaking skills 

need to be developed where nibble fingers are blured with duties 

while keeping a watchful eye on subtle changes in the fringe pattern. 

Small details are important, practice is a must. There are a multitude 

of tricks that can be used in a variety of procedures to accomplish 

the alignment chore, the author encourages fledgling COPS users to 

invent ycu own methods. Attaining alignment is much like a calculation 

based on the first law of thermodynamics, the end result is all 

201 



important with the path traveled to reach this point being lost in 

the process. 

The rewards from the onerous task of building a COPS are 

reflected in the reams of collected data and felt from the thrill 

0: fore-front research. Little surprises lie waiting in the data, 

anxious to leep out at anyone with open eyes. These curiosities 

may seem obvious in hindsight, but do require a certain degree of 

serendipity to discover in the first place. 

As for any optical particle counting technique, COPS should 

202 

be calibrated with particles similar to those found in the investigated 

aer'osol system. The evil particle demon will strike those researchers 

who don't follow this advice. 

Ideas are ephemeral events and are as hard to pursue as aero

lites and snipes. The mighty pen, though, can retard their fleeting 

existence by holding them prisoner with ink and paper. 
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